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SPECIAL NOTICES

FIRE INSURANCE.
Xbe business and good will of the late Arm of

J. H. COFFIN &

CO.,

has been sold and transferred to

DOW & PINKHAM,
35 Exchange Street.
All persons needing changes, transfers,
endorsements, assignments, renewals, etc., In
following companies formerly represented by
J. H. COFFIN & CO., viz:
ASTNA. HOME
INS. CQ. of N. A., LANCASHIRE, GIRARD,
PEOPLE’S, are requested to call on the under
signed who have the necessary authority to act.

“PINKHAM,

(Successors to J. H. COFFIN & CO.)

Office,

35

my21

Exchange Street.
sntf

MONEY TO LOAN.
—

TECE-

DUDLEY BLAKE.
Hallowoll, Me.

A RUNNING SORE!
THREE BT SIX INCHES

OF SIX YEARS STANDING,

AND HANDS THAT WERE ONE
MASS OF CORRUPTION

Completely Cured! by

DANA'S SARSAPARILLA!
O YE makers of;
ye
MAY AS WELL TRY TO STOP'THE CYCLONE
IN ITS COURSE. AS TO PLACE YOUR WEAK
DECOCTIONS (THOUGH THEY MAY BE
"PECULIAR” AND HAVE "MORE DOSES”)
IN THE PATH OF
THE CONQUERER,

Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
up furfarming stock and machinery; also pays remain
niture leases, allowing the property to
be
installAll
loans
with owner.
may
repaid by
ments reduoing principle and interest. Also
advance money"on watches, diamonds. Jewelry,
stnoks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by mail promptly attended to. Office, Room 1,
No. 478% Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.

GEO. L. FISH, Manager.
MW&Ftf

aplS

“LAWSON HOUSE,”
South Harpswell, Me.
pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
THIS
supplied with ail the
improved, and Is
modern
hot
now

and cold
improvements, Including
sea water Baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.

DANA,

—IT’s “JHE KIND THAT CURES,”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.:
Gentlemen:—For the past six years I
have been troubled with a VERY RAS>
SORE on my leg, which was so exceeding-

ly painful at times that I could not work.
Bam ■ ■ mm tried almost everything but

I
it
Bb« BbT would mot heal. Last June it
■
■ ° ■"
grew rapidly worse. The disease permeated my system to such an extent
that the backs ©2 my hands became running; sores and caused me intense sufferSalves and vaing. I tried
rious medi
M
cines, employed
sieians
but redifferentphy ■^1 ■ m
ceived no relief. The running sores on my
hands kept growing worse, and the old
sore on my leg grew larger until it covered a
fin* «« six
space of three toy
H
ches. I was dis ||
*1 couraged
_

Kg

gj

HA

and hope nearly ■ ■ mr* o g0ne.
One day I called at H. Noel Steeves*
Wholesale Medicine Store and asked him
what medicine he would recommend. He

unhesitatingly recom-

B

_

__

For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24rtf
/N

/NT

t.

tLA

the second

was

©ne-3ial? taken the

sore

my leg had stopped running. THE
P1TLE MARE A COMPLETE CURE ©F MYLEG. Now I am
a WELL MAN AGAIN.
I feel as well as
I ever did in my life.
Very resp’y,
Hallo well, Me.
DUDLEY BLAKE.
on

THIRD

DANA SARSAPARILLA CO.

A

TT

1,

Formerly with Hon. W. L. Putnam, H. S.
Circuit Judge, will hereafter be found at office
of A. S. woodman. Attorney-at-Law, No. 36
All work
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
promptly executed.
mayl81m*

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time Pull,
man sleeping cars. Call on or address E
E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pa,
rtfic Co., 192 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
Jua»
oodda

Carrying Off the Sewer Gas
System of Plumbing Remark-

a

would

make

capitol

were a

it

uninhabitable.

rangementjof this work.
The experts recommend a renewal of
the entire plumbing except the water
iupply pipes. The cost of this is estimated to be under $70,000.
QUAY SAYS BLAINE.

Provided the Maine Man Will

The cleanest, purest and best medicine on
the market. This wonderful medicine will

BELFAST,

ME.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY is a purely
mutual company, owned by Its members, managed by its members, and
solely in the interest ol its members.

It is
and a
See testimonials in

name

and nature.

spring medicine,

great appetizer.
our books.
AH druggists- $1 a bottle.
— BUY
IT! ——
—
.
TRY IT!

’TWILL DO YOU COOD!

EN MEDICINE
f

Edward R. Staples, Dr. John B. Bray,
George F. Knapp, Willis E. Kimball,
Joshua F. Bennett, Horace A. Hall.
The following preamble and resolutions

UtplycM

regard to Bridgton 8 “favorite son”
passed, amid great enthusiasm:

were

With mingled feelings of pride and joy, do we,
the Republicans of Bridgton, m caucus assem-

Senator
Pittsburg, Pa., May 29.
Quay to-day expressed his belief that
Mr. Blaine, provided he would accept
the nomination, would be nominated for
President by the national convention on
—

the first ballot. When asked if Mr.
Blaine would accept, Mr. Quay replied,
“Nobody but Mr. Blaine himself can answer that question, but he can scarcely
afford to turn a deaf ear to the call of his

party.”

bled,

view

the

public

Mr.

Clarkson Says He Will Be Temporary
Chairman at Minneapolis.

lieve his nomination
governor of this state
would contribute largely to Republican success
in the coming election.
for

Kennebuxk, May 28.—At a caucus of
the Republicans today the following was
carried:
Resolved, That although there may he no opposition to the eaudidacy of our old favorite,

General Cleaves, yet we have great pleasure in
now expressing the
entire confidence the
Republicans of this town have in the integrity,
ability and popularity of Henry B. Cleaves, our
choice for the gubernatorial nomination.

The delegates chosen

are:

W.

Moody,

Chas. E. Miller, P. A. Twombly,
Frank M. Irving and Horace Smith.

Freeport

which

have the effect of exentire criminal docket,
so* far
as
Biddeford is concerned.
In the
case
of
the Boston &
Maine vs. Deputies Small and Harmon,
for trespass, Judge Cram of the Biddeford Municipal Court testified that he
had issued the warrant at his
home
and offered
his
docket
in evit
hut
idence,
appearing in answer to inquiry that the entrance thereon
were all made by Capt. Forbush and the
judge’s wife, ana that the judge himself
had never made a single entry upon it, it
was not admissible as evidence.
The municipal court of Biddeford has
no clerk, and the present ruling is in line
with a former ruling, which created the
naturalization trouble.
The Pension

List.

Washington, May 28.—The following pensions have been granted to people
in Maine:

ORIGINAL.

Holman Fuller,
Frank E Young,
Zacliariah N. Dale.

Andrew J. Swett,
Benj. F. Butterfield,

INCREASE.

Wm. L. Battis,
Uriah B. Stubbs,
Kichard D. Porter.

Samuel Wilson,
Jeremiah Perowe,

Rain Will Float the Toga.
[Special to the press.]

have been hung up will
to market*

now

surely come

|s

8 P. M.

Barometer. 30.014 29.974
Thermometer.57.
5G.
Dew Point..

riencing

Recommendation.

41.

Humidity.55.
Wind.S6.
Velocity.3.

47.
71.
3
12

Weather.Cl’dies Cl’dies
Mean daily ther.. .55.0 Max. vel. wind. 78S
Maximum ther.. .66.0 Total precip.... 0.00

Time of

It —In

one

the

Hardships

of

Too

Much

Water.

Copenhagen, May

29.—The celebra-

tion of the

royal golden wedding was
continued today.
An immense procession, composing 100,000 citizens and
provincial visitors, marched to the

Amalienburg

castle in the afternoon.
There were 117 different associations represented in the procession, hundreds
of banners and flags, and many bands of
The windows and sidewalks
along the route were crowded with people who showered flowers on the procession.
The King and Qneen, with
members of their family and many royal
guests, were stationed on a red draped
balcony on the first floor of the castle,
where they received the homage and
congratulations of the marching multitu de.
The march past occupied three
hours.
music.

FIRES, LANDSLIDES AND FLOODS.
One Month’s Troubles in the Land of the
Japanese.
from

Japan

later

a

Hay 29.

—

Advice s

to the state convention: John C..
Wm. A. Mitchell, George F.
Fogg, H. S. Talbot, E. C. Townsend,
Horace Rogers.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the Republicans of Freeport
recommend as the proper man to lead the
Republicans of Maine to' victory in the next
campaign the intrepid soldier, the eloquent orator, the able lawyer, the Hon. Henry B. Cleaves.
Wiscasset Pledged.

Wiscasset, May 28.—At a caucus of
the Republicans of Wiscasset today, the
following delegates were elected to the
State Convention: Geouge B. Sawyer,
Seth Fatterson and C. A. Peaslee. The
following

resolution was

mously.

adopted

unani-

of the state in favor of the nomination of Hon.
Henry B. Cleaves for the office of governor; and
that we pledge our most earnest efforts lor his

unanimous nomination and triumphant election.
Wants It Unanimous.

Eastport Enthusiastic.

period

of landslides

and

pavers.

That Is the Prediction Among the Wheelmen

a

Storm and Flood in Ireland.

Dublin, May 29.—Storms and floods
doing immense damage to the crops
in County Donegal.

are

mere, continues its terrible course. In
the last four days, out of 1731 persons attacked, 990 have died.
HUNDREDS ARE DESTITUTE.
How the

Storm Brought Death and Destruction to

Delegates Instructed.

[Special to the Press.]

BANGORjJtfay 29.—Wheelmen

This Eire

Myrtle

morning,

in one

here

the hill riding contest for a medal. The
general opinion is that Tillson of Portland will take the prize.
Preparations
have been made for 200 at the banquet at
the Windsor, Monday.
THE ATHLETIC CLUB.
The Organization Completed Last Saturday.
The managing
board of
the new
Athletic Club met Saturday morning and
oiganized by electing the following offiPresident—Franklin C. Fayson.
Vice Presidents—Theodore C.

one-tliird of the monuments are prostrated. The grand stand, box stalls and
buildings of the fair grounds, one mile
south, are levelled to the ground.
ILLINOIS HAS ONE.
Property Damaged But Dives Spared So
Far

as

Known.

Olney, 111., May 29.—A cyclone passed
through this county last evening, doing
great damage to buildings, crops and
orchards.

So far no loss of life

is

Constitution and By-Laws—Geo. D. Band,
Chas. F. Libby, James E. Marrett, Stephen C.
Perry, Walter C. Emerson.
The building committee will at once

begin their labors by selecting a house
and lot and reporting to the board of
government for approval, ft seems to
be generally understood that the large
Davis place on the corner of Spring and
Oak streets will be selected, although
nothing definite has been decided.
OBITUARY.

re-

ported.

Charles E. Irish.

BOYS WHO COULDN’T SWIM.

Yesterday.

The funeral services over the remains
of the late Charles E. Irish, were held at
his late residence 68 Clark street, Friday
afternoon, the Rev. Mr. Hughes of Chestnut Street church, conducting the services. The Schubert quartette furnished
appropriate music. The floral tributes
were numerous and lovely, among them

Quincy, Mass., May 29.—Frederick W.
Arron, aged IS, Philip P. Smith, aged 18
and Henry P. Pawsey, aged 12, were
drowned at Rock Island cove today by being a pillow, sickle, wreath, mound,
tne upsetting of a little skiff in which cresent, lyre, anchor, star,
triangle, 34
they were rowing around the cove. The roses, and numerous bouquets. The inyoungest hoy was the son of Geo. Pawsey, interment was at Forest City Cemetery,
a well known farmer who lives near the
with the Knights of Pythias funeral sershore. The other two were Pawsey’s
vices. Mr. Irish came from Chelsea,
Mass.,
nephews, who came over from England
only two weeks ago. The hoys could not when quite young and has been a resiswim and neither could their companions

the shore.
ered.

on

All the bodies

were recov-

Young Brothers Drowned.

when both fell off and

were

drowned.

was

House this

are

cers:

Harper.

Boston, May 29.—Alfred and Richard
Bowdoiniiam, May 28.— Bowdoinham Lips, brothers, aged about 7 and 10, were
to
elected
the
today
delegates
Republi- playing on a raft bn Charles River today
can State Convetion were instructed for
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves for governor.

Bangor,

The Beginning of the Exercises of
Memorial Day.
PORTLAND PASTORS

PREACH TO

GRAND ARMY MEN.

At Congress Street
Bosworth

Methodist

Post and Sons

Were Present In

a

of

Body

Church,
Veterans

to Hear Rev.

Mr.

Lindsay—At

Street

Church, Thatcher Post Listened

to Rev. Mr.

the

St.

Lawrence

Wright’s Appropriate

Re-

marks.

Yesterday morning

at

St. Lawrence

street church Rev. Mr. Wright preached
the memorial sermon to the members of

Thatcher Post, G. A. R., who attended
in a body. The church was prettily decorated with flowers and the insignia of
the camp. Rev. Mr. Lindsay of Congress
street was present. Rev. Mr. Wright
spoke as follows:
To everything there is a season, and a time to
* * * a
every purpose under the heavens:
time of war and a time of peace.—Eecl. hi : 1, 8.

The logic of this Scripture is simple
and sound. In the plan and providence
of God all events have their appointment and their use. There is nothing
haphazard in the divine government of
the world.
Birth, death, prosperity,
adversity, war and peace, all have their
and
use.
time, place
“There is a time of war and a time of
peace.” We do not propose to moralize
upon these words, but to use them as an

appropriate

flections.

motto for

The time of

present
imposes

our
war
so does

re-

pe-

culiar obligations, and
the time
of peace. A much quoted political maxim teaohes that in time of peace wo
should prepare for war. There is but a
moiety of wisdom in this maxim, if it
means that the proper business of peaceful times is to build fortifications, invent
destructive engines of war, and amass
vast armies, but if it means that the business of peace is to beat swords into
ploughshares, spears into priming hooks,
and to restrain nation from rising against
nation, by teaching, not the art of war,
but the arts of industry; by promoting,
not the spirit of military ambition, but
the love of mankind, then there is the
wisdom both of reason and religion in
the maxim.

The occupants and the adornments of

the

sanctuary today suggest

the time of

Veterans occupy our pews, muskets are stacked in military array on this
sacred platform. Battleflags drape this
desk consecrated to the proclamation of
divine peace. Fragrant flowers memoralize dead patriots, all bear their witness in this solemn hour to that
direful,
yet fruitful conflict which thirty years
was
Southern
soil
and
ago
devastating
desolating Northern homes. There are
children here who, when hoary hairs
and feeble steps shall have overtaken
war.

Woodbury,Geo. them, will perchance tell their grandJr.. Charles F. Libby.
Wichita, Kan., May 29.—The storm Burnham,
children’that their eyes here looked upon
Treasurer—Edward H. York.
belt Friday night was six miles wide. It
the survivors of the war of the Great
Secretary—Lyman H. Nelson.
was a straight blow with severe hail
Immediately after the election of offi- Kebellion, and speak to them of the musand the flags and the memorial
along the outside. The storm swept away cers the following committees were kets
flowers in the house of God. The ser35 buildings before reaching Harper. At chosen to carry out the business of the
mon and the preacher may be forgotten,
Harper, the ruin was fearful. Hundreds organization:
but these things they will remember.
The time of peace now is, but the time
of families are destitute and without food
Building—Theodoi'e C. Woodbury. John C.
Walter C. Emerson, Dr. F. H. Gerrish, of war may come again. God grant the
or shelter.
The Catholic and German Stevens,
James E. Marrett, Stephen C. Perry, Edward
day may be far hence. When it conies
churches at Harper were demolished and B. Duran.
Finance—Franklin C. Payson, George Burn- the greatest need will be, not a mighty
the
Baptist and Christian churches ham,
Jr., W. S. Eaton, Frank C. Crocker, Edw. standing army, but the raw material for
greatly injured. The Masonic block, the H. York. Arthur K. Huht. Dr. C. W.
an invincible host, which shall spring
Bray.
up,
Queen City and the Opera House block
Membership—Lyman H. Nelson, Dr. Edwin as if by a magician’s
wand, from the
are almost worthless.
In the Odd Fel- F. Vose, James H. Dyer, John C. Stevens,
hillsides
of
the
and
the
workcountry
lows’ cemetery, one mile northeast, over Nathan Clifford.

solid Cleaves

structed for Gen. H. B. Cleaves of Portland for nomination for governor.

at

Heavy rains have swollen the rivers in in large numbers to take part in the pasome prefectures so that the waters had
rade. Today they have enjoyed themburst the embankments, spreading over selves
by spins through the country and
a large extent of territory.
rides about town.
Interest centers in

MAYOR UNDER ORDERS.
Incendiary.
Weather Observations.
[Special to the Press.]
Court Issues Mandamus in the
West KENNEBUNK,May29.—Fire early Supreme
The following are the observations of
Lewiston Case.
the Agricultural Department Weather this morning destroyed the farm buildH.
of
William
Bureau for yesterday, May 29, taken
t
ings
Littlefield, occupied
Augusta, May 28.—In the Lewiston
3 p. m., 75th meridian time, the Oo- by Roscoe G. Cox and his family of five,
mandamus case against Mayor Newell
servations for each station being given in who barely escaped with their lives.
and four members of the Board of Aiderthis order:
Temperature, direction of The loss on the buildings is $600; in- men, which went before the law Court
sured for $400. Mr. Cox loses his furnithe wind, state of the weather:
on exceptions of the defendants, Newell
ture and cow, valued at $500. He has no
New
York, 64°,
Boston, 62°, S, cloudy;
et als., the full court rendered its decisfire
was
SE, cloudy; Philadelphia, 68°, S, cloudy, insurance. The
incendiary.
ion this forenoon, over-ruling the defendWashington, 70°, S, cloudy; Albany, 68°,
Found Dead in His Bed.
ant’s exceptions, and ordering aperemptSE, cloudy; Buffalo, 58 , SW, cloudy;
[Special to the Press.]
ory writ of mandamus to be issued,
Detroit, 60°, W, cloudless; Chicago, 72°,
the mayor and the
Rockland. May 29.—A stone cutter, which will require
SW, cloudly; St. Paul, 60°, SE, cloudboard of aldermen to go into a joint conjess; St. Vincent, missing; Huron, So.
named David Quigly, employed by Booth vention with the common
council, and
Dak., 68°, W, cloudless; Bismarck, 48°,
and the Hurricane Granite Co., elect
city officers.
NW, partially clouy; Jacksonville, 84°, Bros.,
found dead on his bed at the
was
S, cloudless.

New York, May 29.—To-day the Central Labor Union adopted resolutions requesting its affiliated unions to aid financially the locked out granite workers and

PORTLAND MAN THE WINNER.

floods.

Five of Them Drowned in Massachusetts

Bangor, May 28.—The Winterport Republicans elected delegates this afternoon
to the State Convention, who were in-

Minimum ther... 60.0

Aid For Granite Workers.

followed his movements with the liveliest interest. The President had an early
breakfast with Secretary Noble, Col.
Ernst and George W. Boyd, after which
he attended service at the brick Presbyterian church.
Several thousand people
gathered along the route, but made no
demonstration as the President walked
by with Dr. Hovey, followed by Secretary Noble, Col. Ernst, Gen. Reynolds,
ex-Congressman Baker and Congressmen
The
Greenleaf, Curtis and Henderson.
church was elaborately decorated with
flowers, tropical plants and national colIt was packed to the doors and
ors.
hundreds of people unable to get in, remained outside during the entire service. Rev. Dr. Taylor, the pastor, officiated and preach on “The Temptations of
a Christian.”
The President lunched
privately at the hotel and then went out
for a walk
with Col.
Ernst.
He
went
a
short
only
distance.
Later in the afternoon the President
went out for a drive with Dr. W. Powers, and visited the latter’s art gallery.
In the evening, special memorial services
were held at the Central
Presbyterian
church, where President Harrison and
Gov. Flower listened to the impressive
sermon
by the pastor Rev. H. H.
Stobbing. The church was beautifully
decorated
and crowded with Grand
Army men in uniform, who escorted the
distinguished officials to and from the
church.
The streets tonight were
thronged with people from out of town.
Detectives engaged by the local committee are in constant attendance on the
President.
It is a novel experience for
him to be guarded in this way and he is
not altogether pleased at the
innovation,
as he does not regard it necessary.

say that a succession of big
fires occurred in Japan last month, and

Eastport, May 28.—Eastport today

A. M.

Hard

a

Like.

Rochestek, N. Y., May 29.—Notwithstanding that the skies were overcast and
threatening, the streets in the vicinity of
President Harrison’s temporary abode
were thronged all day with people who

—

Glimpses of Sun-

Portland, Me, May 29,1892.

may

Having

Month, They Have Had Fires, Landslides and Floods—Ireland Also Expe-

A Thousand Dead in Fonr Days.
[Special to the Press.]
A Republican
Freepost,. May 28.
Calcutta, May 29.—A cholera epicaucus to-day elected the following deledemic at Spieinigar, in the vale of Cash-

Louis, May 28.—The Globe-DemoBucksport, May 28.—At a caucus of
Washington special reads as follows: the Republicans of Bucksport today the
W.
“Who will be temporary chairman of following delegates were elected:
H. Powers, Mark Gray, E. B. Gardiner,
the Minneapolis convention?” Chairman T. M.
Nicholson, P. P. Gilman, S. P.
Clarkson was asked.
LaGross. Resolutions were passed fav“Tom Heed probably,” he replied.
oring the unanimous nomination of Hon.
H. B. Cleaves for governor.
“But the ex-speaker is nota delegate,”
A Voice From Aroostook.
was suggested.
“That does not make any difference,”
Presque Isle, May 28.—At the ReCol. Clarkson said.
publican caucus held here last evening,
“Then who will be the permanent chair- Hon. Thomas H. Phair, Fred Barker, A.
C. Perry, Edward Wiggin, George H.
man of the convention?” was asked.
“Governor McKinley, perhaps,” was Smith, and Charles L. Daggett were
elected delegates to attend the state conthe reply.
vention in Portland, June 21st.
A resolution was passed unanimously endorsing
THE WEATHER.
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves.
Rain and

Continuation of the Golden Wedding festivities in Copenhagen—The Japanese

F.

St.

of

MARCH PAST THE CASTLE.

San Fbancisco,
[Special to the Press.]

crat

Prospect

IT TOOK THEM THREE HOURS TO

expressions of confidence

in the ability, honesty and integrity of our own
Hon. Henry B- Cleaveg.i As a boy of
native town, bravely for us did lie fight:
as a citizen among us was he ever admired and
respected, ever showing that courage and abilways he lias sained so
ity by which, in so many
great ^distinction, in the promotion and for
the protection of the interests of this his home
community. As we to-day believe, he will ever
engage them for the best interests of our state
at large, therefore be It
lleaolved, That we will unitedly and earnestly
work for his nomination and election to the
highest position within the gift of the people of
our state, which we not only believe, but Know
he is so eminently fitted to fill.”
Hiram Is in Bine.

Resolved, That we have witnessed with the
highest pegree of satisfaction the manifest
unanimity of sentiment among the Republicans

PROBABLY MR. REED.

Tendered Congratulations.

son, tlie
this, his

elected

Bangor, May 29.—The late rain has
done much good, Many logs thought to
*urlA

the

How One Hundred Thousand Danes

chosen;

delegation and
Washington, May 29.—For New
passed resolutions unanimously favoring
England: Light showers, #preceded by his nomination and pledging him an enBIDDEFORD’S TROUBLESOMECOURT. fair on the coast; south-west winds; thusiastic support.
Three Good Men of Guilford.
slightly wanner.
The Lack of a Clerk Again Makes Trouble
27.—Local forecast for
Boston,
May
May 28.—A Cleaves delegaGuilford,
With the Records.
New England for Monday: Showers, tion has been elected here to attend the
Republican State Convention. The deleBiddeford, May 28.—An important slightly warmer; southerly winds.
gation is composed of Qtis Martin, C. H.
ruling was made by Judge Libbey in
Rand and A. F. Edos.
Bocal Weather Report.
at
theJSupreme_Court Alfred, yesterday,
Winterport Delegates Instructed.

The

Newburjport, Mass.

Accept

shine.

positively

cure nervous diseases, paralysis, rheumatism, neuralgia, heart disease, female weakness, all diseases of the
blood, liver and kidneys, and stomach

Press.]

At a
large and
enthusiastic caucus of the Republicans of
Bridgton this afternoon, the following
delegates to the state convention were

fates
iendall,

Nomination.

cluding the

This “ad” is marked in order to attract
attention to

If the

private building, and were
present condition, as to its

in the
nlumhirio'
the
hoard
of
health
of
the
district
would
probably
order it closed as a dangerous nuisance.
It is to be remembered the huge
fans are constantly at work for forcing
fresh air in and drawing the foul air out,
so there is not much chance for the accumulation of what is called “sewer
gas.” Its production must be constant.
The condition is one that would not be
This is
tolerated in a prison or asylum.
the first time any human being has
learned the character, condition and ar-

Stenographer and Typewriter.

troubles of
every
the perfect

[Special
Bridgton, May 28.

__

DANA’S SAR-r*| J
SAPARILLA. I bought
one bottle and commenced taking it.
The
first bottle cured my hands. When
mended

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

el.

Their

Precautions which the President Docs Not

Altogether

Washington, May 29.—The experts
employed to investigate the sanitary
condition of the capitol, Dr. John S.
Billings, of the surgeon general’s office
and Col. Geo. Warring, Jr., of Newport,
R. L, have handed in their report. It
shows that the elaborate appliances for
mechanical heating and ventilating are,
[Special to the Press.!
in the main, good and satisfactory. A
27.—A
cauHiram,
May
number of minor alterations, are sug- cus was held in the townRepublican
hall this afterin
the
which
Senate
noon.
The meeting was called to order
gested mainly
wing,
in this respect has not been brought so by P. B. Young of the town committee,
and S. D. Wadsworth was chosen chairnear to the modem standard as the
man and J. L. Dike, secretary.
The folHouse wing has.
The ventilation now
lowing delegates were chosen: P. B.
meets the the requirements of all the Young, James Edgecomb and Almon
conditions except severe crowding dur- Young. These delegates were chosen to
P. B.
The drainage the Oxford county convention:
ing interesting debates.
Young, R. A. Maybery and A. S. Milliken.
of the building, its sewers,
and its The
following resolution, offered by P.
plumbing appliances are very defective B. Young, was unanimously carried:
and faulty. They combine nearly all the
Resolved, That the Republicans of Hiram
defects of the early stages of the art heartily endorse the gubernatorial candidacy of
and are practically unredeemed by its that experienced legislator, able lawyer and
The report loyal Republican, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves of
modem improvements.
Portland, ana pledge to him their undivided
says: ‘‘If the ventilation of the capitol support at the Republican State Convention to
was not so good, its plumbing work
be held at Portland, June 21st next, and be-

Sarsaparillas,

gf
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Lawmakers
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Only for Its Blunders.

able

DOW &

Bight

Fans

from
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All

Lives to the Excellent Ventilation, the

Maine towns.
Music and drama,
June dividends.

_
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Think that
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Marriages and deaths.
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by

the Candida-

GUARDED

THEY CALLED OS THE KISH

of “Her Favorite Son.”

cy

That Is, It Would Be If Owned
Anybody But Uncle Sain.

of

Bridgton’s Endorsement

REPORT OP THE EXPERTS WHO

Story: A Woman’s Heroism.
New York Stock Exchange centennary.

Page

all for cleaves.

CAPITOL CONDEMNED.

Page 1.

Movement to

Stock Duck Ponk.

pocket was found a half filled bottle of
Portland and Deering fishermen are
morphine, an overdose of which is sup- making an effort to have Duck Pond, in
posed to have been the cause.
Quigley Windham, stocked with trout. The matwas a native of Winterport
whither the ter has been brought to the attention of
remains will be taken.
Fish Commissioner Stanley.

dent of Portland ever since.
He was a
member of Munjoy Lodge No. 6, Knights
of

Having

Pythias.

a

genial disposition

and being full of generous good nature,
he won hosts of friends.
He leaves a
widow.
Horatio N. Haley.

slinnR rtf flirt Olf.V

rflarlir frt Tin rlicninlinnrl

in the actual experience of the camp and
the field. It was a civilian army that
crushed the regular army and achieved
the Independence of America. The work
of peace is to produce strong young men
—strong in those moral elements which
make heroes—in love of country, truth
and God.
Religion is necessary to patriotism,
Christianity is the nation's best protector in time of peace and strongest bulwark in time of war. The aim of Christianity is to promote peace, but she does
not condemn war. The New Testament
teaches that in the last times there shall
be wars and rumors of wars. It offers
no vision of universal peace on earth.
War remains, in spite of our Christian

progress, the only available means by
which a nation in peril of its life can defend and preserve itself. War was the
only alternative for this nation in 1801.
No court of nations or council of friendly
powers could have decided the issue.
War was inevitable and justifiable, yea,
war was a Christian duty.
It was the

sacred,

solemn

duty

of the United States

government to quell rebellion and preserve the Union.
“There is a time of

war,”

when mothers

must

yield

their

sons, wives send forth their husbands,
and maidens surrender their lovers for
the nation's life. Such a time of war and
of sacrifice came 32 years ago, when
shells were booming over the battlements of Fort Sumter. Then the nation’s peril was the nation’s call. The
youth of the North and West heard that
call as the call of God, It was clearly
a Christian duty to take up arms against
those who in cool,, willful rebellion

[CONTINUED

ON

FIFTH

PAGE]

Mr. Horatio N. Haley, the well known
after several weeks’ illness
at his home on Mayo street, Friday night,
aged 61 years. He was born inTopsham.
He belonged to Ancient Brothers Lodge,
I. O. O. F. and Woodbine Lodge, D. of
He leaves a widow and several chilR.
dren.

barber, died

BRIEFLY TOLD.

Bishop P. T. O’Reilly died in Springfield, Mass., Saturday.
Secretary and Mrs. Blaine have return
ed to Washington from New York.
Frank H. C. Reynolds, a prominent
citizen and broker of Bangor, Me., was
“held up” on Boston Common about 11
o’clock Thursday night. Six men throttled and robbed him of $150, a gold
watch, and a number of valuable papers.
Hugh de Payeus Commandery, Knights
Templars, of Melrose, Mass., has°accepted an invitation from Dunlap Commandery, Bath, Me., to visitthat city and
assist in the celebration of St. John's day,
June 23, and 24-

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Hlghestol
ill In leavening strength.—Latest United States
government Food Report.
rotal Baking Fowosb Co., 106 Wall a t-N.

--

MISCELLANEOUS.

ON THE DIAMOND.

WILLIAM II. VANDERBILT.

Tournament.

He Was the
to

the

Press.]

Rockland, May 28.—The first game
in the Maine Interscholastic League was
played here today, Freeport winning in
an exciting game.
The visitors were
outbatted, but errors of the home team
Both pitchers did
proved too costly.
splendidly. The Freeports were obliged
to leave at the end of the eighth
inning.
The score by innings:
\

Innings. 1
Freeports.0
Rocklands.1

Y™*

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0
o

7
l

0
o

0
o

4

0

3-14

3

2

1— 8

YOUNG WOMAN AT FIFTY."
Bates, 24; Colby, 7.
Or, as the world expresses it, “a well-pre- !
Waterville,
served woman.” One who,
May 28.—Colby made a
understanding
the rules of health, has followed them, and
desperate struggle for third place in the
preserved her youthful appearance. Mrs.
Maine College League this afternoon,
Pinkham has many correspondents who,
and succeeded in getting beaten by a
her
advice
and
through
care, can look with
score of 24 to 7.
Reynolds got spiked in
satisfaction in their mirrors.
the forehead in sliding to second,
making
a gash that
required three stitches. The

LYDIA E. PilHWSc<.'Bp?u'S

goes to the root of all female complaints,
renews the waning vitality, and invigorates
the entire system. Intelligent women of
middle age know well its wonderful powers.
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of SI.00.
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers letters ol
inquiry. Enclose stamp for reply.
two 2-cent stamp* for Mrs. Pinkham's'V
beautiful 88-page illustrated book, entitled &
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE.”
H
It contains a volume of valuable information. M
It has saved lives, and may save yours, r

(Send

Lydia E. F

Cn„

by innings:

score

Innings.1 23456789

gates.fi

3

0

1

4

2

3

3

2—24

Colbys.0 05000100—7
Batteries-Emery and Mildram; Hall, Reynolds, Punnton and Barnes. Errors—Bates, 3;
Colbys, 12, Base bits—Bates, 20; Colbjs, 10.
The New

England League.
played as follows in the

Games were
New England League Saturday:
AT MANCHESTER.

Innings.1 23456789
Portlands.0 0000200 x— 2
Manchester... .0 1000000 0—1
Rase bits—Portlands, 8; Marchesters, 9. Err°r?T?0rttands, l; Manchester, 4. Ratteries
—Tobin and Platt, Moore and Mackey.

Lynn. Mass,

AT SALEM.

Innings.1 23456789
*

Salems.0 1200000 5—8
Lowells...0 1000000 0—1
Base bits—Salems, 4; Lowells, 7. Error—
Salems, 3; Lowells, 14. Batteries—O’Neil and

Moore, McCarthy

and

Cauley.

AT WOONSOCKET.
iumuga..

Your

Keeps

a

o

■%

o

o

y

o

Pawtuckets.1 1 1040 0 Ox— 7
■Woonsockets —0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1—4
Base hits—Pawtuckets, 10; Woonsockets, 12.
Errors—Pawtuckets, 3; Woonsockets, 4. Batteries
Lynch and Connoghton, Colley and
Burrill.
—

Breath Sweet.

AX BROCKTON.

Innings.1 23456879
Brocktons.4 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 x—10

Lewistons.1 0200001Q— 4
Base hits—Brocktons, 7; Lewistons, 5.
ErBatteries—
rors—Brocktons, 5; Lewistons, 7.
Viau and Cotter, Welch and Donanue.
New

England League Standing.

Won.
Woonsocket. li
Salem. 10
Portland. 10
Manchester. 11
Lowell

It Is Without

9
9
6
5

..

Brockton.
Pawtucket.

Any

Lewiston..,.

Injurious Adulterations.
-•.

Always

butis,

17
19
17
18
19
18

13

Philadelphia—PhiladelpMas,"'
1.

The

1

68.8

67.9
62.9

60.0
31.6

27.8

Clhcin-

2;

National League Stan din.

Per
Lost. Played, cent.
Boston. 24
9
83
72.7
_

Won.

Brooklyn.
Chicago.

20
19

Cincinnati....
Pittsburg.

19
18
16
16
14
13
11
8

Cleveland. 19
Louisville.
New York.

Philadelphia.
Washington.,.
St. Louis.
Baltimore..

nom

7
8
8
9
13

Saturday’s League Games.
The following games were played iu
the National League Saturday:
At Baltimore—Clevelands, 10; Baltimores, 9.
At Washington—First game: Washingtons,
6; Pittstmrgs, 1. Second game: Pittsburgs,
13; Washingtons. 9.
At New York—Chicagos, 10; New Yorks, 4.
At Boston—Bostons, 9; Louisvilles. 3.
At Brooklyn—St. Louis, 10; Brooklyns, 9.
/ At

The Same.

..

Per
Lost. Played cent.
6
17
64.7
7
17
68.8

11
13
14

31
32
33
34
36
32
32
83
31
34
32

15
17
16
17

19
18
23

24

64.6
69.4

57.6
65.9
51.4
50.0
40.9
4 2.4
41.9
23 4
25.0

Game Today.

Sue!?
CONDENSED

t\ii?c«

^Veat

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having tha
NONE SUCH brand.

MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Yap4eod&wlynrm

The Portlands will play at Lewiston
this morning and the Lewistons will be
the opponents of the home club this
afternoon.
The Portlands have been
playing a fine game and all who have
not yet seen them play should not fail to
be present at the game this afternoon.
Klobedanz and Lachance will be in the
points for the Portlands and it is probable that the visitors will try a new
twirler against our heavy bitters as they
are eager to win today.
The game will
commence at 3.30.
Ladies will be admitted free to the grounds
but be
the
stand seats.

charged

regular

price

for

grand

Dairin and Williams Malc'ied.

Harry Darrin,
nrid William

the American

Williams

lia-c’P!

runner,
avt.i.

cies to run for the
ship of England

half-mile championon
June 4, the stakes
being §250 a side, with the privilege of
increasing to §500. The race will be decided at Jarrow-on-Tyne, a short distance
from Newcast.*!. The men are the fastest
in England, and already thousands of
dollars have been wagered. Darrin writes
that he thinks he can win. He has run a
trial in better than 1.56.

SPORII^T ITEMS.

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK ftp JOB

PRINTER,

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

EQUITABLE

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

PKOVINCETOWN, MASS.
INC ORPORATED, 1845.— MARINB RISKS ONI.Y.
old sad reliable Company is now writiug Marine Risks on the most favorable
terms.
If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
t. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON

THIS

President

Secretary.

may2
“
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WORTH A GUINEA A

BOX.”!I

--<

SleepyJ
I

Ha man is drowsy 1!
day time JI

In the
after

a

good]!

night's sleep,!
there's
lndiges- < |

and stomach I
disorder.
Jj

tlon

inEECHAM’S

.311 R AS by removing the waste $
matter which is clog-2
S In amt
ng the system, will cure all Bilious < >
•’and Nervous Btsorders, and will?
quickly relieve Sick Headache.
Covered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating, 1 j
Of all druggists. Price 2S cents a box.
2
New York Depot 365 Oanal St.
mwwwwwwvawwwwiui

i

dc!2

MW&Eursnlycedlst,StUqi5thd&w9

Tommy Conneff
match to Morton.

forfeited

his

second

A set of harness, trimmed with aluminum, is being made for Axtell at TerraHaute, Ind. The whole set will only
weigh five pounds.
It is probable that the Corinthian Foot
Ball Team, of England, will be the guests
of the Athletic Club of the Schuylkill
Navy while they are in this country.
It is the intention of the Rochester
clubs to make a team race between Buffalo, Syracuse and Rochester riders the
chief feature of the circuit meet there.
Prizes will be offered aggregating §100, all
prizes to go to the winning team and to
be apportioned according to points scored.
The Cornell ’Varsity and Freshman
crews are dieting on meat, bread and potatoes; at noon they are allowed a plain
pudding and fruit. Tea, coffee and even
milk are not allowed. Both crews show
up in good form already and are expected
to retain the university’s name upon the
water when they meet their rivals next
month.

Close

on the news of Zimmerman’s deR. L. Ede in a one-mile handicap
race, which was run in the fast time of
2.30, comes the announcement of a new
English cycling record for the quartermile dash. Zimmy went the distance in
32 3-5 seconds at the Herne Hill grounds.
This equals the American record made
by E. C. Anthony, at Hartford, Conn.,
Sejtember 2, 1S90.

eat

by

We, the Champions, accept the challenge of the Oakdales for a game of ball
this morning at 9.30.
i\ <J. Peixce, Captain.

OF

A

Prospective

Heir to the

Bulk of $110,000,000.
His Wealth Could Not Save His Life—

Popular Despite His Riches—His College Friends are His Pall Bearers
The Family Fortune.
—

William H. Vanderbilt, eldest son ol
Cornelias Vanderbilt and the heir, according to the tendency to primogeniture
now fashionable among American millionaires, to the bulk of a fortune estimated at |110,000,000, died on the 23d
inst. of typhoid fever.
The young man was a student in the
junior class of Yale College and lived in
Durfee Hall, one of its dormitories. While
chatting with some of his companions on
May 5 he was suddenly taken sick and
next day he felt so ill that his parents
were notified of his condition. He was at
once brought to New York in a
special
train and taken to the house of his father,
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Fifty-seventh street
and Fifth avenue. Dr. McLane, the family physician, pronounced the disease tySince then, despite the
phoid fever.
watchfulness of parental and maternal
love and all the skill and care that no end
of money could provide, 1 he disease ran
its course to the crisis, which culminated
in death.
The list of pallbearers at his funeral was
made up from the most intimate friends
of the deceased. They are all college men
of Harvard or Yale, and are as follows:
G. F. Fearing, Jr.; C. C. Baldwin, Jr., and
J. A. Burden, Jr., Harvard ’93; Moses
Taylor, R. B. Wade, I. B. Laughlin, A. S.
Chisholm, J. Roby, L. A. Greer and G.
Rathbone, Yale ’93, and A. Potter and H.
P. Whitney, Yale ’94. Of this number,
Moses Taylor was a room mate of the deceased at Yale, and C. C. Baldwin, Jr.,
was his comrade in the famous junior polo
team in the Newport matches.
H. P.
Whitney is a son of ex-Secretary of the
Navy William C. Whitney. The members
of the class of ’93 of Yale, of which young
Mr. Vanderbilt was a member, attended
the funeral in a body.

Coroner Wally and his partner, Mr.
Rollins, possess at their place of business
a decidedly
novel, weird and ghastly advertisement. in the corner of their back
room stands an ordinary looking pine
box, such a one as is used to place
around caskets in the grave. It stands
upon an end and hinges are at the side.
A lid is opened and a startling sight is
revealed.
Standing erect, with hands folded in
front and dressed in no raiment except
n similar garment to the one used by the
Yuma Indians (when they use one),
stands the dead body of a Samoan tattooed warrior who was known during
life as Letungaifo, and who died at St.
Luke’s hospital. The body was taken
to Coroner Wally’s on the day of death,
and he had it embalmed. The eyes are
open and the black hair and slight mnstache bristle out with peculiar fierceness.
From the waist to the knees it
has been tattooed with blue ink, so as to
resemble a pair of knee pants, it being
one of the peculiar customs of the country from whence he came to so decorate
the body of every male as soon as he arrives at man’s estate.
From the peculiar history of the lonely
Pacific islander, who, it seems, risked
his life and assisted in saving the lives
of United States man-of-war’s men during the terribld cyclone that swept over
the island in March, 1889, it would seem
that the government alone owed a debt
of gratitude to him, to at least put him
in a proper resting place. Letungaifo
was one of five Samoans brought to this
country by R. A. Cunningham Aug. 19,
1889, and was to have exhibited with
them in this city, but owing to his
health he was sent to the hospital, and a
few weeks after the departure of his
countrymen he died. In obtaining these
five Samoans Mr. Cunningham had great
difficulty, as Mataafa Malietoa, the king
of the islands, will not allow any of his
subjects to leave, claiming it contrary to
*u/»T
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In the terrible cyclone in March, 1889,
when the American men-of-war Trenton
and Vandalia were wrecked in the harbor
of Pago-Pago, in the island of Tntndla,
the natives rescued the sailors by making a human line out to reach them, thus
enabling them to get to the shore. On
this occasion Letungaifo particularly
distinguished himself for feats of bravery
in saving the lives of several of the crew.
It was after this Cunningham attempted to get the men away. They sailed
from the island of Upolu in an open
boat, intending to intercept the Oceanic
steamer from Sydney to ’Frisco, but a
terrible storm arose, and after nearly
being capsized and suffering all manner
of hardships they were compelled to put
WILLIAM H. VANDERBILT.
back into the harbor of Pago-Pago.
This was on Saturday, and the next
William H. Vanderbilt was twenty-one
years old December 21 last. He possessed day being Sunday all were released to
$1,000,000 in his own right as a legacy attend church, as the authorities did not
from his grandfather, after whom he was think
anything would sail on that day.
named and whose prime favorite he was.
Cunningham, however, learned that the
He was to have the income of this until
United States Ship Almeda was shortly
he was thirty. But this handsome forto sail with the sailors who were wreck,
tune was overshadowed by the fact that
he was the oldest son of the richest man ed during the hurricane, and hastily
in the world. He had not made a will, as getting the men together who were
his $1,000,000 was a comparative pittance. anxions to come on board they were
Old Commodore Vanderbilt, the great- secreted and thus escaped to America,
grandfather of this young man, devised being the first of their race to leave their
nearly all of his fortune of $90,000,000 to native country.—Denver Republican.
William H. Vanderbilt. Cornelius Van-

derbilt, the deceased’s father, received
$5,000,000 and the other grandsons of the
Commodore $2,000,000 each. Though Wil-

liam K. Vanderbilt increased his fortune
to $5,000,000 he was credited with
having
lost most of it before his father died.
Cornelius had lost in speculation $3,000,000
of the $8,000,000 he had accumulated.
William H. Vanderbilt had increased hi3
fortune to about $160,000,000 when he died.
To each of his eight children he bequeathed $10,000,000, and $5,000,000 wa3 set
aside, the income to be used for Mrs.
Vanderbilt. The remainder of the estate
was divided between the two eldest
sons,
Cornelius and William K. Vanderbilt. In
round numbers they receive
$55,000,000
each, which, with their $10,000,000, made
their fortunes about $65,000,000. Cornelius

already possessed $5,000,000.

This fortune has been judiciously managed until it is now estimated that Cornelius Vanderbilt is worth
$110,000,000.
To this the boy who has just died was the
heir. It leaves his next youngest brother, Cornelius Vanderbilt, jr., at eighteen
years of age, prospectively the Croesus of
the world. The other children of Cornelius Vanderbilt, sr., in order of age, are
uervruue, Aureo, negmam ana tiladys,
who is five years old.
The wealth oi the Vanderbilt family is
piling so fast that the combined sum is
estimated to be about $300,000,000. The
estimated income per annum
is.$15,000,000.
No other family In the world is so rich.
If kept intact the total fortune at the
end of twenty-five years will have reached
almost $1,000,000,000, and this result will
be attained by the swift progression of
compound interest.
A careful calculation two years ago of
the wealth of the Vanderbilt family made
the following exhibit:
Cornelius Vanderbilt. $110,000,000
William K. Vanderbilt..
85,000,000
Frederick W. Vanderbilt.
16,000,000
George W. Vanderbilt. 16,000,000
Mrs. Elliott F.

Shepard.

Mrs. W. D. Sloane.
Mrs. Hamilton McK. Twombley....
Mrs. W. Seward Webb.

12,000,000
12,000,000

as

follows:

Five years,

$340,000,000; ten years, $448,000,000; twenty-five years, $941,000,000;
fifty years, $3,000,000,000.
In twenty-five years, or by the time the
new heir, Cornelius Jr., is
forty-three
years old his father’s fortune, of which,
judging by precedent, he will get the
bulk, will have reached $377,000,000. The
other family holdings increasing likewise
by ordinary investment, with this, will
amount to

$911,000,000.

Reacts

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CARRIAGES-& HARNESS.

William H. Vanderbilt was a
member of the following clubs: Raquet
and Tennis, Riding, Westchester
County,
New Yoik Yacht, Union and Knickerbocker. He owned a yaoht. He was a
communicant of St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal church, having been confirmed
when at St. Paul’s school in CoBpprd.
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Elm

Corner

-BUILDERS OF-

STRICTLY FIRST CLASS VEHICLES.
-ALSO-

Dealers In Carriages of all grades, adapted to the
wants of

everybody.

iXAiEuxrEssgL

K-^&JFg-wzesjss.

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

In all

grades, Single, Double and Express Harness. All manufactured by Portland skilled mechanics, and
guaranteed second to none.
Our “Dirigo” Harness, full Rubber and Gilt
Mountings, unequalled for the price. We also have a full stock of Stable Goods,

BLANKETS,
All for

WHIPS,

SPONGES,

sale at reasonable

apr4

Established 1873. Our Screen Factories are
THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD
Our Screens are the recognized

CURRYCOMBS,

prices.

ETC.,

In all parts of the Country.
orders for

prices.

E. T. BURROWES &
Office, 70 Free St.

eodtf

PfHcTEED

KrPURNACEb

l**® RAMG35.

m
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

P. P. STEWART

BestPatentedSlidingW ireWindowScreens andScreeiDoors
iaxr the wohzjE.

Our patent spiral spring attachment is without a
rival, as Its
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens perfectly simple and easy, and experience has fully proven that in
durability and retention of spring power it leads all others.
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of anv size
*
large or small.

and

F. & W.

Oval Fire Box

Ranges
With oscillating draw center
anti-clinker grate, have the most
perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanly
and durable Ranges ever constructed.
Continuous fire can be kept
without any trouble.
Guaranteed made of the best material.
Perfect in workmanship, finish
and operation.

PORTLAND SCREEN CO.,
Factory:::
::: Office:: and ::

93 HANOVER

ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
m?s_____eodlm

C. A. CUMMINGS.
Portland, Me.
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ARE YOU AWARE

Harness and Collar Manufacturer.

to eater to the most fastidious and particular
buyers of Furnishing Goods than we are this
season; our aim is to have the newest things as
last as they appear in the market.

la

Rogers & Dowling Troy Laundry.
CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.

A

PRACTICAL

1

and keep informed about what we carry in
Clothing, our Tailoring Department and FurnGoods.
AGENTS FOB

Racine*

■■

26 PREBEE STREET,

WE WERE NEVER BETTER PREPARED

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS

■■

mnney*bon

that we are carrying in our stock of Clothing
not only the finest and highest grade of goods
for all occasions, that everybody knows we sell,
but that we also carry and have a large trade In
the-best medium priced goods made.

Having had 40 yedrs practical experience we
guarantee to suit the most fastidious in
style, price and workmanship.
3F0UB FACTS.
1. Nothing but first-class stock used.
2. None but skilled workmen employed and
day labor.
3. Every Harness warranted and handmade.
4. Our prices as low as the lowest, stock,
style and workmanship considered.
can
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HORSE FURNISHING GOODS.

^

Everything pertaining to a First Class
Harness Store constantly kept on

?i;

|||

hand, from

a

Blanket Fin np.

Thanking our old patrons

and soliciting many
more new ones, we will endeavor in the iutura
as in the past to merit your patronge.

Shirts made to order. Custom made Dress Suits
to loan.

Repairing Fromptly Attended To.
dlmo
may2

HASKELL & JONES,

OFFICE SUPPLIES

MANUFACTURING

Retailers and
my6

Men’s

MOMJMMT

-AND-

Furnishers,

SQUARE.
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ALL KINDS OF

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

Order

at

Short

Notice.

DENNISON’S

TAGS AND LABELS.

Mud and Rain
Hardy, of Camden, Me.,
tramped 30 years ago. He helped
to save the Union, but he lost his
health. He says that for 39 years
he tried every medicine he could
hear of, but nothing helped him
until he tried
W. R.

There lived in the vicinity of Bergerac
parish priest who was greatly beloved.
His parishioners decided upon
getting
up a subscription to present him with a
cask of wine. One of the inhabitants
supplied the cask, and each of the rest
and poured in two litres of the

was

the general

cry.

“This is the wine out of the barrel.”
His reverence could not make it

altogether puzzling!

out;

The guests

splitting with laughter. Each one
had tnought to himself that the
presence
of two litres of water would not be detected in a butt of wine,
but, as it happened, they had all acted on the same

idea.—Petit Liegeois.

Sulby is said to have been able to dictate to four
secretaries at a time with-

difficulty.

Alien’s Sarsaparilla
_Boston

Co., Woodfcrds, Me.

Office, 135 Broad St.

CLIFF COTTAGE.

Cumberland Club,
Portland, Me.

You

can

hold

a

quarter

so

close to your eye

as

HOSE!
!

to shut the whole

By giving any thought at all to the cost of oil, you are likely to
miss the larger share of the benefit of it.
PUt ° *°°d deal o£ oil‘"is<lom into a pamphlet, “Lub-

ricarton”Te
Shall

we

mySdtju*
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CONUNDRUM.
Quarter or WorU-Wluch is the Bigger?
world out.

apr!8eodtf

Mr. C. B. Sunders, so long and favor,
known as the steward of the Cumably
berland Club, has taken the fine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
Road, 2i miles from this city. The
house has been elegantly refitted and
will be kept as a first-class summer
resort.
All applications for board
should he made to
C. B. SAU5PERS,

That has been worth to him, he
says, $25 a bottle. It has made a
new man of him, and for the first
time since the war he feels well.
Wouldn’t it pay you to try it for
that trouble of yours ?
128 Doses,
50 Cents.
All Druggists.

produce of his vineyard.

“Whatever is that?”

UNDER THE FALMOUTH.

1

ALLEN’S
SARSAPARILLA.

Modern Miracle.

One day last
week our cure invited some of the subscribers to dinner, in order to taste the
beverage which formed a compound of
all the wines grown in the district. The
servant went to turn the tap, and came
back with a decanter full of water in
her hand.
a

Stevens iJonesCo.,

Through

a

out

CO.

A FULL LINE OF

A

were

CO.,

Portland, Me.
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Female Liberty in Africa.
Woman suffrage in Wyoming isn’t a
circumstance to the liberty of the gentler
sex in some parts of Africa.
In the
oasis of Ghardaia, in the great desert of
Sahara, the women whon they marry
draw np their own marriage contract,
and if the man in any way breaks it the
woman is immediately free and will
have no more to say to him. The Ghardaians are Mohammedans, and by the
law of the prophet a man may have four
wives. The women, however, do not
allow more than one, and polygamy is
practically banished. They have also a
peculiar objection to drinking and
smoking, and in many contracts the
husband is told that if he falls into the
habit of “consuming liquors or using
tobacco” he will be divorced.

it was

small

or

AND SCREEN DOORS.
For houses, filled promptly. We make Screens
to order only, and will send man to show samples, give estimates, or take measures for small
or large orders for city or vicinity
Our facilities enable us to offer the best goods at the lowest

eod2m

Large

WIRE WINDOW SCREENS
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came

ROWES’_

WIR.E

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO'.,
Street,
Cumberland,

A retired diplomatist, the Viscount do
Grouchy, has discovered among the papers of a notary in Paris several highly
interesting documents relating to the
affairs of the poet Racine.
Among
them, says the Paris correspondent of
the London Telegraph, axe his certificate
of marriage and the inventory of his
property and of his library. It is hoped
that a careful examination of these papers will set at rest a long standing dispute as to which of two houses that
both claim the distinction was the scene
of Racine’3 death. The documents completely refute the prevailing idea that
Racine died poor, as among them is an
acknowledgment of a debt of 20,000
francs from a prince. Curiously enough,
the inventory of the library shows that
at the time of hi3 death Racine did not
possses a single copy of any of his own

12,000,000
12,000,000

Total. $274,000,000
“
The increase since then has largely
augmented the total. The .source of the
increase is plain and natural. The Vanderbilts have claimed that theirs was the
best-invested fortune in the world. The
Vanderbilt policy has eschewed the Astor
tendency of real Estate Investment, holding that the best securities give greater
returns than real estate.
The Vanderbilt wealth, if kept
intact,
will increase, the regular rate of five
per
cent, interest being
compounded semi-

Young
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annually,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

HERO.

SAMOAN

of Samoa
The Tattooed
Body of a Native
Bsed as an Advertisement.

First Game in the Interscholastic League’s

[Special

FATE

XTAXA. X

VA,

send it to you 1

VACUUM OIL COMPANY,
Rochester, N. Y.

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & SOUS &

C0„

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,

MAINE
46m

janl9
NOTICE

ASK

FOUR DRUGGIST FOB

Scott’s

Cure

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
For

Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook.
Everett & PeaneU,-Portland. Me.
teb23dtf

“I love yon, sweet!” yon whispered low.
The while yonr eyes gazed into mine
As if to read tore’s mystic sign
Within their depths. Dear, was it so?
And lo, in to my heart there orept
Some subtle power, so sweet and strong.
Which woke once more to life and song
The tore that long therein had sleet.
I cannot tell you when or how—
Love does not measure such pure bliss
By hour and moments. Is not this
Sufficient, dear—1 love yon now?
—Stella G. Florence in Springfield Homestead.

A WOMAN’S HEROISM.
The year 1781 was a dark and gloomy
one for our forefathers who were then
struggling for liberty. In South Carolina affairs were then in a critical situar
tion. General Greene made an unsuccessful attempt on the British post of
Ninety-six, and withdrew his men beyond the Tiger and Broad rivers. Lord
Rawdon followed him, but could not
draw the patriot general into an en-

gagement.
At that period there stood in South
Carolina a plain and unassuming house.
It was a one story building, neatly
whitewashed and surrounded by a fence.
The garden contained many choice flowers, and the beautiful honeysuckle shaded the doors and windows. It was the
home of Mrs. Heath, who lived with
her two daughters, while her son George
was in Washington’s army fighting for
freedom.
Kate, the eldest of the daughters, was
a beautiful girl of sixteen summers.
Her auburn hair hung in graceful curls
down to her shoulders and her face
beamed with kindness, while her eyes
shone like the stars that light up the
azure vaults of heaven.
One evening as Kate was standing at
the cottage door she beheld two mounted officers approaching. They were
richly dressed, and one of them she
recognized as Lord Rawdon, the com-

section of the country. They rode np to
her and Rawdon leaned over in his saddle and said in a kind voice:
“Well, miss, can you let me have the
use of a room for a few minutes.”
“Yes, sir; our house is open to you.”
“Come, colonel, let us hurry up business,” said Rawdon, dismounting, while
the colonel did the same, the latter
leading the horses to the stable.
Lord Rawdon advanced to where Kata
was standing and said:
“Whose house is this, miss?”
“Mrs. Heath’s, sir.”
“Hgl her son is in the rebel army
under Washington, is he not?”
Kate trembled at the insult and she
looked at the Briton with a searching

glance.
“My brother is

no rebel, Lord RawHe is fighting for his country.”
am sorry for that.
He is a brave
boy, anch would no doubt make a good
British soldier,” returned Rawdon.
“Lord Rawdon, you insult me, sir. I
would sooner see George die a Mon’s
death than see him in the king’s army,”
was the heroic answer.
“I see you are a rebel, too. Miss
Heath, Bht here comes the colonel,”
said Rawdon, as he saw that worthy
coming from the stable.
They entered the hoipse and went into
a small room to hold a consultation.
Kate thought they might have something important to say, so she concluded to play the part of eavesdropper.
She told her mother of her intention,
who approved of it, and Kate placed
herself in a position to overhear the
Briton’s plans.
It was a dangerous undertaking, and
she knew that if she was caught in the
act of listening She would be treated as
a spy, aud perhaps executed, for Lord
Rawdon knew no mercy. She cautiously approaohed the door and looked
through a crevice. Rawdon and his
colonel were seated before a table on

don.
“I

■Which lay maps. They were examining
them closely, while Rawdon was explaining them to the colonel.
“Ilere Is Greene’s camp,” said he,

“and here is ours. We must make a
hold strike, and if it be successful
Greene will be destroyed.”
“I don’t see why it should not succeed, do yon, my lord?”
‘•'N’n- if
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the ram abated, to inform the neigi.
bors, under the supposition that somt
strolling beggar or gypsy might have
carried o£E the treasure, and would at
tempt to dispose of it in the parish. Nobody thought of Geordy Wilson. He
had not been spied from the hay field,
his circuits were wide; his visits to any
house were not frequent; and if he
avoided Widow Simpson’s from the day
of her loss, it was believed Geordy
knew that neither her temper nor hei
liberality would be improved by thal
circumstance.
Lost the spoons were beyond a doubt,
and the widow bade fair to lose hei
senses.
The rich relation came at his
appointed time, and had such a tea thal
he vowed never again to trust himseli
in the house of his entertainer. But the
search went on; rabbits’ holes wen
looked into for the missing silver and
active boys were bribed to turn out mag
pies’ nests. Wells and barns in the
neighborhood were explored. The criers
of the three nearest parishes were em
ployed to proclaim the loss; it was regu
lariy advertised at kirkgate and marke
place, and Mrs. Simpson began to talk
of getting a search warrant for the beg
gar’s meal pouch. Bathgate was alarmed
through all its borders concerning the
spoons; but when almost a month had
worn away and nothing c«Uld be heard
of them, the widow’s suspicions turned
from beggars, bams and magpies tc
light on poor Nancy. She had been
scouring the spoons, and had left the
house last; silver could not leave the
table without hands.
It was true that Nancy had always
borne an unquestioned character, but
such spoons were not to be met with
every day, and Mrs. Simpson was determined to have them back in her stocking. After sundry hints of increasing
breadth to Robin, who could not help
thinking his mother was losing hei
judgment, she one day plumped the
charge, to the utter astonishment and
dismay of the poor girl, whose anxiety
in the search had been inferior only to
her own. Though poor and an orphan,
Nancy had some honest pride; she immediately turned out the whole contents
of her kist (box), unstrung her pocket
in Mrs. Simpson’s presence and ran with
tears in her eyes to tell the minister.
As was then common in the country
parishes of Scotland, difficulties and disputes which might have employed the
writers and puzzled the magistrates were
referred to his arbitration, and thus lawsuits or scandal prevented. The minister had heard—as who in Bathgate had
not—of Mrs. Simpson’s loss. Like the
rest of the parish, he thought it rathei
strange; but Nancy Campbell was one
of the most serious and exemplary girls
in his congregation, and he could not
believe that the charge preferred againsl
her was true. Yet the peculiarities oi
the case demanded investigation.
With some difficulty the minister persuaded Nancy to return to her mistress,
bearing a message to the effect that he
and two of his elders who happened to
reside in the neighborhood would corns
over the following evening, hear wliai
could be said on both sides, and if possible clear up the mystery. Tire widow
was well pleased to have the minister
and bis elders come to inquire after her
spoons. She put on her best mutch—
that is to say, cap—prepared her best
speeches and enlisted some of the most
serious and reliable of her neighbors to
assist in the,investigation.
Early in the evening of the following
day—when the summer sun was wearing low and the field work was over—
they were all assembled in the clean
scoured kitchen, the ministers, elders
and neighbors, soberly listening to Mrs.
Simpson’s testimony touching her lost
silver, Nancy, Robin and the farm men
sitting by until their turn came; when
the door, which had been left half open
to admit the breeze—for the evening
as

“AWAKENING."
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have heretofore we shall succeed,” said
Rawdon, his face assuming a triumphant expression.
“I shall feel happy when the cursed
rebels are driven away from Carolina,
and then their rule will be over,” said
Colonel Roberts.
“We must crush Greene, colonel. I
do not want to go back to England and
let it be said that I was outgeneraled by
a rebel.
No, never!” exclaimed Rawdon, rising to his feet.
“Then we make that attack at daybreak, do we not?” asked t]je colonel.
“We do. Have your regiment ready
and make your men fight like demons.”
“Let us go npw. But hold! What is
the countersign for the pickets tonight,
my lord?”
“England,” answered Lord Rawdon,
lowering his voice.
Kate listened to the Briton’s plan with
a wildly throbbing heart, and she resolved to save the patriot army. When
she heard the countersign she left the
door and busied herself in her household
duties, and soon the two officers emerged
from the room.
“We must go, Miss Heath, but first
let me thank you for your kindness,”
said Rawdon.
“Your thanks are received,” replied
Kate.
The horses were saddled and the officers were soon on their way.
Kate
watched them till they were out of sight,
and then prepared for her perilous journey. She threw a shawl over her head
and went to the stable. Her fleet footed
horse neighed as she entered and she
patted him on the head and said:
“Well, nseble Selim, you must carry
mo safely through tonight, for if you do
not Greece will be destroyed.”
The animal seemed to understand her,
for he gave a loud whinny.
Our heroine saddled Selim, led him
from the stable and was soon riding to-

sultry—was quietly pushed aside,

was

and in slid Geordy Wilson, with his
usual accompaniments of staff and wallet.
“There’s nae room for ye here, Geordy,” said, the widow; “we’re on weighty
business.”
“Weel, mem,” said Geordy, turning
to depart, “it’s of nae consequence. 1
only came to speak about your spoons.”
“Hae ye heard o’ them?” cried Mrs.
Simpson, bouncing from her seat.
“I couldpa miss beein blessed wi’ the
precious gift of hearin, and, what’s bet
for

T
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“Saw them, Geordy? Whar are they,
and here’s a whole shillin for ye,” and
Mrs. Simpson’s purse, or rather an old
glove used for thatpurpose, was instant

N. Y. STOCK EXCHANGE
Its

Humble Beginning— The Colossal

Membership.
On May 17, the New York Stock Exchange, the financial heart of the country,
celebrated its centennial. One hundred
Wealth In Its

spoons.

The minister of Bathgate could scarce
ly command his gravity while admonishing Geordy on the trouble and vexation his trick had caxxsed. The assembled neighbors laughed outright
when the daft man, pocketing the
widow’s shilling, which he had clutched
in the early part of his discourse, assured them all that he kenned Mrs.
Simpson read her Bible so often the
spoons would be certain to turn up.
Geordy got many a basin of broth and
many a luncheon of bread and cheese on
account of that transaction, with which
he amused all the firesides of the parish.
Mrs. Simpson was struck dumb even
from scolding. The discovery put an
end to her ostentations professions, and,
it may b9 hoped, turned her attention
more

to

practice.

By

way of

making

amends for her unjust imputations on
Nancy Campbell, she consented to receive her as a daughter-in-law within
the same year, and it is 3aid there was
peace ever after in the farmhouse; but
the good people of Bathgate, when discussing a character of more pretense
than performance, still refer to Widow

Simpson’s spoons.—Romance.
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10 ibs. Daily, per month,
“

15..
“
“
“

...

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery
will he continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will he entitled to a proper deduction.
IVe particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for carelessness, or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will be attended to promptly.
CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,
CUMMINGS BROS.

at>rll

Noon

aprll

s

For Heating Dwellings,
Public Buildings, etc., by Hot
Water Circulation, the

5
s

i

ItSfigggggll
Hot Water

\

Heaters

>

AND RADIATORS

<

the original and best.
have never failed to take
5
the highest awards wher?
ever shown.
Send *or
^9$
5
S
our new illustrated book
“
<
How Best to Heat our Homes,”
>
a work of art on the subject
c
of house-warming.
s

<

are

They

?

Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils
Naphthas

and Gasolene, Tallow, Axle and
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candies, Cod Liver Oil (or
Medicinal Purposes, and all

?

s

33 and 35 Commercial St.,

?

PORTLAND, MAINE.
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thoroughly before bathing
and while

wiping the skin

dry.

FIRST

Burmah, the Andaman islands, southern
China and the Malay peninsula and
archipelago. It ascends the Himalayas
to an altitude of 8,000 feet. It extends
also over Afghanistan and through Persia to the eastern shore of the Caspian.
It may attain a length of nearly 7%
feet, but it is usually not more than a
little over
feet long. They vary
much in color and markings but have
generally the spectacle mark on the
back of the neck, which they always
distend before making an attack.—

Quarterly

Review.

Whfre Fuel Was Important.

Some English merchants observing
that the Chinese and Japanese used thin
flat iron boilers, which lasted a short
time, ordered a consignment of thick
English boilers, for cooking rice. Being much stronger and cheaper they
were bought
up, but a second cargo had
no sale, it being found that the cost of
fuel for the thick boilers exceeded the
cost of repairing the native cooking im.elements, —Leisure Home.
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Are You
TROUBLED
With
INDIGESTION

y>
<

11)

Ir 5U

25c

we can

PEPSIN TROCHES

give yon all

G.

MANSON
■mv24

LARRABEE,

246 Middle Street.
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STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
Offer

To-day

breasted at

BOO Blue Flannel

10.00

Suits, single

and double

-----

SOO Blue Flannel

Suits, single

12.00

and double
15.00

-----

1000 Odd Blue Vests at

1.50

only

3.00

Buy direct from the Manufacturers and
25 to 40 per cent.

;

|

|

J-S
>

>>

$

dec!6

now

\

Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? ?
TRY DR. BRONSON’S
S

(I 1C CH

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
255 Middle
aaay25

Street, Portland, Me.
dtf
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3 Wonderful Bargains in Black Dress Goods.
....
39 cents.
38 inch Black English Mohair at
•
25 cents.
38 inch Black and White Stripe English Mohair
Notice the width of this.
...
75 cents.
$1.00 quality 45 inch Silk finish Henrietta
This is positively the last lot at this price.
We are supplied with an extra force of clerks that all customers may be
Hundreds of bargains we have not
promptly ana courteously waited on.
space to mention. There are as many bargains in the basement as on the first
floor. Come early and get a better assortment to select from.

save

|

viic

.....

50 Biack Flannel Skeleton Coats at

I

m
vt

___

tiwm

regular prices—Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Garments; tiiese are all entirely new this season, and at this discount we are giving you a great benefit.
Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Vests
8c each
A 25c quality for
13c “
.....
Gents’ Seamless Hose
four pairs for 25c
75 dozen Boys’ Heavy Weight Derby Ribbed Hose, regular 87 l-2c quality,
sizes 6 1-2 to 9 1-2, at this sale

breasted,

NO. 114 1*2 EXCHANGE ST.

They will relievo and cure you. 25 cents
(.( per box, at druggists or by mail.
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.

vx

breasted,

Plain at

V

The CoUra of India.

uxu|j*aj

Suits, sizes 35 to 42, at $5.50.
100 Blue Flannel Suits, single and double

PIANOS

C

by

“

BOO Blue Flannel

ORGANS

A SPECIFIC

Sold
trne cobras of India the
all over India and Ceylon,

dtf

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

FRYE’S AMANDINE with
QUINCE, a specific for
dryness and glandular inIts properties
activity.
and nourish,
stimulate
giving softness and comfort in place of roughness
and discomfort. This is a
constant state with many,
and amounts to disease in
some cases; the skin rough
scaly and easily cracking.
To such AMANDINE is a
Rub into the skin
boon.

uugv/cv

Kinds of Pisli Oils.

? GURNEY HOT WATER HEATER CO., S
b
c
163 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

“

auuu yards Jioinet Flannel
5c yard
One case Outing Flannels 6 l-4c “
One case Homespun Outing 0 l-4c “
One case Fruit of the Loom
Bleached Cotton, 1 to 10 yards
in a piece
6 l-2c “

BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS.

OIL

EveryWh(J-e

Among the

are

<

?
S

“

SPECIAL MIDDLE STREET PRICES.

?

_

inay23

GO.,

John Conley i Son.

>

“

Another large invoice of the Linworth Stockings ;
sizes in Ladies’, Men’s and Childrens, at

special meeting

M,W&F4racd

One case Apron Check Ginghams
5c
500 yards Dress Ginghams
8c
Lining Cambric, 1 to 5 yards in
2 l-2c
piece,
One case Cheviot
5c
One lot White Nainsook, checks

We will sell you. best Unbleach5c yard
ed Cotton in America for
4c “
40 inch Scrim at
2 1-2 yard wide Unbleached Sheeting.
12 l-2c yard
5-4 Oil Tabling
25c “
10 pieces Bleached Damask
One case 18 in. Cotton Diaper39c piece
Double fold Wool Dress Plaids
12 l-2c yard
39c “
50c All W ool Novelties
59c “
$1.00 All Wool Novelties
All Wool DeBeiges, gray and
brown mixtures
39c “
Wool Outing Flannels
25c “
One case double fold Cumberland Suitings
5c “
500 Figured Holland Curtains, with
fixtures complete

7o Yard..

of the Portland and Rochhereby notified that a
be held at the office of
Geo. P. Weseott. 191 Middle street, Portland,
on Wednesday the eighth day of June next at
eleven o’clock in the forenoon to act upon the
following articles, viz:
1.
To fill two vacancies in the board of Directors.
2. To see if the stockholders will vote to
amend article first of thejby laws of the corporation by changing the time of holding the annual meeting from the first Wednesday of December to the first Wednesday of October, and if
such amendment be adopted, to vote, if the
next annual meeting be called in accordance
therewith.
3. To transact any other business that may
legally come before th m.
WM. H. CONANT, clerk.
myl8d2w
Portland, May 17, 1892.
stockholders
Railroad
THEester
will

&
\

3 l-2c yard

A 50c Corset for
......
A 20c quality English Silesia, 1 to 10 yards in a piece

Portland & Rochester Railroad.

___

>

oHAULd.

21 monument Sq.
mar26dtf
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Chocolate Ground Prints

400.

«Uftni:«

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Don’t be deceived if a dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you some other kind
is “justas good**—'tis false. No imitation
is as good as the genuine Hires’.

case

28c Pair.

| [ the World.

I*

Tlift miantitv is limitml-

One

A regular $1.00 quality Corsets, the Elastic Hip, Nursing Corsets and Summer Corsets are in the lot; all to be put in at the same price

any mixed
Paints In

Night!

(* delicious, sparkling, appetizing.

<

SC

I largest
I sale of

A special sale will commence to-day and we shall make ASTOUNDING
PRICES to close out the balance of our Spring Dress Goods, Ladies’ and Children’s Garments, Underwear and many other lots of Spring Merchandise.

We advertise to sell you Garments this week at 33 1-3 per cent from the

Have the

k

Naja is found

Spring!

largest manufacturers'in tlie country; all made with lock stitch, full size and
perfect fitting; to be found in the Basement.

ASBESTOS PAINTS

-1

took things so easy while all the rest of
us were
tugging at our very boots. I
asked him what he took to keep his
stomach normal. He said: ‘Oh, that’s
easy enough. I was a conductor or the
P. D. Q. and R. Railroad for twenty
years.’ ”—Kansas City Times.

The Last Week of

xuu

end 2m

TOHKTS

Hires’^?

Rough Passage!,

STREET.

“

...

11

Used to

MIDDlF

-

Good all the time. It removes 4
(* the languor of morning, sus- #
tains the energies of noon, lulls
<> the weariness of night.
<1

Charley Whittier, the local ticket agent
of the Union Pacific, tells this story:
“
X was on a steamer crossing the At-

-$1.50

2.00
20
2.50
50 ibs.
,15
100 Ibs.
,25
BY THE CAKE, peM 00 Ibs., .20

, *

and they have been known ever since by
the title they reoeived then, “ the forty
thieves.”
The aggregate of wealth represented by this membership is of coarse
enormous, bat anything like a close
estimate is impossible.
Brokers are a
mysterious lot. They may be rich and
they may be poor. Even their fellow
speculators cannot tell. Perhaps fl50,000
each is a fair estimate of what their
capital would average; in which case it
would aggregate fl65,000,000.
Seats are
new worth about |35,000, so that adds
138,500,000 to the total, giving a result of
|203,500,000. The biggest day’s business
in the history of the exchange was that of
February 11, this year, when 1,441,000
shares of stock changed hands.
The building in which the exohange is
located, and the ground on which it
stands, is worth nearly ®2,000,000. The
great floor is roofed by a stained glass
dome thgi has few equals in the world.
money has been lavishly and
tastefully spent. In the cellar of the
structure are some of the best safes and
vaults in existence. In all there are 1,032
of them, and all but 400 are used by persons connected with the Stock Exchange.

Day and Evening

246

Priees for Families and Offices:

|i

membership of the exchange is precisely 1,100—the limit. One time there
were forty members admitted at once

Si- TURDAY’S SALE

ASSOCIATION.

MEDICAL

THE

j|

The

Manson G. Larrabee.

fortieth annual meeting will be held in
Common Council chamber, City Building,
Portland on June 8-9-10th. 1892.
CHAS. D. SMITH, Sce’y

| Morning

THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.

Annual meeting.

stockholders of the Portland, Saco and
Portsmouth Kailroad Company are hereby
notified that their annual meeting for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of such
other business as may legally be presented,
will be held on the firs: Monday, the sixth day
of June 1892, at eleve: r ’clock in the forenoon
in the company’s liall i Kittery.
F. E. BAEEE'i T. work of the Company.
mylldtd
Portland, May 11,1892.

\

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MEETINGS.

ANNUAL

I EBSSP % THE

years before its twenty-four members met
under a tree, the other day they did not
have time in their $2,000,009 palace to
notice the anniversary of their birth. The
value of its seats alone are worth to-day
$38,500,000 and its membership represents
an aggregate wealth of $203,500,000—one
hundred years from to-day it is destined
to be the financial pivot of the universe.
On the 17th of May, 1792, twenty-four
brokers of New York city met under a
cottonwood tree, opposite what is now
No. 60 Wall street, and signed an agreement, which, creased by many foldings
and yellowed by age, is still preserved in
the office of the secretary of the Stock
Exchange. It reads as follows:
We, the Subscribers, Brokers for the
Purchase and Sale of Public Stock, do
here solemnly promise and pledge ourselves to each other, that we will not buy
or sell from this day for any
person whatsoever any kind of Publio Stock at a less
rate than One Quarter Per Cent. Commission on the Specie Value, and that we
will give a Preference to each other in our
Negotiations. In testimony whereby we
have set our hands this 17th day of May, at
New York, 1792. Then follows the list of
the twenty-four signers.
The original association admitted members by vote without the payment of an
initiation fee; in 1823 entrance cost, $25;
in 1827, $100; In 1833, $150; in 1842,
$350; in 1862, $3,000 and $1,500 for
clerks’ privileges; in 1866, $10,000; in 1879,
$20,000, and since that time seats have
sold for as mnch as $40,000, but in dull
times for less.
The near future will
doubtless see double that amount paid for
the privileges of membership. The annual
dues are $50; each member i3 assessed $10
on the death of another and large sums In
fines are collected.
They range from
twenty-five cents to $10. The amount is
fixed by the presiding officer. It costs
$5 to be caught smoking on the floor or
in the corridors, and such pleasantries as
interrupting the chairman, throwing
paper wads, knocking off hats, using vivid
language and calling up unlisted stocks
help to swell the total of fines to a very
respectable amount every year.

lantic from Europe a while back and
ly produced.
everybody on board was seasiok.
“Weel,” said Geordy, “I slipped in ae nearly
The most notable exception to the rule
day, and seein the siller unguarded I was a
big red-faced fellow who sauntered
thought some ill guided body might about the promenade deck without showcovet it, and jist laid it by, I may say, ing the
slightest inconvenience from the
axuang the leaves o’ that Bible, thinkin ship’s motion. I crawled meekly up to
you would be sure to see the spoons him and asked how it happened that he

when you went to read.”
Before Geordy had finished his revelation Nancy Campbell had brought down
the proudly displayed but never opened
Bible, and interspersed between its
leaves lay tbe dozen of long sought

MISCELLANEOUS.

CENTENNARY.

Horses,

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

Trotters, Roadsters, Colts and Brood
Mares, always for sale at MILL BROOK
FARM. Send for descriptions.

ELLIOTT

BROS.,
Bowdoinham, Me.

may27_dlw*
IW3ISS A. L.

SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand and

Typewriting

BROWN BROCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
my29eodtf

Send for circular.

HATHORN SPRING ITER.
celebrated Hathorn Spring Water from
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., will hereafter be received by
The

MURDOCK & FREEMAN
this city. Coming direct from the spring in
bottles, and wiil be delivered to any part of the
of

at regular Saratoga
prices._my27d3t*
WlLLIAM A. COODWIN,

city

(Eate City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
jau2±

57
eodtf

apU

Exchange

Street.
eodtf

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Mr. J. H. Lamson informs liis old
friends and patrons that he has repurchased the wellknown DAMSON STUDIO, and has added many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment.
Having visited most of the leading
studios of our largest cities, during his absence, and been
actively engaged in liis profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to insure his patrons the
most satisfactory work, especially as he will give every
sitter his personal attention. STUDIO, No. 5 Temple Street,
opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Me.
may!6
dtt

POKTLAXD DAILY

PUES8.

publican leaders who are at the head of
the movement for him believe that he
will not decline if nominated; and
they

AND
MAINE

STATE PRESS.

who are not accustomed to
themselves at the head of a forlorn
are men

Subscription Rates.
(In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
cents a month.

Daily

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
SYoodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
of $7 a year.

ate

Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, S2 per year;$l for six months;
0 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrlpion ol six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press

$1.50 per square, first

week; 76 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, S1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page,
ditional.

third ad-

one

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.60 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Heading Notices In reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.

Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.

"Do what you at-

tempt".Clarence

M. Foster

Essay-'-Assomates.”.Effle L. Adams
Class History.Richard M. Andrews
Class Poem, “InMemoriam”.
Susan H. Perley
Class Prophecy.Willard J. Mavberry
Essay, "Industry.”.Ella

S.

Knight

The exercises were of the best ever had
here and each of the classes discharged
their part in a manner that reflects painstaking labor on the part of Mr. Larrabee
and assistants. The concert was very
fine indeed, and the audience large and
appreciative. The performers were the
Haydn Quartette, Chandler’s Orchestra,
and Miss Nellie E. Winship, reader.

PRESS.

MONDAY,

MAY

30.

A Point for Free Trade.

Cleveland appears to be very much
top at present. Hill has gone with the

on

famous

McGinty.

Ex-Gov. Nichols has been selected for

Chief Justice of the State of Louisiana.
vigorous opponent of the

Nichols is a

lottery.
this year

the

pivotal

state

Two or three years ago an English manufacturer whom I know came to this
country and made an extensive examihome he wrote for the Manchester Examiner and Times an elaborate account
of his journey and of what he had

opponent

of

The

free

silver

is

nom-

have
Republicans
as_ that, but they prob-

not gone as far
ably feel about the same way.

Probably

neither national convention will be greatly intimdiated by these threats, but they
go to show the strength of the silver
sentiment in Senator Jones’s pocket

borough.
One need not be a very close observer
in order to discover that within a fortnight there has been a great change in
the situation as regards the Republican
Presidential nomination, and that that
change has been brought about largely
by the revival of Mr, Blaine’s name, and
the determination on the part of a large
and powerful body of Republican leaders
to make him the party nominee in spite
of his declination to become an avowed
candidate. This movement has rapidly
gathered force and is still growing with
a phenomenal rapidity that is explainable
only upon the assumption that it accords
with
the
wish.
While
popular
conventions
have
Republican
genadministration
erally endorsed the
of
President Harrison,
and while
some of them have to a certain extent
committed their delegates to his renomination, in almost all of them there has
been an undercurrent of Blaine sentiment,
which had it not been repressed by Mr.
Blaine’s letter of declination would have
proved much stronger than the Harrison
sentiment. That undercurrent of sentiment still exists and though in the case
of a few states and districts it may be held
that in check by instructions,for the most
part it will be perfectly free to make itself
felt at Minneapolis.
The Maine delegates came very near being tied up by
a resolution which was open to the construction of being an instruction, but a
timely question by one of the delegates
has left it free to advocate and vote for
the undoubted first choice of the Republicans of the state, Mr. Blaine or, should
Mr. Blaine decline, for any other Republican whose nomination would be most

likely

to

bring victory.

the balloting at Minneapolis Mr. Blaine would
If it

not

TO

—m.

Mwmmm

I. M. HARMON.

BOTH F/kllLED !

NERVOUS PROSTRATION

BOSTON, May 25,1892.
THE INCOME BONDHOLDERS of tlie
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILROAD COMPANY :

showing

Gents —Your President, Dr. G. C. Kilgore, will recall the fact that last June
when in the City Drug Store in your City,
I told him that on account of extreme
nervousness I had been unable to attend
•mssnwa

8

from

resting

bosk

fma
all

Vo business for

sev-

labor—mental and

physical.
trusting in Nature as
a last
Physicians and Ner*
vines had utterly failed in my case.
At that time I was troubled with Nervousness so badly that I could not sleep
an hour some nights.
I would have a
crawling or creeping sensation in my
limbs, that was more unendurable than
any pain. My amam ■ m ..Brain
I

was
resort, as

would feeiai-giiiytired
if I tried
and confused, ■ H
to think upon any subject for ten minutes.
Dr. Kilgore gave me six bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, and fthree boxes of
LITTLE TABLETS,telling me they would
greatly help me and he Thought would
cure mo.

I took the medicine according to directions and have seen no symptoms of Nervousness
H
since taking the fourth H B 8 B IB
bottle.
I
sleep weU.^vlBl^
Eat heartily,
Nerves are strong.
and am well. I have told scores what
it has done for me. Resp’ly yours,
I. M. HARMON.
Portland, Me.
»

The only medicine sold with a
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTLE.
Try Jt COURSE (6 BOTTLES) AT
OUR RISK, IF NOT BENEFITTED RETURN
BO TELES AND GET YOUR MONEY. PAY
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

SKODA DISCOVERY C0„

BELFAST,

$4,427,609^29

Annual Deficiency, without considering improvements of any kind, of
condition of affairs and the existence of a large Floating Debt created the necessity for
anr Judical treatment through scaling of the Fixed Charges to within the Operating possipilities of the Railways. To accomplish this, the General Mortgage Four Per cent Bona with
I ixed interest and the Income Second Mortgage Five Per Cent Bona with
Contingent interest (if
earned, alter due regard for Improvements) were created. The charges of your Company were
thus reduced to
Fixed and obligatory :
For Interest on General Mortgage Bonds, Taxes, Rentals,
etc.$8,000,000.00
CONTINGENT :
For Interest on Income Bonds (if earned after Improvements,
etc.).*.$4,000,000.00
The Plan included the provision of a Cash Fund which was
thought sufficient for the early
improvement of the properties, which would as well enable some payment to be made on the Income Bonds from the beginning of operations under the
Reorganization.
Improvements then found absolutely necessary, which had been postponed from lack of
funds were prosecuted as vigorously and judiciously as possible*and efforts in that direction were
largely reflected through the results, which are exclusive of Net Earnings from sources other
than railroads operations:
IN THE YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1890.
The Gross Earnings were......;.....$31,004,357.03
Gam over previous year (12 4-10 per cent)...3,431,488.13
Net Earnings.
10.083,970.77
Gain over previous year (48 9-10 per cent).
3,311,680.06
YEAR TO JOKE 30, 1891.
Gross Earnings.$33,663,716.18
Gam over 1889 (22 1-10 per cent)... 6,090,847 28
Net Earnings
Gam over 1889 (42 per cent). 9,620,546.54
2,848,155.83
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1892.*
Gross Earnings.
$36,771,702.00
Gam over 1889 (29 7-10 per cent)..
8,198 833 10
Net earnings.
.....
10,886.218.00
Gam over 1889 (60 7-10 per cent).
4,113,827.29
an

This

CURED BY SKODA’S!

BET

w^ich was fully accepted in due course, related to all your properties* including
7178.91 miles, the details of which, as well as the necescomplete rehabilitation of the same, are fully set forth in the circular.
The Operations of thiB Railway mileage for the year ending June
30,1889, were:—
Gross Earings...*.. ..$27,572,868.00
Net Earnings.v....
6 772 390 71
while the absolute and obligatory Fixed Charges of the Company for the same year,
including Interest on Bonds, Car Trusts, Sinking Funds, Taxes, Rentals, etc.,

J?an’
Railway Owned 6960.08 and operated

were.*.....$11,200,000.00

Of Years’ Standing

ME.

(♦Partly approximated.)
These increasing returns did not result from extroardlnary crops, but reflected

were

certain that before

peremptorily

refuse

to

accept

the

nomination if tendered it could be predicted with a good deal of confidence
that Mr. Blaine would be the Republican
leader in the next campaign. About the
only doubt in the case arises from the
uncertainty of Mr. Blaine’s intentions. It
is quite evident, however, that the Re-

An Engineer Fooled by a Star.
An engine driver, recounting his experiences, said that he had thus far escaped smashups, but that he thought he
was in great danger one
night. Said he:
“It was a clear autumn evening, and I
was running a passenger train.
We
were a little behind time, and I was
going along at a good pace. There was a
wood
to
and
the
big
go through,
line, on
clearing it, took a sharp turn to the

Wfistward.

.Tnsf.

SIS

tCA

mni^A 'flu O

-f

my heart came right up between my
teeth, for there, coming straight 'down
the line, was another engine with her
headlight flaming in my eyes.
“I blew ‘down brakes’ and had
my
engine reversed before Pd drawn half a
breath and sent the train back as hard
as I could to a siding about a mile behind us and waited for the other train
that I supposed to he close by, but she
didn’t come. I made the signal man
wire up the line to see if there was any
special or runaway engine in the way,
but the answer was that the line was
clear.
“The passengers got out and began to
talk and ask questions, and as for me I
was dazed.
1 thought of runaway locomotives and train wreckers.
Every
thing was quiet around the bend, as far
as I could see or hear.
Presently I happened to glance westward across a clearing; there was the headlight shining
through the trees as serene and steady
as you please. It was the planet Venus.”
—Pearson’s Weekly.
An

Unconventional Diner.

That exception which proves the rule
beholds some queer things done in the
name of good breeding.
The fact that
established custom frowns upon a guest
at a dinner party being helped a second
time to any single course does not deter
one well known bon vivant from indulging his liking for certain dishes whenever so minded.
One of which he is especially fond is terrapin, and his neighbors at sundry dinner parties are authority for the statement that his appetite in this particular is rarely satisfied
under five platefuls of that most delightful but expensive dish.—Washington
Post.
Freshman’s Cap and Gown.
A curious custom at Oxford is that it
is usually the sign of a freshman to have
a new untorn
gown and a cap with its
The

four corners intact, while at Cambridge
this is the reverse, it being only the
freshman, anxious to be thought a second or third year’s man, who destroys
these articles, older men invariably
keeping them as tidy as possible.—London Tit-Bita-

natural

condi-

to insure confidence of toe Management in their continuance. The
Company is the owner of large
interests in Coal and other Properties and of securities from which a
large net revenue per annum
is obtained and which added to Net returns from
Railway Operations, make aggregate of Net
Earnings for each of the Fiscal Years above stated as follows:

Aggregate Net Earnings Fiscal Year to June
"

30,1890.$11,195,919.66

JUNE 30,1891. 10,390,702.76
JUNE 30,1892. 11,736,218.00

lathe income Bond created under the Plan of Reorganization, it is provided that it Is Optional
Management that the cost of all improvements made on the properties shall be deducted
before interest is paid, and, as the fund provided under the Reorganization Plan became exhausted, these deductions had to be made, leaving a diminished rate of interest for the Income
Bond coupons, viz.: 2% per cent in the first period, 2 per cent in the second, and 2V3 per cent
now declared for the year just closing.
with the

Deposits

in

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
jly25

dtt

Pimm.
I Steirt k Sons Go.
The largest Piano House iu the World,
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

With the experience the Management has now obtained in operation of the properties, it is
believed that the improvements for several years to come should not be less than from
82,000 000
to $3,000,000 per annum, including Equipment recently
acquired under the Car Trust and such
other Rolling Stock as may be deemed necessary for the future wants of the road.

The Improvements in question relate alone to Tracks, Road-bed, Buildings, Machinery and
Rolling Stock on existing mileage of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad System as described
tn Circular 63, which excludes the lines of the Si Louis & San Francisco and Colorado Midland
Railway Companies, each of which has independent merits for such purposes.
The Iniproijenients made on the Railway lines from October, 1889 (period of Reorganization)
June 30,1892, other than Rolling Stock not built at Company's Shops, and exclusive of Repairs
and Renewals of Plant and Equipment charged into Operating expenses (which more than offset
depreciation), will amount to $4,900,000, additional to which there were purchased in years 1800
and 1891 Cars and Engines to the value of $2,608,945.48, which were placed under a Trust which
will now be cancelled and this Rolling Stock enter directly under the Mortgage Liens, making an
aggregate of NEW VALUES in Improvement and Equipment added to the property to June 30,
1892, of $7,408,945.48, to which will also he included from the operations of this Plan the additional sum of $2,500,000 in Cars and Engines now being delivered under Equipment Trust
Series A.
to

It is the opinion of the Management that the time has now arrived when all of the obligations
of the Company can be returned to a Fixed Basis, sufficient funds provided to take care of all of
the Improvements of the road required for at least four years, and, if necessary, a longer period
andjat the same time the restoration of the junior Bonds aud Capital Stock of the Company to a
more permanent and stable market value, with assured returns on toe first and probable balances
forltoe latter.
With toe foregoing facts presented the Management offer the following to the income Bondholders of the Company :—

STEINWAY,
CABLER,

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS,

A Second Mortgage under which the issue of bonds will he as hereinafter stated, dated
July 1,1892, to expire July 1,1989. covering all the properties of the Atchison and Auxiliary
Companies named m Circular 63 of October 15,1889, has been created, next in lien to the General Mortgage.under which Coupon Gold Bonds in denominations of one thousand dollars ($1000)
and five hundred dollars ($500) and Registered Bonds of five hundred dollars ($500) one
thousand dollars ($1000).ten thousand dollars ($10,000),and fifty thousand dollars($50 0001 each
will issue, with FIXED INTEREST payable October aud April ineachyear. Scrip in {lenominations of one hundred dollars ($100) will also issue bearing Interest payable when converted into

Bonds.

FIA-MOS.
Catalogues mailed free.
and
Tuning,
Kepairing
promptly attended to.

Polishing

T. O-

Congress Street,

McaOITIiDniO,

dec2

eodtf

ti16 improvements In any of the years above noted call for less than the proceeds of
$5,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds the Fixed Charges will be proportionately lower.
includes
Car Trust, Series “A,” Atchison Company, in total amount $2,500,000. The
-phis
first Car Trust of iSgOr?1 proposed to have been issued, in amount of $2,608,945.48, has been
cancelled; and .lie Rolling Stock turned m under the lien of the General Mortgage
and Second
66
Mortgage Bond Indentures.
_
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Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.
Proposals for Subsistence, Quartermaster's
and Hospital Stores.
Treasurer's Office,
)
Eastern' Branch, N. H. D. V. S., >
Togus, Me., May 11,1892.
)
proposals, subject to usual conditions, will be received at this office until 12
o’clock m., June 1,1892, for furnishing and delivering at this Home the Subsistence and Quartermaster’s Stores required for the fiscal year
commencing July 1,1892, ana ending June 30,
1893. consisting in part of the following, viz.:
Tea. Coffee, Groceries, Flour, Fresh aud Corned
Beef, Mutton, Fresh and Salt Pork. Smoked and
Corned Shoulder, Hams. Fresh and Salt Fish,
Butter, Cheese, Lard, Onions, Potatoes, Corn,
Oats, Shorts. Coal, Household Articles, Plumbing Material, Hardware, White Lead, Oil, Farming Tools, Tobacco, etc., and Hospital Supplies
of all kinds'
Proposals for Hardware, Lead, etc., will be
opened 12 m., June 2d, and proposals for Hospital Supplies will he opened 12 m., June 3d.
Schedules upon which all bids must be made,
giving the kind and estimated quantities required, particulars as to conditions to be observed. will be furnished on application to the

SEALED

undersigned.

The Bonds under toe Indenture will all have the same security, and will be issued in two
classes, viz:—

mayl3eod
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LUTHEB STEPHLNSON,
Governor.

A
r'his

piano

is

used

at

lights

in the

as

all

concerts

by

FIRST, by such great

musical firmament

as

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
80 Broadway, New York city.

BAPvlNG BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED,
8 Bishopsgate-within, London, E. C.
Holders forwarding bonds from distant points in America should ship them, by express, to the
Union Trust Company of New York, 80 Broadway, New York City.
Holders In foreign countries should snip their bonds to Baring Brothers & Company, Limited
London.
All expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above Agencies, will be paid

by the Atchison Company.

Fending preparation of engraved bonds, the work upon which is proceeding with despatch
Negotiable Certificates of the Company and Depository Will be delivered Income Bondholders, to
exchanged without unnecessary delay for the former in due course. Application to list these
Certificates will Be promptly made to the several Stock Exchanges in Boston, New York and
be

abroad.

lueome Bond Scrip of any class wi 1 be received for exchange, the
less than $100, and in even hundreds or thousands.

a

The
host of others.
Is at

as

the bonds, in

Holders of any of the bonds called for exchange under Circular 63 of October 16,1889, upon
presenting their bonds to any of the Agencies mentioned, can effect the original and present exchange at the same time.
To ENABLE THE COMPANY AND ITS AGENCIES TO PROMPTLY CARRY OUT THE EXCHANGE Offered herein, holders should deposit their Income Bonds before July lo, 1892,
SUBSCRIPTION TO SECOND MORTGAGE 4 PER CT. GOLD BONDS CLASS "B.”
The Management considers at present a fair basis of market value of the
gage 4 per cent Gold Bonds, Class ‘•B,’’ to be 70.

.

•**#

*20,000,000.

draw Fixed Interest payable October and April, at 4 per cent per annum.
These bonds to be issued in no greater sum in any one year than five millions of dollars
the Trustee upon certificate of the Board of Directors of
'So,000,000), and only bythe
the Comproceeds shall apply to pecifle Improvements (including Eauippany duly furnished that
ment) therein named on the mi eage of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad
as it existed as of July 1,1892,
of the mileage of the St. Louis & San
Francisco
^exclusive
Railway System and the Colorado Midland Railway. In the event that the Improvements in
any oue year shall not be equal to the proceeds of the $5,000,000 of bonds, it is understood
that the surplus proceeds of such bonds shall apply in the next year following to Improvements for such year, but to no greater amount than the proceeds of
$5,00o,000 of bonds in
apy one year, so that, while
provision is made that bonds can issue in one year to the limit of
®5,000,0°°, the proceeds of the same may apply to more than the four years covered bv the
$20,000,000 of bonds, and it is also understood that the proceeds of none of these bonds
shall apply to the extension of the Company's lines beyond the mileage referred to.
To

July 1,1892.

Each depositor of $1600 In Income Bonds will be entitled to subscribe for $100 of the new
Second Mortgage Class "B” Four Per Cent Bonds. In the event Of applications exceeding the total amount to be offered for subscription, the excess will be adjusted in
proportion to holdings.

Arrangements have been made by which this subscription has been underwritten,
having been formed to take all the bonds not availed of by Income Bondholders.

be

*

*

*

*

4

4

4

O

*

*

The Subscription List will close on the 1st of July, 1892.
Ale Cash Payments under this Subscription will be made to the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad Company. 95 milk Street, Boston, and at its Fiscal Agencies, Messrs.
Baring, Magoun & Company, 15 Wall Street, New York, and Messrs. Baring
Brothers & Company, Limited, Bishopsgate-within, London, Eng., at all of which
places blanks will be furnished as may be required. Receipts will he issued by such depositories
as Agents for the Subscribers upon the understanding that the moneys received shall be held in
trust, not to be paid for the use of the Railroad Company until the Directors of said Company
shall officially announce that the Plan of Conversion has become effective.
Oral and written inquiries concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars and
Blanks for use thereunder can be made of Messrs. Baring. Magoun & Company, 16 Wall
Street, New York City, Messrs. Baring Brothers & Company, Limited, London,
Eng., and of J. W. Reinhart, Vice President, Atchison Company, 95 Milk Street
Boston.
By order of the Board of Directors,

GEORGE C.
■r

-r-r-r

J. W.

foregoing

Mortgage

MAGOUN,
CHairman.

REINHART,
Vloe Frosidont.

_my26-d2w

JLJS9m

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

*

6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
7’s
41-2's
6’s
5’s
5’s

•

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARAN-

TEED.

For

Sale

by

II. M. PAYSOI & CO.,
rnarll_

COOK COUNTY, ILL
—

axstid

BONDS.
We

Offer, Subject
Sale,

—

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of Saco 4’s due 1901.
of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s duo
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s dne 1908.

City
City
City
City

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
deo29
,lft

—

Bonds dun tiny 1st,

to

dtf

«

The
issues, of which the use of the Class B Second
Gold Bonds $26,000.DOO extends over a period of not less than four years from
July 1, 1892, will amount in the aggregate to 8100.000,000 when all the Class B Bonos are
and at the end of four and one-ouarter
issued,
years from July i, 1S92 become bonds of one class only, at same rate of interest per annum, viz
1 per cent. Under this new Mortgage the right is reserved to the
Company to issue
Mortgage 4 per cent Gold Bonds only after the full amount of the .$20,000,000 Class B Bonds shall
lave been issued, to an amount not in any one year exceeding $2,500,000, for the same
specific
purposes on the same mileage and under the same conditions as provided for the issue of the
Class B
to a total limit of $50,000,000.
„„

syndicate

Payments may be anticipated upon any day upon which installments are due and interest will
allowed thereon at the rate of four per centum per anuum.

SvE

*

a

SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL BE PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:
10 per cent in cash to accompany application.
26 per cent upon allotment.
26 per cent within 30 days after allotment.
20 per cent within 60 days after allotment.
20 per cent within 90 days after allotment.

1

*

Second Mort'

c

a

»»*****»
Class “B”:

new

Holders of Income Bonds depositing their Bonds for exchange are Invited to subscribe to any
amount of $o,000,000 of these bonds, which will be authorized to be issued for
Improvements to
be made for the first year, beginning with July 1,1892, at a price of 67, the bonds
allotted to carry all coupons lor Interest at 4 per cent, from

1892,

general

THURSTON.

Bonds,
this plan the fixed charges of the Company for four years, beginning with July 1.1892
.Under
with no Contingent charges excepting such as will pertain to dividends on Capital
Stock, will be
IS IOHOWS

EXCHANGED FOR OTHER

TXZE

—

C

al j
-OF-

agency

dtt

3?OHTIiAMT),

MX!.,

Incorporated 1824.

■

FIXED CHARGES

FIRST

YEAR, BEGINNING JULY 1, 1892.

Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds, etc. S3 000 non
2 Vs percent, on
$80,000,600 Class “A” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds. 2'ooo’oon
1 per cent, on
$5,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds.

Obligatory Fixed Charges Ahead

of capital

stock, First

Year....$10,200,000

SECOND YEAR BEGINNING, JULY 1, 1893.
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General ortgage, Gold Bonds, etc.
per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds 3 mos..
$600,000
5 Eer cent. Interest on Class “A"
$80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold

Investments. Capital

Bonds,

9

1 per cent,

mos.....

$8 000 000

1,800,000

$10,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds.

400,000

’r°TAI‘.*.

$10,700,000

on

al Profits,

1,1,000.

Accounts of individuals, firms and
tions received on favorable terms.

FIXED CHARGES

Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.

S.
aprll

same

Wt per cent interest, declared payable on Income Bonds by the Management, from operations of
the year to June 30.1892, will be delivered, payable September 1, 1892.
The INCOME Bonds
leposited for exchange should have therewith COUPON No.3 of September 1.1892 and all subsejuentCoupons. The Class A Second Mortgage Gold Bonds to be delivered in exchange for
Income Bonds will have attached a Coupon for three months’ Interest due and payable October l
1892, at rate of 2Vi per cent, per annum, and subsequent Coupons for Interest payable Semil
umually on April 1 and October 1 in each year ns provided. The present Income Bonds so re
;eived will be deposited with the Union Trust Company of New York, Trustee of the New Second
Mortgage, as part of the security of the Second Mortgage Gold Bonds, tnus giving to these bonds
n addition to the Second Mortgage, the entire lien now given by the General
Mortgage
6 to secure
;he principal of the Income Bonds.

Total

THURSTON’S PIANO HOUSE,
3 Free St.

same

amounts not

•

200,000

a HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,
nd

EXCHANGE.

Second

SmS NEALLY STEVENS,
■mi is commended

FOB

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW
YORK,
At Office of Atchison Company, 95 Milk St., Boston.

Maine Central Raiiroad
Class “A”: 580,000,000.
Maine
Central Railroad
To draw Fixed Interest, payable October and April.
Portland
Water Co.
3 months, ending September 30,1892.at rate of.per
annum.2% per cent.
1st Year, ending September 30, 1893.
.2y3 per cent! Norway, Maine, Water Co.
2d Year, ending September 30, 1894.
.3 "percent'
Bath Water Supply Co.
3d Year, ending September 30, 1895.
.3% per cent.
4th Year, ending September 30,1896,and thereafter
5’s
Indianapolis Water Co.
until maturity...
.4
percent Portland &
Stock
Ogdensburg Railway
These Bonds will be delivered to holders of present Income Bonds, par for par without exMerchants National Bank Stock
time and place such exchange is made
pense to them, and at the
certflcate for the Sum of

JOHN D. ANDEBSON,
Treasurer.

Appproved:

BONDS

INCOME BONDSl Will be received for exchange under this
Flan, beginning
with June 1st, 1892, by the following appointed agencies:—

«•

JjUSlt'l

$11,900,000

ToTAL...*. $12,000,000

•

Portland Branch 540

800,000

Tlie fixed charges for the fifth year and thereafter, provided no further Issue of Second
Mortgage Bonds should be found necessary will be
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds. $8,000,000
4 per cent. Interest on $100,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds.
4,000,000

PROPOSED CONVERSION.

WEBER,
HARDMAN,

100 000

3

Total.

With Improvements satisfactorily provided for, the Earning Power of the properties should
be increased through reductions in Operating Expenses,secured by substantial and adequate additions to Plant.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

$8,000,000

....

“

W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

1, 1895.

per Cent. Interest on Class “B” $20,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds...

sities ot

Physicians and Nervines

bbt* meal

total fixed charges fourth year beginning july

4

On Oct. 15,1889, Circular No. 63, containing Plan of financial Reorganization of your Company, was issued.

He sent a copy of the paper to me and
in it was this sentence underscored with

it was four years ago.
The a pen:
If we could have free trade with the United
party that loses New York will lose the j States
every mill in the country would be
Presidency. The man who is the most closed in two years.
likely to carry New York is therefore the
My English friend was mistaken in
that. Many of our mills would be cerman for the Republicans to select.
tainly shut up but some of them could
The Hon. William E. Chandler predicts live in spite of the competition of the
in the Concord Monitor that harmony cheap labor of Europe. Our iron furnaces would cease to smoke, our
rolling
will prevail in the National Republican mills
would be silent but a few of our
Convention. It is to be hoped it will textible industries would survive.
not be of the kind that Mr. Chandler has
But my friend was right in this, that
been cultivating in New Hampshire for many thousands of our people would be
thrown out of employment; many thoussome years past.
ands of homes now comfortable,
thrifty
and happy would be reduced to abject
The state of Nevada is a small affair,
want; hundreds of millions of dollars
having scarcely more population thaa a invested in factories of many kinds
would
be worthless and many thousands
single congressional district in New
of business men would be bankrupt and
York. But though little Nevada is boldthe entire financial and business interests
er in its demands upon the
nominating of the country would be thrown into conconventions than any other state in the fusion.
This state of things would continue
Union. It knows what it wants and if it
two or three years more or less; then the
doesn’t get it, boldly declares that it will
protection would be again adopted, but
bolt. It wants free silver men at the ruin brought upon our industries
could
head of both national tickets.
The not readily be repaired.
a result of free trade would be
Such
Democrats have gone so far even as to
inevitable.
N. D.
instruct their delegates to bolt in case an

2,600,’000
$11,800,000

Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc.
3Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 3 mos.,.
$700,000
4 per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 0 mos. 2,400,000

CIRCULAR NO. 68.

as

inated.

Mud Company,

NO. 95 MILK STREET.

seen.

New York is to be

Topeka & Santa Fa

Atchison,

flowing, did the flood gates

Salutatory and Oration,

2,100,000

4 per cent. Interest $16,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds

Congregational

church to overof Heaven
open and pour down a flood of water,
which purified the air without and Within the church, and made it more comfortable for the many listeners. The church
was handsomely decorated
by the junior
class, under the supervision of Mr. G. II.
Larrabee principal. In the recess of the
altar was suspended the
picture of the
late Henry Pennell.
Over the recess was
the class motto, “Do what
you attempt”
in letters made of evergreen on the
gold
background, which made a fine effect.
On the outer edge of the
platform were
many beautiful flowers and plants of
various kinds.
From the
ohandelier
were festooned the class colors to each
quarter of the church.
Those occupying seats on the platform
were the trustees, Hon. M. P.
Frank,
Hon. W. H. Vinton, Col. John D. Anderson, Mr. Vinton E. Frank, Mr. George
A. Morrill, Mr. Wm
M. Dow, Rev. E.
Bean; and the teachers, Mr. G. H. Larrabee, principal, Misses Effie Joslyn, Katie H. Libby and Nellie E.
Winship. The
order of exercises included:

$8,000,000

Total.

With an overcast sky and everything
indicating a rainfall began the day for
the graduating exercises of Pennell Institute class of ’92. Fortunately not
until many strangers and citizens had

Address all communications relating to sub
seriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Oo., 87 Exchange Street,

THE

TOTAL FIXED CHARGES THIRD YEAR, BEGINNING JULY
1, 1894.
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc.
3 per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 3 mos.
$600 000
3Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold

Graduation at Pennell Institute.

filled the

financial.

Bonds, 9mos.

OFFICE of the

and Valedictory, "Moments make the
Essay
F ear and Trifles
Life.Ivy H. Smith
Class Ode.Ella S. Knight

Me.__

FINANCIAL.
_

PLftH OF INCOME BOND CONVERSION.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.

Portland,

SKODA’S DISCOVERY.

put

hope.

months; $1.50 a quarter; 50

financial.

FINANCIAL._

MISCELLANEOUS.

■BOW i MOULTON,
BA-NIKEnS,
Cor. Middle and exchange Sts.
ap26

dll

Interest

allowed

on

corpora

time

deposits.

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
wpresident.
fet>l4

Cashier.

■

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION.
To the Republican Electors of the United
States:
In accordance with the usage and the instructions of the Republican National Convention of 1888, a National Convention of delegated representatives of the Republican party
■will be held at the City of Minneapolis, Minnesota. on Tuesday, the 7th day of June, 1892, at
12 o’clock at noon for the purpose of nominating candidates for President and Vice-President
to be supported at the next National Election,
and for the transaction of such other and further business as may he brought before it. The
Republican electors in the several States and
Territories, and voters without regard to past

political affiliations who believe in Republican
principles and endorse the Republican policy,
are cordially invited to unite under this call in

the formation of a National Ticket.
Each State will be entitled to four delegates
at large, and for each Representative in, Congress at large, two delegates, and each Congressional District, each Territory, and the District
of Columbia, to two delegates. Tile delegates
at large shall be chosen by popular State Conventions, called on not less than twenty days’
notice, and not less than thirty d'ays
published
before the meeting of the Natioual Convention.
The Congressional District delegates shall be
chosen at conventions called by the Congressional Committee of each such district in the same
manner as the nomination for a Representative
in Congress in made in said district; Provided,
That in any Congressional District where there
is no Republican Congressional Committee, owing to re-diStrlfitirig the state under the new Congressional apportionment, the Republican State
Committee snail appoint from the residents of
such district a committee for the purpose of
calling a District Convention to elect district
delegates. The Territorial delegates shall be
chosen in the same manner as the nomination of
a Delegate in Congress is made.
The delegates
from the District of Columbia shall be chosen
at a convention constituted of members elected
in primary district assemblies, held under the
call and direction of the Republican Central
Committee of the District of Columbia, which
said committee shall be chosen one from each
assembly district on the first Tuesday of January, 1892. at the hour of 7 o’clock p. m.. at a
place of meeting in each assembly district to be
designated by a joint call, with ‘not less Ilian
ten ..ays’ notice, signed by the member of the
National Conm.ittee for the District of Columbia and the chairman of the RepubUcan Central
Committee of said District.
An alternate delegate for each delegate to the
National Convention, to act in case of the absence of the delegate. shall be elected in the
same manner ana at the same time as the delegate is elected.
All notices of contests must be filed with the
National Committee in writing, accompanied by
printed statements of the grounds of contest,
which shall be made public. Preference in the
order of hearing and determining contests will
be given by the convention in accordance with
the dates of filing such notices and statements
with the Notional Committee.
James S. Clarkson, Caairman.
Jacob SSloat Fassett, Secretary.
New York. Jan. 20,1S92.

A Republican State Convention
WIIX BE HELD IN

SERMONS TO VETERANS.
(CONTINUED

FROM FIRST

PAGE.)

nation in two. On
Sumter capitulated
to the nation’s enemies. Three months
later a Union army of 82,000 were in the
field, and continued to grow. On Jan.
1st, 1865, the last year of the war, the
nation had nearly 1,000,000 defenders
under arms, and when the end came it
had a force of 2,254,063 enrolled soldiers,
and it was not only a, civilian, but a volunteer army. So small a fraction of
drafted men did it contain that it is
truthfully said the draft was a farce.
Not by prescription or by press-gang
was the Grand Army of the Republic
created, but by the love of country, and
loyalty to duty in the nation’s heart. Of
that vast army 73000 nearly were soldiers
of Maine and 7322 of these'brave sons of
Maine perished in the conflict: not including those who died of wounds and
disease. Surely our commonwealth bore
her portion of the awful sacrifice which

sought to rend the
April 13, 1861, Fort

purchased the victory.

Those four full years of terrible war
have been followed by twenty-eight years
of national
prosperity, during which
North, West and South have been reunited in a peace which promises to be
enduring. While the sacrifice of sorrow
is not wholly offered, while each returning Memorial day evokes afresh the
moral agony of that cruel war, yet no
The
enmity or bitterness is revived.
nation is one, and the bands of unity and
is
This
fraternity are strengthening.
This
the grandest fruitage of the war.
is a victory that nothing but successful
For all time
war could have achieved.
it has demonstrated that no state has
legal right to burst the bonds of the
nations political unity. What else but
succcessful war could have so completely
settled and adjusted the doctrine of state

rights,

with the

nation’s

sovereignty?

What else could have vindicated the
sacred right of union, and and blasted

forever the fallacy of the right of secession?
But if the preservation of the Union
was the greater
result of the war, the
extinction of slavery was only less greater
The viper that was the cause of secession was crushed that the Union might be
preserved and perpetuated. The death
of slavery was the outcome—the logical
result of the war. It was a providential
result. You, comrades, did not go to
war to put down slavery, Abraham Lincoln did not call you into the service to
tViof

City Hall, Portiand,

Tliit

riArl

onnf

vai1

fAvtli

from

your homes to do just that. Abraham
Lincoln was not thinking of the emancipation of the slaves, when he said to his
friends before leaving them to assume
At II O’clock, A. M.,
the magistracty of the imperillled nation:
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
“A duty devolves upon me which is per
Governor, to be supported at the September
than that which has deelection; and nominating candidates for electors haps greater
volved
at large for President and Vice President, to be
upon any man since the days of
supported at the November election and trans- Washington.” Posterity will say that
acting any other business that may properly Lincoln was raised
up to be the emancicome before it.
The basis of representation will bo as fol- pator of American slaves. And in distant ages, when Africa is a civilized conlows:
k
Each city, town and plantation will be en- tinent, and perhaps a consolidated Retitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
public, Lincoln will be remembered and
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
in 1888, an additional delegate, and for a frac- eulogized by Africa’s sons as one of the
tion of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes, an addiworld’s greatest benefactors, not because
Bonal delegate.
under his administration the Afnerican
Vacancies in the delegation of any city, town
Union was saved, but Because he proor plantation can only be filled by residents of
claimed liberty to tbe captives.
Not
the county in which the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will be in session in the until God’s providence made it necessary
room
of
9
the
hall
at
o’clock
on
the.
reception
for him, as a war measure, to break the
morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates. Dele- shackles of 3,000,000 human beings did
Lincoln understand the unconscious
gates iu order to be eligible to participate in the
convention, must be elected subsequent to the
prophecy of his own words. How solemn
date of call for this convention.
sounds the sentence that closes that
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences who are iu favor of main- mighty instrument, “Upon this act I
taining a protective tariff, who believe in the invoke the considerate judgment of manRepublican policy of reciprocity; in protecting kind and the gracious favor of Almighty
the industries and the agricultural products of
God.” Both have been accorded:—the
this state; \n elevating and dignifying human
labor by securing to the laborer Ins just plaudits of humanity, and the benedica
sound
and
in
honest currency;
reward;m
tion of the God of'nations.
Lincoln’s
free, popular education; in securing political
name in America’s heart is inscribed by
power to every citizen; in the promotion of the
the side of Washington’s and posterity
cause of temperance fin just and equal taxation;
in all measures for the encouragement of Amer
will never change that verdict.
iean ship building, ana iu an economical and
It was not Africa's wrongs that made
efficient administration of state affairs, are corthe
Emancipation Proclamation the
dially invited to unite with the Republicans in
the selection of delegates to this convention.
greatest state paper of a United States
Eer order Republican State Committee.
President, more than America’s shame.
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.
It purified the country’s flag and vindiF. E, SOUTHARD, Secretary.
cated the nation’s right to regard herself
Augusta. Me.. May 1G. 1892.
Well do I
as “The Home of the Free.”
The Death Rate
remember how, when a mere lad I was
The number of deaths in this city stung to the quick on my first reading of
to the American
for last week was 20, from the following Campbell’s apostrophe

TUESDAY,

JUNE

21,

1892,

flag:

causes:
Diseases.

1

Bowels, con. of....
Brain, dis. of.
Bronchitis.
Cancer.«...

Dropsy..
Exhaustion.
Heart, disease of..
Kidney, tuberc. of.
The Grippe.
Lungs, eon. of_

2

3

4

7-T

B

5

1
1
1
1

i
l
2
2
i
i
l
i
i
i
2
i
2
3

1
1
_l
i

_

_

_

1

Old age.

i
__1____
___1___
1__1___

Pneumonia.
Phthisis.

1

1

11-

_

------

Paralysis..

Total.

“United States, your Banner wears
Two emblems—one of fame;
Alas, the other that it bears
Eeminds us of your shame.

,-Wards.-,

l
_

l

_

262431

3

20

Your standard’s constellation types
White freedom by Its stars.
But what’s tbe meaning of its stripes?
They mean your negroes’ scars.’’
The stigma was deserved, but, thank
God, no national bard shall ever again
reproach our purified banner. The
the past has been atoned for
an incalculable sacrifice.
Comrades and friends, on the morrow

shame of

by

we snail De

reminded afresh of

what it

wipeout the nation’s dishonor
and preserve the integrity of its governcost to

These dividends
Date.
1
X
1
1
1

are

payable

Div.
Name.
Boston & Lowell 4’9. 3
Maine Central Collateral
Trust 6’s, 1923. 2%
Mt. Desert 6’s. 3
Bath Water Supply Co.,
6’s.. 2y2
Penobscot Water Power,

Amount.

Pepperell Mills.. .extra 50
York Mills, (p. 760). 5
Eastern In N.H. lVa

600,000

6’s.

1
1

15

in June:

3|Q5

$40,000
17.175
12,000

2,500
4,500

45,000
11,081

Interest on Hallowell 6’s is payable
first proximo at Suffolk Bank, Boston.
Pearls in

a

Sewer.

According to foreign papers, while the
Duchess of Sanfelice was walking along
the Via Fireuze in Rome, recently, the
cord holding her necklace of pearls broke,
and the gems valued at $50,000, rolled into
An alarm was sent to the Deof Streets, and laborers were
instructed to search for the pearls, the
Via Fireuze in the meantime being closed.
The hunt was successful, and all but four
of the jewels were found.
the sewer.

partment

______

We refer not to tlie vast treasure
poured out like water from the nation’s
coffers, or to the private fortunes willingly pledged for the couutry’s defense,
but to the dreadful momentous sacrifice
of life and happiness—the twofold oblation of the nation’s blood and heart.
Precious lives, 300,000 of them at least,
destroyed, but not wasted, in the awful
conflict, and for every life a desolated
ment.

home and agonized hearts.
Why do we speak of these sad memories to-day? Why are you, veterans of
war assembled in the sanctuary this
morning with the insignia of war? Not,
because we desire to glorify war, or emphasize the popular admiration for
military exploits. We would do neither.
We meet for a higher purrose. Our aim

first, is to give glory to God for the victory of right and truth, and for the beneficent results of that victory to humanity at large. We aim also to glorify patriotism and the heroism which is born of
There is
the unselfish love of country.
naught that is glorious in war, save those
glorious virtues which impart to necessary and righteous conflict a solemn morality. The glory of war is not in the
carnage and destruction of battle fields.
The glory is in the devotion, self-sacrifice and moral heroism of those who contend for the supremacy of truth and

right.

X.
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I Baking
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There are perils neither few nor small
in the popular admiration of war, but
there is health to the nation in the people's reverence and remembrance of those
who gave themselves a sacrifice to the life
of the nation. Heroism is glorious, but,let
us bear it in mind, not mote
glorious on
battle fields than in common life.
Whoever stands ready to do his duty
not regarding the pain or sacrifice, is a
heroe. The heroes of common life far
outnumber those of the world’s battle
grounds, and they are no less worthy of
honor. We have them today in legislative halls and domestic circles, in universities and common schools, in courts of
justice and marts of traffic, in Christian

Rejoice young men that your work for
God and country is cast in the time of
that sacred duty calls you not
peace;
But reaway from family and friends.
member, the time of peace has its
and
warfre its painful struggles
responsible duties. You are called not to die
live
for
to
for the nation, but
it, to
achieve self-conquest for it, to devote
and
largest capacity
your best thought
to its high interests. In the scale of personal obligation let God be first, humanity next, then country, family and self.
But in wise personal endeavor begin with
self. Not only hold self for God, country, but with holy purpose and faith cul“He that
tivate self in service to both.
ruleth his spirit is better than he that
taketh a city.” More heroic, more honorable, greater in the force of true character, is he who achieves self conquest than
he who does a daring deed of military
renown.
The spirit is the citadel of human nature,
the capital of that vast
Rule that
domain, an immortal mind.
for God and eternity and be a Christian
lieroe.
Comrades of Post Thatcher, honored
survivors of war, defenders of the nation,
we shall not forget your service to the
country we all love. May God’s blessing
abide upon your declining days. As to-

clothing HATSandCAPS FURNITURE. DRESS
Department*

you reverently stand by the
graves of your dead companions, who
stood with you in the battle and fell by
your sides, it may have been, rejoice in
your sadness that it is yours to enjoy the
peace which your exertions wou, and
yours also, greater privilege, to fight the
silent battles of peace, and emulate that
highest heroism which reveals itself in
the love of God and man, in the performance of humble duties, and in life long
service to the glorified Christ.
AT CONGRESS
Rev.

Mr.
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A nice all wool business suit
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One that will bake and boil and
do all your light cooking through
the summer.
We

stock includes the Har-

OVERCOATS
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Full Line.
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one.

A *3.50 Hat for *3.47

CHILDREN’S SUITS.

A

3.00 Hat for

Children’s suits “rough and
for school or play,
$1.98, and upwards to $12.50.
Boys’ Blouses 25 cents.

A

3.50 Hat for

A

3.00 Hat for

1.98 Economy.
Many people like
1.70 their Carpets through
mer.
They put down
1.45

A

1.50 Hat for

1.30
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neat costume for
summer wear, at all prices.

Sailor suits

a

We have

BOOTS AND SHOES.

it,

ens.

natural freedom.
Mr. Lindsay then
dwelt upon the tremendous cost of the
in
a
War, sketching
startling way the ma-

terial expense and giving a vivid picture
of the human cost. In this he included
the sorrow and anxiety of those at home
whose loved ones were at the front, the
wasting away of our brave boys in prison
pen and hospital, the actual slain, and
the maimed who carry with them in the
daily walks of life mementoes of the
frightful carnage. He graphically described the going forth of the volunteers
at their country's call, without thought
of honor or ulterior reward, significantly
hinting that if pensions are granted now,
that was not the hidden motive which
gave impulse to the volunteer movement.
He paid a just tribute to the patriotism
and valor of the private soldiers of the

war, and attributed the success of leading commanders to the fact that as great

they led great men to victory. He
showed that the underlying principle
which nerved to such heroism, endurance
and victory was love of country, and declared that love always found expression
in giving or doing, it could not lie dormant. It must be in action. It must
show itself. Love gives because it loves,
and loves still more because it has given.
Tou, said he, look with greater pride
and enthusiasm on the dear old nag, because you helped to make It what it is,
and to keep it where it is., He referred
to our inconsistency.
The government
had ever been a painful contradiction to
the Declaration in which we proclaimed
to the world that liberty was the gift of
Godto every human being. Four millions
of our people are held in abject and brualizing slavery under the shadow of National nag. The grandest effort that ever
has been made by a nation has been
made by ours to produce harmony between seeming and being.
We arc now
a consistent and a prosperous Republic.
Other nations are not only admiring our
vigor, but they are preparing to follow
our example.
His description of our
rosources, and the opportunities afforded
our people for rising in the social scale
in comparison with other nationalities,
and in the removal of our National debt
was truly inspiring.
When the smoke of
men

the Rebellion cleared away, we found
ourselves with a debt which if apportioned to the people would have amounted to $78.25 each with annual interest of
$4.29. We wake up on the first of January of each year with an average of one
hundred millions of that indebtedness
removed, and unless we had been told
we would not know how or when it had
been paid.
No social fetters bind any
man down.
Qualification is the test of
advancement.
Nobody challenges the
color of the blood which flowed in your
grandfather’s veins, whether purple or
pale. Deserve promotion, work for it,
and you shall have it, with a clear head,
a well balanced
judgment, a cultivated
mind, a rightly regulated conscience and
a healthy
body no barrier can keep a
man from going to the top.
These are
the elements which make this a groat
country.
Mr.

Lindsay

dwelling

upon the
for which our
worth dying
for surely it was worth living for. lie
then clearly and strikingly portrayed the
characteristics needed in the present day
to conserve the heritage which has been
handed down to us, and closed with
tender expressions of regard for the G.
A. R. whose numbers were decreasing
after

of the country
greatness
died, said if it
eroes

pulpits and dusty workshops, God's own
heroes hating iniquity and loving rightsousness, sacrificing self and serving
truth, humble men and modest women,
living quiet lives without expectation of
year by yearrecognition or reward.

were
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Department.
a few of those crystal
glass tumblers left at 2 cents
They are going fast,
apiece.
though.
We are opening new styles in
China, crockery and glass ware
constantly.

There’s

20 cents to $1.00

a

Shades, Draperies, Carpets,
Freezers,
Sets, Lots of
Japanese Novelties.
Sewing Machines,
They will interest you if you
Pianos, Organs
Baby Carriages. don’t
want to buy.

We Are

We are met to revere their memory
and to bow in holy reverence before His
feet without whose aid and blessing no
worthy and permanent victory is ever
achieved. We are met to thank Almighty
God that over this extensive land, the
grandest nation on earth, there floats a
flag which proclaims both personal and

50 dozen cotton bleached Tow-

to take up
the sum-

If you have we want to fit your Ice Cream
Chamber
50 cent Neckwear only 29 cents feet to comfortable shoes; if you
Men’s Underwear only 25 cents have not we want to fit your feet
Unlaundered Shirts 47 and 89 so you never will have. We will
and
hold a con-flabulatiou with you
cents.
and you will con-gratulate yourWe have the Heywood
Fancy summer suits.
self that you came to us.
Wakefield, from the lowest,
BICYCLE SUITS.
Our shoes are reduced about up to the best, $45.
You
50
cents a pair; some a little fall in love with them when
made
well
We have some fine,
bicycle suits in the league gray ; more and others less, but that is see them, everybody does.
they are the Sawyer suits and a fair average.
REMEMBER
Special bargains in Russia
wear like iron, $12.00.
a
We
are
met
cance,
grander meaning.
Leather Goods.
to
our indebtedness to the
acknowledge
Children’s shoes a specialty.
patriotism and seif-sacrifice of the worOPEN EVERY EVENING.
thy men who died for the unification of
this nation, for freedom and for conscienc. We are met to pause long enough
over what they did and
suffered, to
drink
in
their
and
be
spirit,
baptized with their noble heroic
zeal.

We are going to offer special
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!
three days only.
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dress styles for 5 cents.
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FURNISHINGS.
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Straw Matting.

YOU CAN'T GET BEHIND THOSE FIGURES.
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cents.
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Many other bargains will be
ages of using it are apparent to
Three words will de- found in this department, especeveryone.
scribe it, Beauty, Durability, ially in Hosiery and Table Lin-

prices from $5.00 ; from
$15.00 to $20.00 will get an ele-

ready” good

For

els, 40 inches long, 23 inches
wide, formerly 15 cents, now 7

Refrigerator

should see our silk caps for ridthe nobbiest thing seen ;
ing ;
only a few of them.

at all

1

Carry

The “New Perfection” is the
best

EVERY WHEELMAN

A flannel suit $6.00.

of

upon Isa, XXYI-12. He said:
It has been stated that when Julius
Caesar was approaching Rome, hearing
that the Senate and people had fled from
their magnificent city, he exclaimed, as
he looked around upon its grandeur and
beauty: “They who would not fight for
this city, what city would they
fight
for?” As we look around today upon
the country which God has given us, and
think of its vast extent, its marvellous
resources and wonderful fertility, may
not we ask who woidd not fight, who
would not live, who would not die for
such a country as this?
We are not met
here to enkindle afresh feelings of strife.
The work of this day has a deeper signifi

Our

LINENS.

of

OIL STOVE.

yourself.

$7.00.

Country.
The Bosworth Post,
Ladies’ Relief
Corps and Sons of Veterans, attended devine service at the Congress street M. E.
church yesterday afternoon. The church
was tastefully decorated and crowded by
a congregation of about 800 people.
The
chorus choir, Carl Weber, leader, rendered with pleasing and inspiring effect
several anthems aud led the congregation singing.
The pastor was assisted
by Rev. D. B. Randall, D.D., and Rev.
Mr. Wright of the St. Lawrence street
church.
AT,.

an Oil Stove 2
those little single
wick affairs, with about the heat
of a lamp, but an

Not one
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rington,
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We are
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tle things you want on a holiday,
and on Saturday night you are
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like that before,
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look
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are stopping with Mrs. Davis’ par
be sensational in the extreme; Little AgMr. and Mrs. Gibbs E. Noyes.
gie Harrington, character vocalist; Leona
The
Fifteen
will
ball
on
Items of Interest Gathered by Corresgive grand
ard and Flynn, Irish comedians; the Arthe
30th
at
town
hall.
Monday evening
pondents of the Press.
Libby & Reed of Brunswick, photo- rons, in their sketch “The Mew Policegraphers, are fitting up rooms in Hol- man” ; Ed. E. Evans, the champion club
Cape Elizabeth.
brook block, second story.
swinger Of the world; Lewis and Hall, as
[From our Regular Correspondent.]
Capt. S. A. Holbrook, has raised the
house and stable he lately purchased the tramps; Gussie Gill will stay one
DEATH OF MASTER THOMAS L. WHITE.
from Mrs. H. Winslow, and is making week more, and present an entire new
Master Thomas L. White, the beloved
needed improvements.
act, and a strong comedy will wind up
Leander White
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Ham and Elden W. Coffin have the bill.
two
of
Elizabeth
to
secured
Cape
gone
Norway, Me., having
principal keeper
On next Saturday evening Manager
positions as cutters in a shoe factory
lights,died at Cape Elizabeth suddenly of fine
Chace will give the second of his special
there.
14
May
25,
aged
typhoid pneumonia,
Business at the Harraseeket House is
features, “A Cake Walk.” Manager
years 8 months. Thomas White was a greatly in excess of last season.
Chace has secured a troupe of genuine
Mrs. J. M. Locke has found her pug
very quiet, unassuming, retiring youth
dancers and cake walkers,
while to
and for his age a good scholar. He was dog. The matter was placed in the awaken local interest
he offers two prizhands of Constable Brackett, who. taking
beloved by all his schoolmates and his a team went to Auburn where the
es to the best buck dancers resident in
dog Maine.
Entries may he left at Portland
He was found in the possession of Mr.
teachers all speak in his favor.
Theatre.
Yerril.
was peculiarly respected by the people
Moses D. Smith who resided on the
for his truthfulness and excellent morals
Burke’s Grasshopper.
Brackett farm, some three miles from
and while in the order of divine provi- our
Sir Philip Francis once waited upon
village, has purchased an improved
dence he is early called from the bosom corn planter, and is prepared to plant
Edmund Burke by appointment, to read
of loving, sorrowing parents to the pres- sweet corn and other seeds, for farmers over to him some important public docuand others who are in need of his serence and blessedness of his precious
ments. He found Mr. Burke in his garvices.
Saviour they sorrow not as those who
den, holding a grasshopper and observMr. J. B. Slocomb of
Waterville,
have no hope.
Loving sympathizing preached at the Baptist church, Sunday ing it; attentively.
friends, teacher and schoolmates laid at 11 o’clock, and also conducted the
“What a beautiful creature is this!”
beautiful flowers upon his casket beservice. Sunday June 15th. the said Burke. “Observe its structure—its
evening
lieving him to be “at Rest.” Impressive pulpit will be supplied by Rev. G. W.
legs, its wings, its eyes.”
and appropriate services were conducted
Hinkley, of Good Will farm, E. Fairfield,
“How can you,” said Sir Philip, “lose
by Rev. John Gibson.
Me. In the evening he will tell the wonyour time in admiring such an animal,
derful story of the farm.
when you have so many objects of imCapt. Ezekiel Wescott, of Co. E, 25th
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
portance to attend to?”
Maine Volunteers in the war, and a much
“Yet Socrates,” said Burke, “attended
respected citizen, was buried Friday.
Portland Theatre.
to a much less animal; he actually measBridKton.
There was a good audience at Portland ured the proportion which its size bore
[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
it passed over in a skip. I
Theatre
Saturday night to witness the to the space
Marshal Bailey is said to have been
of a grasshopper does not
The prizes offered think the skip
the first Bridgton soldier to be killed in type-setting contest.
exceed its length. Let us see.”
action and brought home for burial. He were $15 to first and $5 to second, and
“My dear friend,” said Sir Philip, “I
was a nineteen years’ old recruit in the
the contestants were Messrs. Geo. W.
am in a great hurry; let us walk in and
10th Me.
St. John of the Pbess, Lewis Hagan and let me read
North Yarmouth.
my papers to you.”
Thomas Ward of this city, and Frank
Into the house they walked. Sir Philip
NORTH
EAST
YARMOUTH.
Weston of the Kennebec Journal, Au- began to read and Burke appeared to
Burt Reed of the United States navy
gusta. Mr. W. H. McMcDonald of the listen. At length Sir Philip, having
has been in town.
Ed Bennett has purchased the farm Argus acted as judge,Mr.'Frank J. Simp- mislaid a paper, a pause ensued.
“I think,” Baid Burke, “that naturalowned by the late Mrs. Joannah Mars- son of the Times, referee, and Mr. Hall
ton.
of the theatre company was time-keeper. ists are now agreed that locusta, not
from
H. R. Glidden,
Presque Isle has Manager Chace read the rules governing cicada, is the Latin word for grasshopvisited his uncle, Mr. Oren Glidden.
What’s your opinion, Sir Philip?”
the contest. At the end of the half hour per.
Freeport.
“My
opinion,” answered Sir Philip,
the
was
matter taken to the
time
called,
Mr. A. Merton Brewer from Pawtucket
gathering up his papers and preparing
and
office
Times
and
the
proved
proof
has been in town for a few days.
to go, “is that till the grasshopper is out
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Sawtelle, from E.
given to the judge and referee, who read of your head, it will be idle to talk to
Poland, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. it and deducted the errors.
Hagan and you of the affairs of your country.”—
Edward C. Hyde.
Ward pied some of their matter by an Youth’s Companion.
Marston
is
Anna
Mrs.
taking a much
that took them out of the race.
needed vacation, in Boston and vicinity, accident
JFropitiating the Sea.
Winfield Noyes, of Pownal, has begun St. John set 775 ems, 20 were deducted
The Chinese used to make a practice
a cellar for a new two
in
755
ems
to
his credit, of
putting
story for errors, leaving
flinging men overboard during storms,
house on Holbrook street.
and he took the first prize.
Mr. Weston and as late as the
Work in A. W. Shaw & Co.’s shoe facyear 1730 a number of
set 721 ems, 45 ems were deducted for
persons were publicly killed in one provtory, has been suspended till Wednesday
J line 1, to give an opportunity for taking errors, leaving 679 ems, and he took secince in order to prevent the tide from
stock account.
ond prize. Mr. ChaCe said he would rising higher and overflowing certain
William
A.
Oxnard and wife from
Mr
medal to the winner in a dikes.—Washington Star.
a
Holbrook, Mass., are at the home of Mr. give gold
Mr. St. John
and Mrs. John T. Oxnard, where they match with Mr. St. John.
Recreation of Two Great Men.
will spend the summer.
set 110 ems more in this contest than Mr.
Thomas Warton, author of “The HisJ. A. Brewster is thinking of loading
Kennedy set in the Bangor trial.
tory of Modem Poetry,” was often to be
another car with potatoes, the coming
This week Will appear Daily & Curdy, found
week.
drinking in taverns, a taste which
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Davis, from knockabout comedy; LaMoth and May- he shared with Turner, the
painter._
___..i
I Tallapoosa, Georgia, have arrived in town nard, French artists, whose act is said to Hygiene.

MAINE TOWNS.

1

and

rents,

of the most in-

that there is.
Little novelties in table ware
catch your eye, and often you
see something that you did not
know you needed.
We keep silver plated ware,
too.

Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets.
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MARRIAGES.
In Westbrook, May 28, by the Rev. A. WPottle, Walter T. Anderson and Miss Ella VWelch, both of Westbrook.
In Brunswick, May 9, Frank W. Eaton and
Miss Nellie B. Tibbets of Topsham.
In Winslow, May 23, B. Lincoln Johnson and
Miss Lola A. Mitchell.
In Hodgon. May 21, William E. Adams of
Hodgon and Miss Dora Cunliif of Carey.
In Pittsfield, May 13, Eugene Southard and
Miss Ada Durgin. both of Pittsfield.
In Bridgton, May 19, Sumner C. Whitman of
Bridgton and Miss Jennie Knights of Solon.
In Fairfield, March 19, Loren P. Judkins of
Fairfield and Miss Blanche McFarline of New
Brunswick.
DEATHS.
In this city, May 29. Henry W„ twin child of
William Haskell, aged 11 months.
In this city. May 28, Dorthea Sophia, wife of
Henry Peterson, aged 68 years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at late
residdnce No. 20 Gilman street. (Scandinavian

services.]
In this city, May 29. Lucy May. only daughter
of James F. and Annie A. Pinkliam, aged 1
year, 4 months.

LFuneral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
Myrtle street.
In West Ealmouth, May 28, Anna Louisa
Marston, aged 80 years, 6 months.
DO

[Prayers Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clock, at
her late residence. Funeral at 2 o’clock from
the Free Baptist church. West Falmouth.]
In Gorham, May 29, Edward K. Wagg, aged
36 years.

[Prayer at late residence in Gorham, Tuesday,
Free Church,

Funeral at
11 o’clock a. m.
Deering, at 2 o’clock p. m.

In Brunswick, May 3, Mrs. Dora D. Collins,
34 years.
New Sharon. May 21, Mrs. Nancy Leavitt,
72
aged
years.
In Hallowell. Mrs. Emma Emery, of Bristol.
Ill Belfast, May 19, Mrs. Margaret A. Hall,
aged 41 years; May 24, Arthur G. Lanpher,
aged 72 years.
In Sedrsport, May 24, Mrs. Thomas Larrabee,
aged 76 years.
Hebron, May 14, Mrs. Sarah Brown, aged 82
years; May 14, Mrs. William Packard, aged 69

aged
In

years.

[The funeral Of Miss Mary A Hinds, wil! take
place fronrher parents residence, 51 Danforth
street, today at 8.30 a. m. Requiem high mass
at Bt Dominic’s church, at 9 o’clock a. m.

DENNETT the FIon'stt 670 Congress Street.

Tor

commencements.

THE HAYDEN

QUARTETTE.

Miss Florence Knight,Soprano; Miss Katharine
Ricker, Contralto; Dr. H. M. Nickerson,
Tenor, Mr. Harry F. Merrill, Basso.
A very strong quartette arousing enthusiasm
wherever appearing. Also Mr. Fled A. Given,
Violin Soloist.
For dates, terms etc., address

CRESSEY & JONES,
Piano Warerooms at !New Store

533
apr21eodU

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE RXNES BROS.
Portland, M«n
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MISCELLANEOUS.

SHIPBUILDERS’ HAVEN OF REST.
Institution Founded and Endowed
by a Live Philanthropist.
The magnificent building of which w«
give a picture is approaching completion
at Fordham, New York. Mr. William H.
Webb, the founder, sayB it will be one of
three institutions of its kind in the
world, and that he hopes to make it the
most prominent and useful of those three.
Mr. Webb himself is an old shipbuilder,
having built many of the famous old vessels of our old wooden navy, and the
famous
once
monster wooden fourmasted frigate, the General Admiral, of
the Russian Navy. He is also the pioneer
in building modern ironclads, being the
designer of that magnificent marine engine of destruction,the Dunderberg, which
he built for the United States government
during the rebellion, but which he, at
the permission of the
government, after
the close of the war, sold to France.
An

ANY

That has been under medical
treatment three
out

relief,

we

months with'

will send

one cast

of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

IF

Paralytic

under

for the

reasons

offer

are

known

that

we

CAPTAIN

helped,

never

WEBB’S HOME FOB SHIPBUILDERS.
As he acquired a large fortune in shipbuilding during its most palmy days in
this city, he has founded and endowed
Webb’s Academy and Home for Shipbuilders, where fellow-craftsmen less fortunate than himself may end their days
in comfort and peace and at the same
time lend their aid and allow to profit by
their experience the students of mechanical shipbuilding and those who desire to
study the science of marine engineering
and architecture within its educational
department. In fact, besides being a
home and haven of rest for indigent and
aged shipbuilders, architects and engineers, it is also to be a complete and well*
equipped institute of marine technology,
where competent instructors will teach
the young idea how to navigate safely the
intricate channels of marine architecture,
and w’here skilful craftsmen will teach
the industrial portion of the science.
With these objects in view, Mr. Webb
bought thirteen acres of land, upon which
the nearly completed building now stands.
He then set aside $1,000,000 of his fortune
to build and equip the institution,
which,
all told, will probably cost $400,000, leaving $600,000 as an endowment fund, the
interest of which will perpetually go to
support the working faculty and the
other expenses of the Academy and Home.
The founder is desirous of seeing the
institution in full operation before his
death, so that it is now being hurried to

consumptive that

has not been either cured

or a

strong testimony that life has
been very much ^prolonged by
its

use.

In all

cases

ficial results

of Disease bene-

are

sure

to

be ob-

tained by the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test oi
over THREE THOUSAND operations in

prominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
the unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death oi
only five patients in a thousand,
a

and many of these difficult cases
of surgery. We shall be pleased

give any inquirer the further
facts, but the above is convinthat Murdock’s
cing
proof
Liquid Food is not an artificial
to

summam

though it
most

10

me

but

system,
be given in the

can

extreme cases of

completion.
rPltf*

exhaus-

reactionary influence dele-

terious to the system.
We would remind the public that no
substitute (and there are many co-cailed
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)
has a record in any way approaching
the results of the
Murdock Liquid
Food in the past 12 years.
aprS

The charter of the Institution clearly
explains the motive of the founder.
Within its wails there will be: “ Free and
gratuitous aid, relief and support to the

Board of Registration will be in session
Lewis Hall, at Woodfords, Tuesday,
May 31st, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, June 1st, 2rd, 3rd, and 4th from 9 to
12 a. m. and 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m. each
day,
to receive applications of persons who mav
claim the right to vote in said city. Persons
holding naturalization papers will present them
in order to be registered.
All persons wishing
to be registered must appear in person in order
to be so registered.
Notice of meetings of the Board In other
wards will be given in due season. But voters
can attend at
any meeting which will be most
convienent for them.
J. N. READ, chairman
Board Registration.

THE
at

aged, decrepid, invalid, indigent or unfortunate men, who within the precincts
of the United States have been
engaged in

the craft of ship-carpentry,
building of
marine engines or any part or section of the
hulls of vessels or engines
thereof, totogether with their lawful wives,
be
will
furnished; furthermore, to
furnish
any worthy
young
man, a
native or a
citizen
of
the United
after
who
a
careful
States,
examination by the trustees Bhall have proved
himself competent and of good character,
with free and gratuitous education in the
art and science of marine architecture and
engineering, both theoretical and practical, and also teach him the craft of shipcarpentry, marine engine building and
the allied trades, with free board and

dtju4

When you ask your grofor Java, he does not

cer

lodging, tools, engineering implements
and materials while acquiring that educa-

offer you Maracaibo and say
it is “just as good.”

tion.
The institution will he under the control of a board of trustees, who will administer its affairs. This grand work entitles ite founder to have his name placed
upon the Temple of Phiianthrophy, where
it will forever shine.

When you ask your druggist for Scott’s Emulsion of
cod-liver

oil, if he is honest,

Various

Ways
Currying Honey.
A Western man says that men have
various ways of carrying money. Butchers, grocers and bakers carry it in a big
crumpled wad. Bankers carry it in nice
clean bills, laid at full length in a
moroooo pocketbook.
No banker ever
folds a bill.
Brokers always fold their
bills twice.
The young business man
carries his money in his vest pocket,
while the sporting man carries it in his
trousers pocket.
Farmers and drovers
carry their money in their inside vest
pocket; and whenever you see a man
carry a lot oi loose change in his overcoat
pocket, you may know that he has at
some time been a car conductor or a
curbstone merchant.
Newspaper men
oarry their money in some good bank;
and poets?
well, poets don’t trouble
themselves about such a trivial thing as

he will not try to sell you

something “just

Why
answer

as

good.”

do you want it ? The
is in a book on care-

ful living ;

we

send it free.

Scott & Bowne. Chemists, 13* South 5th
Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—ail druggists everywhere do. $1,
4»

Rough

on

Bile Pills

never

disappoint

Don’t Go Bald.
If the hair is coming out, or if it’s dry, brittle
or lifeless, use Leaurelle Oil Balm, an elegant, cooling, refreshing, stimulating tonic
dressing. 50c. & $1.00, at druggists.

ot

—

THE

FLYING

Capt. Andrews is a Yankee and a pianomaker by trade. He is a tall, athleticlooking man, of light complexion, and is
forty-nine years old. His hobby is what
he calls “ deep-sea boating,” and he is a
mine of information upon that
subject.
The Flying Dutchman fore and aft
tapers to a point, and resembles very
much a gunner’s sneak-box,
being decked
all over with half-inch cedar. The sides
and bottom are also made of this thin
material and the whole is covered with
canvas, drawn as tight as a drum head,
oiled and painted. It can be folded like a
canvas gunning skiff.
During his three former trips Capt. Andrews found that his wood-bottom crafts
had become heavily weighted with barnacles and seaweed, which greatly
hampered
progress. He claims of the new boat that
the canvas will avert this trouble.
The deck is on the whale- back plan.
There is an opening—or cockpit, in nautical vernacular—3x5 feet, in which there is
just enough room for a person to sit comfortably. Under the decks are compartments in which the provisions are to be
stored. The mast rises eight feet above
the deck, and the boom is thirteen feet.
The gaff will be ten feet, and the total scil
carried will be less than fifteen square
yards. Three hundred pounds of lead
will be securely fastened to the
bottom,
and it will be almost impossible for it to
Should
such
an
accident happen,
capsize.
however, it will right without assistance.
There are no water-tight or air-tight
compartments.

Little danger is expected from
highseaB,
and should the hold fill with water It
will not damage the food supplies, as they
nm wuowi
ttltugciuer OI CBUneu gOOUS
and preserves in sealed jars.
The precise time for starting has not
been decided upon, but Capt. Andrews
says it will be the latter part of June or
early in July.
Capt. Andrews thinks it will take about
forty days to cross the big pond. He will
head for Queenstown, but he is
likely to
make harbor at the first laud he
may
sight. It is his intention to return with
the Flying Dutchman by steamer, and
have the boat exhibited at the World’s
Fair.
__

ERICSSON’S DESTROYER A SUCCESS.
The Submarine Gun Sends
600 Feet

Through

a

Projectile

Water.
Several tests have been mad* at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard with Eriosson’ssubmarine gun, and it has proved a success.
It was the last work in naval warfare designed by the great inventor. The government purchased the vessel called the
Destroyer, that he had built to prove the
value of his invention, but naval
experts
had so little confidence in it that
nothing
was done with it until the recent Chilian
scare when every available craft wbb considered.
The Destroyer has been
overhauled, put
in working order and tried before a
board of naval officers.
This is the way
the tests were made: The enormous
dry
dock was filled with water to the
depth
of twenty-three feet.
Nets were drawn
across the dry dock
through the water at
every 100 feet.
The Destroyer was anchored outside the dry dock with her
bow pointing toward the nets. At the
first shot the charge in the
gun was
twenty-five pounds of sphero-hexagonal
powder—not cocoa brown—and the projectile had a buoyancy of five pounds.
At twenty-five minutes past eleven the
shot was fired, and the results were much
better than was expected. The first
net,
100 feet from the muzzle, was
penetrated
in three-quarters of a
one
foot
to
second,
the right of the centre, at a
depth of nine
feet; the second net, no time taken, two
feet to the left of the
oentre, at a depth of
nine feet; the third net, five feet to tho
left of the centre, at a depth of nine and
one-half feet; nets four, five and six were
not touched. As the
projectile did not
come to the surface until after
passing
the sixth net, it was evident that it must
have gone outside the three last nets.
Owing to the strong wind and tide the
gun was not pointed exactly through the
centre of the nets. These were
forty feet
long by twenty feet deep. At the third
net the projectile was
already five feet
to the left of the
centre, and doubtless in
breaking through this net it was canted
still further to the left, so that it missed
the remaining three nets
entirely. The
time beyond the first net was not accurately taken, but it was nearly a minute
before it reached the end of its course.
the

money.__
Jonathan Eduards’ Home Gone.
The ancient home of Jonathan Edwards,
at East Windsor Hill, Conn., met the fate
a few days ago which that good Puritan used to consign sinners to—flames
and perdition. The Hartford Courant
“ It has been
rebuilt so often that
says:
little of the habitation of that brimstone
left.
was
divine
There is no doubt, however, that he laid the foundation. This is
the house that Parson Edwards dwelt in
when, to dissuade one Rockwell from
building another that would cut off a
view, he carried his point by threatening
to refuse to baptize Rockwell’s children."

Irritable

Tempers,
Thick heads, gorged livers, heavy stomachs,
Sick

headache, constipation, nervous and
flatulent Dyspepsia, melancholy, lassitude,
relieved quickly by the little wonders, Rough
oh Bile Pills. 25c. at druggists.
Dandruff Eradicated
and prevented by Leaurelle OilBalm, it is

delightfully cooling, refreshing, stimulating.
Cures itching of scalp, stops hair coming out.
50c. and $1.00, at druggists.
Rough

T_..1.111_I__

draughting rooms.

NOTICE.
CITY OI> HBBRIMG.

may24

~

museum for marine naval architecture,
containing models of shipping craft,
naval vessels and marine fighting machines from the earliest ages; also dormitories, laboratories, and with a fine
hospital ward and dispensary at the
southwest corner. The third floor will be
devoted exclusively to dormitory purposes, while the fourth floor, with its
high trussed roof, will be used as the great
assembly, lecture and laying-out room,
where every feature of the marine anatomy may be put together and explained
to the assembled students.
The four
upper stories will be devoted altogether
to sohool purposes and will be used aa

tion with perfect safety, its influence is permanent and without a

AND

DUTCHMAN.

a case

or a

ANDREWS

American yachtsmen will taka more
than passing interest In the new forty-

,on centre-board, Queen Mab, designed
by Watson, the English yacht designer.
If she is anything like the success expected she will surely be sent across the

Rats
is sold all around the world, is used by all
nations of the earth, is the most extensively
advertisod, is the best known and has the
largest sale of any article of its kind on the
face of the globe. It gives satisfaction every
Don’t die in the
time, everywhere, they
house.” For Rats, Mice, Cockroaches, Ants,
Bed Bugs, Flies, Insects, &c. 15 & 25c. boxes.
on

Lady of the White House.
Letitia Tyler Semple, daughter of exPresident Tyler and formerly a “ lady of
the White House,” is now at eighty-two,
a friendless, penniless inmate of the Corcoran Home for Aged Women, in Washington. Almost within sight of the old
homo where she was courted and feted in
the days of her youth and bellehood, she
sits and awaits the end with her grief and
her memories for company.
A

Society Ladies and Gentlemefc
ore not in the swim, andmissa genuine treat,
a great luxury, if they are not
using that inimitable toilet wonder,Leaurelle Oil Balm
for the skin and complexion ; For a rough,
uneven skin, chapped lips,face or hands, fever
sores, abrasions or irritation of the skin from
whatever cause, it is unsurpassed ; As it does
not show, can bo used any time night or day,
The
dries in instantly. Does not muss, grease nor
I will be
toil anything. 50c. & 81.00, at druggists.

j

Pope’s episcopal golden jubilee
celebrated in 1893.

light and handsome
look, and, notwithstanding her novel
The cutter has

a

A
It

UTTLE

Proves

■

GIRL’S

RAG

GUN.

The gun from which the torpedoes are
fired is in the bow of the vessel and is
seven feet below the water as shown in
our illustration.
In a later test the shot
was fired 600 feet through the water.
The intention of the vessel in warfare is
to run up to about 200 feet of an iron clad
and fire a projeotile containing dynamite
to strike the enemy seven feet below the
water line or in its most vulnerable part.
Zimmerman Breaks a Record.
The friends of Arthur A.
Zimmerman,
the New York Athletic Club
bicyclist,
were rejoiced to learn that Zimmerman
has at last accomplished something in
England. On Thursday, May 19, he was
pacedrfor the quarter-mile record at the
Herne Hill track, which he succeeded in
lowering. His time was 32 3-5 seconds,

The

a

Church.

which cost as much as the entire wardrobe of some of the living children of
those less favored with this world’s
goods, these are but the exceptions to
the general rule. The most primitive
form of doll perhaps is the rag baby,
that indescribable something constructed
from the tatters of the household. There
is one thing, however, about the
rag doll which
cannot fail to excite admiration.
Let her be put
among ever so
many handsomer
sisters, she is certain to hold the
warmest place in
the regard of the
common

mam-

rag qou lias
JPbes until recently
never done anything to make her
lydia e. byrnes.
name
famous.
The nicely dressed French baby—beshoed
and bestoekinged and bejeweled sometimes—has on numerous occasions figured prominently in voting contests and
on raffle lists at fairs, but it remained for
little Lydia Edna Byrnes, of Brooklyn, a
child not yet four years old, to rescue
the much abused rag dolly from the oblivion to which she has been so long and
so unjustly consigned and make her a
prominent factor in financial circles.
And it all came about in this way:
Lydia owned but one doll, and it was
made of rags, a nondescript sort of baby
with a particularly “open” expression of
countenance, but evidently lacking in
force of character and cobesiveness.
Lydia’s father, Rev. Horaee W. Byrnes,
is the new pastor of an old church in
Brooklyn, formerly known as the Cedar
Street Methodist, but now designated as
the Epworth M. E. church. Mr. Byrnes
was confronted with the serious task of
raising the funds necessary for the erection of a new church, and one morning
at breakfast discussed the matter with
his good wife, when it was determined
that the work should begin at once.
Little three-year-old Lydia Edna sat at
the table looking as wise as an owl and
evidently cogitating deeply. Then she
offered her baby—the rag dolly—as her
contribution toward the new church.
Every one laughed, said the child was
cute and then thought no more of the
matter.
Not so, however, with Lydia. When
she went to church dolly was with her,
and when her father spoke to his congregation of the necessity of raising
funds at once and the lull succeeding
the first few subscriptions had arrived, as it aldoes
ways
on
such occasions,
Lydia got out of
her pew before
one
could
any

Vmgl W|ij)y

*ne

jl

st,a.v

walking demurely down the aisle
handed to the
minister her rag
dolly—her all—
as her free will

six

LET—Furnished cottage
TO mond
Island.
Inquire 9

It is believed that at least

that edifice shall have been

com-

Caterpillar*.
A very large
caterpillar stretched itself from the
foliage of a tree which I
was
examining, and startled me by its
resemblance to a small snake. The first
three segments behind the head were
dilatable at the will of the insect, and
had on each side a
large black pupillated
spot, which resembled the eye of the
snake. It was a
poisonous or viperine
species mimicked, and not an innocuous
snake. This was
proved by the imitadon of keeled scales on the
crown, which
was produced
by the recumbent feet as
the caterpillar threw itself
backward.
I carried off the
caterpillar, and alarmed
every one in the village where I was
then living to whom I showed
it.—Records of a Kataralist in the Amazon.
in

farm, on road leading
Pleasant Hill. The finder will please leave
the same at G. M. STANWOOD & CO„ 261
Commercial St.27-1
have found the
FOUND—I
Earth, for Rheumatism
their

GreatestCure on
and Neuralgia in
suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S,
ORR East Harpswell, Maine. my21d&wlmo*
chronic forms.

I

SALE.

FOR

30-1

SALE—or will lease
favorable terms
KENT—The four story brick building FOR
the property known as the Merchants ExNo. 241 and 243 Middle St; good frontage
FOR
change Hotel containing about forty rooms,
with staircase
well
on

separate from the store;
adapted for a manufacturing business in connection with the ground floor and basement
for the sale of product; has elevator and steam
heat; possession given immediately. BENJAMIN SIIAW, Oil's Exchange St.
27-1

She—There’s
like

no

trunk.

a

poetry in

a

kiss.

It’s

He—Like a trunk?
She—You can always find a man to
express it, and it’s wiser to check it if
you don't want it to go too far.—Life.

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,

Doctor prescribed: Castoria!

LET—A lower rent of 6 rooms In house
situated No. 177 Grant, street. Apply to
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

TO

^7-1

Little Diamond Island furnished cottage, ready for immediate occupancy. GEO. F. GOULD, 85 Exchange street.
27-1
LET.—On

TO

“Have suffered all winter with lumbago.
Less than two bottles of Ath-lo-pho-ros, in two
weeks, made me about well.”—Mrs. M. E. Lockwood, 60 Franklin St., Lynn, Mass.
For sore and inflamed eye-lids, the best cure
is Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Summer Humor at Marblehead.
Dolly—You are something of a sailor I benever

Dolly—Then tell me what is the usual binding
for a ship’s log book.
Flowter—Well, it is often homeward bound.—
Boston Herald.
This century has produced no woman who
has done so much to educate her sex to a thorough and proper knowledge of themselves as
Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham.

Sharp.
Mistress—Did you post that letter?
Maid—Yes, Senora.
Mistress—Then why have you brought me
back the 15 centimos
I gave you for the

stamp?

Maid—I slipped
not 1 ooking.—Las

it in the box when they were
Noticias.

The purifying effects of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
are sure and speedy. Take it this month.
Unanswerable Argument.
“That was an excellent sermon Dr. Prosy
gave us this morning on tile immensity of the
universe.”
"Do you

30-1

SALE—New paper cutter, large size,
FORlatest
improved, made by Marshall & Co.,

room
or

table board for
gentlemen. THE
Spring street. 26-1

and

desirable brick house No. 86
Winter street, has 9 rooms, modern conveniences, bath, hot water heat, large yard, to a
small family; $350, including water if let at
once. N. S. GARDINER, No. 185 Middle
street.26-1

TO

LET—A

LET—Brick house 313 Cumberland street
containing 9 rooms; price $350. Inquire
BUCK’S TICKET AGENCY, Middle St. 26-1

TO

LET—Three good tenements of 5, 6 and
7 rooms each. Prices $10, $12 and $13
per month; also for sale houses in all parts of
the city. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105VC Ex-

TO

change street._

25-1

LET—Two large desirable rooms, furnished or unfurnished; also three smaller
furnished rooms at 150 FREE ST.24 1

TO

HOTEL TO LET—partly furnished,
on line of Maine Central Mountain Division.
P. MATTOCKS, 31V2 Exchange St.
24-1

SMALL

LET—A nice upstairs rent, desirably loTO cated
St. Lawrence street, for
small
on

jiimn lean

(He

a

u.

laiimj.

v xuivxviijJU.

xax iuiu-

St.24-1

LET—The fine brick residence 301 CumTO berland
street. 11 rooms, large sunny and

airy, partly furnished if desired. One of the
best locations in the city. H. H. SHAW, 154
to ICO Middle street.
24-1
LET—Convenient cosy rent for family of
two or three persons, lower flat 299 Cumberland street; $10 per month to right party.
H. H. SHAW, 154 to 100 Middle street. 24-1

TO

LET—Pleasant furnished house to let.
TO Inquire
at 41 GRAY ST., afternoons. 24-1
LET—For the season, a furnished cot
tage on Peaks Island; seven rooms, lathed
and plastered. Inquire of F. C. WHITE. 480
Congress street.
19-tf

TO

I|iOR

Boston, cost §85, will sell for $45, cash. Call
once and see If you cannot save
$20 by buying their machine. C. B. DALTON, 67 Washmgton street, City.
27-1
at

SALE.—38,000 lbs. Mixed Poultry
Grain at $1.20 per 100 lbs. Also 300
FUR
Dush. oats

(slightly colored but perfectly good)
bush. Call and examine. Wheat
S1.15 per 100 lbs. C. B. DALTON, 67 Washlngton Street.
27-1

at 42 cts per

SALE OR RENT of six
COTTAGEat FOR
Peaks Island. Inquire of JOHN
rooms

M.

FREEMAN,

11

Me.

Exchange street, Portland,
26-1

SALE—Schooner Addle, of Dennis,
Mass., about twelve tons tonnage. She is
in first class order ready for
or fishing.
coasting
Ti’nr nonliniilnKn nr.nl,,
T>TPmH'Tl
tc

FOR

-WT TCllrcrt

SON, 203 Commercial

26-1

street.

SALE—Oakdale. New 2 storied house,
7 rooms with bath and water closet, hot
and cold water, steam heat, cemented cellar
with perfect drainage in main sewer, rooms all
carpeted and furnished. 6000 feet of land:
price $2,500, including furniture; mortgagee’s
sale. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle SL26-1

FOR

SALE—The valuable property situated
FOR
at Elmwood Place, consisting of nice two

story house, in fine order, with 12 rooms, lot of
land containing 6600 square feet, covered with
choice fruit trees in full bearing. This
property
is to be sold at once and is a bargain for some
one. Apply to JOHN F. PRoCTOR, Centennial
Block.
25-1
SALE—Houses for sale. Prices, $500.
$1,100, $1,300, $1,400, $l,50o!

FOR$1,000,

$1,700, $1,900, $2,000. $2,200,|$2,500, $2,700
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105% Exchange
street.

25-1

SALE—A lot of second hand timber
cheap at the old Boston & Maine Depot,
Commercial street, foot of State. Apply to T.
G. HUTCHINS on the premises or at South
24-2
Portland._

FOR

TO LOAN—on 1st and 2d mortof the most deSALE—Deering;
MONEY
gages and
any good collateral security
FORsirable
residences
Pleasant street, fine
small and large amounts.
W. P. CARlt,
and lawn, containing 18,000 feet, rooms
6 second floor, 185 Middle St.
17-2
Sark
nished in hard wood and heated by steam,
large stable, electric cars pass every 15 minLET—Two furnished Cottages, each
TO
Situated in Cape utes; $4,500. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Midtaining nine
dle
Elizabeth and
21-2
one
on

on

in

room

rooms.

Cape Cottage Hotel. A fine
beach for bathing in front of tne premises with
abundance of pure spring water. Price reasonable. Inquire at 608 CONGRESS Street or
near

BENJAMIN SHAW, 51Va
Portland, Me.

Preposterous.
Tailor—I’ve come to collect the bill for your
last year’s spring suit, sir.
Howell Gibbon—Yes. But I can’t wear that
suit another year.
Tailor—What’s that got to do with it?
Howell Gibbon—How am I going to pay for it
when I’ve got to get another suit?—Puck.

TO

LET—A

Of two Evils Choose the Lesser.
“I told you,” said the teacher, apologetically,
to Tommie, “that I should whip lyou if you
didn’t tell your father yon had run away from
school, didn’t I?”
“That’s all right,” responded Thomas: “I
didn’t tell him. One of your lickin’s is a picnic
by the side of one of dad’s.”—Detroit Free
Press.
Hall’s Hair Kenewer unshaken is a fine dressing for the hair.
Collector—Can I see Mr. Wiggles?
Office boy (promptly)—No, sir.
Collector (sharply)—Why can’t I?
Office boy (looking around the otherwise
vacant office)—That's a pretty sort of question
for a grown man to be asking a boy like me,
ain’t it?
Collector stands corrected.—Detroit Free
Press.

Exchange street,
6tf

furnished cottage

Peak's

on

Island near Jones’s Landing.
Call or address C. I. KIMBALL, 219 Spring street.
30-tf
LET-Some Of
cottages in Portland harImquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland,

SUMMER
the best
bor to

let.

Me.
Ask some Friend about Pond's Extract for
Pain. Try it for any Inflammation or Hemorrhage. Ask pour druggist for the genuine. Refuse Imitations.

COTTAGES TO
summer

16-tf

LET OR FOR SALE —A nice Cottage
of 6 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season.
Address, C.
A. Sloman, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.

TO

marl9tf

rent—Six

room

tenement rear of 620
month. Inquire

FOR
Congress street; $12 per

at

63 Brown street.

28-1

Floor space with

heat

MISCELLANEOUS.

Men and Business Men take notice
Rare chance. We will sell 3000 acres of
first-class timber land in Tulare countv. California. Redwoods of the sierras. Fir, Yellow Pine
Sugar Pine; will average 40.000 feet per acre.
Can double money on inves'ment inside of five
years. Any parties who mi an business can address GEO. W. F. VERNON, 108 St. Paul

LUMBER

prices. Repairing a specialty.

5-4

MALE HELP.

good Teamster to drive oxen.
LORD, West Buxton, Me. 30-1

WANTED—A
A. K. P.

VSTANTED—Two good competent men to
77
run Gang of Saws.
A. K. P. LORD,
West Buxton, Me.
30-1

and

and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

TO LET
spacious second
floor over our store, with
steam
central
heat,
very

light.

SHORT & HARMON,
LORING,
mar31
dtf
WANTED.

in need of the best laying hens, and the earliest matured chickcall
on
S.
YOUNG, at No. 105 Green
ens, please
St., Portland, Me., as I keep the best of breeds;
also eggs for sale; please call and see the fowls.

WANTED—Anyone

24-1

persons In want of trunks or
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 556
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom nrices; trunks repaired; open
24-1
evenings until 9.

WANTED—All

to know the MUTUAL
WANTED—People
RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION,
Middle street. Free
Cash
sur1761/3
policies.
render. Paid up value. Incontestable. Average cost $16 per 1000. 3Va millions surplus.
Call and see our ten year policy. Smart agents
wanted. Big money.19-tf

on

Congress

St.

_30-1

smart canvassers male
WANTED—Good
and female by the Globe Agency Co., of
workers
can make
Providence, R. I. Steady
big pay.
Call after 6 p. m. for Mr. Hunt at
CHASE HOUSE.27-1

pianos, organs,
horses, carriages, diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes
and pav off furniture leases. Business confidential.
COLLATERAL LOAN
PORTLAND
CO., 185 Middle street, room 6, second floor.
17-2

do
public to know that
coachman for pri- WANTED—The
fine gold, silver and nickel plating, polWANTED—Situation
vate family; age 30; 9 years' experience
ishing, buffing, etc. Silver plated
repaired
in
that of
we

as

ware

best of families; including
Secretary
State Blaine, from all of whom he can furnish best of references; will go to beaches or
mountains for the summer, provided employment is secured permanently, if satisfactory to
both parties; steady habits, line personal appeareuce and well schooled in the etiquette of
his position; will have entire charge of team or
not. as desired; will also have charge of lawns
and flower gardens; a desirable man.
For further information address “B. F.” Dunlap’s Employment Office, 129 Water st., Gardiner, Me.
25-1

T\Tanted—Honest,
7 7

energetic men to sell

Stock—salary or commission
Inexperience no hindrance, as the
business is easily learned.
Apply at once
stating age. li. G. CHASE & CO., 23 Pemberton Square,
BostomMass._29-4
Nurserv

WANTED-Man
with
small
family, who understands farm work, and
care of stock. Address BOX 10:i6 Portland
Me.

FARMER

_9-tf
D-An active intelligent A merican
WT'ANTE
with tils
7 V
boy living

parents in the city, to

work in a drug and paint store; High school boy
28-1
preferred. Address P. 0, BOXloiu.

FOR

SALE—Dry and desirable house lots ;
FOR
also gravel and loams for filling. Inquire
of A. L.
RICHARDSON, Deering Centre. 5-8

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills,
144}

FOR

Me._

ranged for two families.
Sebago for both.
Slated roof, furnace and open grate: fine stable
and lawn, with 15,000 feet of laud. Buildings
cost $5000.
street cars.
street.

Price $3000. Three minutes to
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle
28-1
SALE—The craze is now for music. Oh,
where shall music be found. Hawes, 414
Congress street, has all the late songs, music
Books, also fine Violins, Banjos, Guitars, Harmonicas, Accordeons, superior Violin and Banjo
Strings. Join the crowd and sing, Ta-Ra-Boom,
&c. HAWES has it.
28-1

FOR

rnnm.S!

location,

reflnished and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore
and Union Sts.
janlStt

call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
or

iron, rubbers, bottles, metals

of

HENRY S.

buy from $1000 to *15,000 worth of cast-off clothing; I
pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats:

LEVI,

to

call, or address letter
97 Middle

or

postal to S.

street._augiotf

WANTED—With capital in a
PARTNER
J.
well-established business.
Address I..,
tills offlee.
myl4-tf
ROOMS.
IPO LET—Pleasant rooms, single or in suites’
JL with board at 110 PARR ST. MRS. H. M.
28-tf

RICE.

TRICKEY,

Mo. 9 Exchange St.,

GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGT.,
OFFERS FOR SALE

Two lots of land No. 72 to 78 Spruce St.
Two lots of land No. 65 to 61 Thomas St.
Two lots of land No. 7 to 11 Lewis St.
Six lots of land No. 11 to 27 Montreal St
Five lots of land No. 8 to 22 Walnut St.
Six lots of land No. 302 to 314 Eastern Promenade.
Wooden house and lot No. 44 Monument St.
Small wooden house and lot western part of

city.
Fifty desirable one-quarter

acre lots Diamond
Island.
Brick block corner Green and Portland Sts.,
has four stores and four tenements.
may 18dim

Steamboat For Sale.
The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now running between Portland and Machias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next.
She may now be seen on her
For description and
present route.
terms apply to PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Machias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
may3-dft
FEMALE

postal.

_

Eight
«pv_

r»f

OK SALE—Fine summer cottage 7 rooms,
stable and all conveniences; location and
view unsurpassed; also 2 acres of shore land
the best shore property In the market. W. P.
GOSS, 465 Congress St.28-1

all kinds

If
have any of the above please drop me a
Address C. B.
WISH, 131 Green
street, city.
11-ltf

aftrfls:

enty-five trees; pleasantly situated on main
road, 2 Vi miles from Old Orchard. Will be sold
cheap if at once. For further particulars applv
to N. S. GARDINER, No. 185 Middle street.
28-1

you

NOTICE—Wanted

19-tf

SALE—House and six acres of land at
North Deering, three-quarters of a mile
from electric cars and Maine Central station,
cuts eight tons of hay, house one story and out
buildings, good spring of water, pleasant situation, in good neighborhood. Price low, terms
easy. Furtherparticularsof WM. MORTON,
or address C. H. GOODRICH, Richmond. Me.
17-4

story house and ell.
FOR SALE—iy2
t.wfilvfi
nine nrcharrt

loan *10, *20, *30. *50,
WANTED—from 16 to 18 years old
BOY
*100 to *10,000, in city and vicinity,
must bring good references. HASKELL WANTED—To
libraries,
&
furniture,
470

Exchange street._

ar-

power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25

street, Baltimore, Md.inyl8-10w

SAMUEL WATERHOUSE
&
SONS and examine those London pant
goods made to your measure for $C, as well as
all wool suitings for $12. $14. $10, $18, $20
and upwards, at 367 & 309 FORE ST.
17-2

stock. I offer for
eight
shares of stock in the
NEW CORPORATION known as the Lakeside
Press and Photo Engraving Company, at a bargain to close an estate. For full particulars apply to WILLIAM K. NEAL, Executor, No. 85

SALE—At

The

PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us.
Pictures framed
to order; mouldingfor sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak
and Con gress streets.24-1

PICTURES!
good picture, for

street._
SALE—Corporation
POR
Jsale
thousand

Woodfords—Modern built
FOR
house, 14 rooms, newly docorated and

TO LET.

-«----——-—

paid.

Machinery, Boilers
FORandSALE—Steamboat,
Engine. A. K. P. LORD, West Bux-

ton, Me.

con-

think the doctor is right?”
“Most assuredly.”
“Then, why in thunder do they make these
hall bedrooms so small?”—Judge.

JONES,

FOR

LET—Fine
and wife
two
TO
BAINE
No. 69

TO

C.

Flowter—Something.

SALE—lVa story house containing 9
rooms: has Sebago water and water closets
also a large building in the rear of same with a
lot 35x120 situated No. 168 Grant street. For
further particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY &
CO., 42 V2 Exchange St.30-1

SALE.-IOEO dollars will buy a one
and one-half story house with 5 rooms, and
lot of land 35 feet front and 80 feet deep, situated at No. 49 Mayo street. Easy terms of payment. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centenlual
27-1
Block,_

HOUSE,

Setback.
Doctor (rubbing his hands cheerfully)—And
how is our patient this morning?
Nurse—Your medicine has done its work.
Doctor (delightedly)—Didn’t I tell you so?
How is he?
Nurse—Dead.—New York Press.

situated on Temple street being in the center
of the city.
For further particulars inquire
of A. C. LIBBY, 42 Vis Exchange St.
30-1

nice unfurnished parlor chamber with alcove. Fine view of the city and
country. Bath room on same floor. Also other
desirable rooms, furnished or unfurnished, with
or without board.
Rates very low.
Apply at
776 CONGRESS STREET.27-1
LET—A

man

of

Mimicry

a

and C. Connolley’s
city
to

Little DiaEXCHANGE

our

doll.

and britcnlng nearly new, beLOST—Saddle
longing to work harness; between this

on

STREET.__

Grippe and will be pleased to see his
friends at 113 Center street. Harnesses at low

offering. Immediately there were additional subscriptions, and before the services closed several thousand dollars had been raised,
and the congregation has felt warranted
in going ahead on the work for the new
church.

rooms and
LET—Upper tenement of
TO
bath, western part of city. Inquire 9 EXCHANGE STREET.'30-1

one
of
HENNESSY,
WILLIAM
oldest Harness Makers, has recovered
from the
THE

LOST—On

worst

CALL-at

her

May 29th between Westbrook and
Bradley’s Corner, a black Fur Cape. The
finder will be suitably rewarded upon leaving it
at 37 South Street, Portland.
30-1

TO

A

Dolls are usually considered about the
cheapest articles in the juvenile feminine
equipment, and while it is true that
many a little miss owns dolls, each of

LOST AND FOUND.

LET—Two furnished cottages, seven and
nine rooms, at Westwood Park, Falmouth.
Everything necessary for common housekeeping. Two minutes’ walk from steamer landing
(Waite’s Landing.) Inquire on the premises, or
address E T. MERRILL, Portland Me., care of
30-2
Steamer Alice.
LET—Lower rent, 6 rooms, 29 Boyd St.,
all in order, $11.
Lower rent, 5 rooms on
one flat, 6 St. Lawrence St., $12.
Lower rent,
6 rooms, corner of Sherman and Grove, $15, all
complete. L. O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange
30-1
Street.

Big Factor In Raising Funds
for

TO LET.

TO

Newly Engaged.

i

BABY.

pleted.
SUBMARINE

jui/i,

WIT AND WISDOM.

eye at once.

yachtsmen’s

bow, catches the

soon as

SHOWING

yvj

Atlantic for international prizes.
She has very faint resemblance to either
the Thistle or Volunteer. She is not as
deep as either the Thistle or Volunteer
for her tonnage, and is very much more
cut away forward than either of these
Her convex stem has
two cutters.
as much
overhang as the Herresholf
seems
Gloriana, and her counter
nearly as long. With a short bowsprit
and mast well forward the canvas will be

$1,000 will be contributed directly in the
name of the ex-mother of the hitherto
despised, but now greatly respected rag
baby. It is said that several of the
parishioners of Mr. Byrnes intend to
buy a glass case for Lydia’s dolly and
deposit it, with a suitable inscription, in
the reading room of the new church as

DESTROYER

j.

that

complete.

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much

we

Something About the Sow Yocht
May Como *o America.

plated

above

have

LOOKST~

mainly in the mainsail, a departure on
Mr. Watson’s recent yachts. The centreboard case is quite under the cabin floor,
and presents no interference with the
cabin accommodations. The centre-board
Is lifted by a steel wire rope attached to a
small and neat winoh just aft the cabin
companion, and enclosed in a steel case
which looks like an ornamental deck fitting. The steel wire rigging is nickeland the fittings on deck are equally

three

months has had no relief, we
will give one case of Murdock’s
Liquid Food free of cost.
Our

Will Cross the Atlantic In the Smallest
Craft Ever Used,
Capt. William A. Andrews, oi Boston,
is constructing at Atlantic
City, N. J.,
the boat in which he intends to cross the
ocean.
It will be the smallest craft that
has been built for a trans-atlantic
voyage,
14% feet in length, 6 feet beam, and will
not
more
than
fifteen
carry
square yards
of sail. The new boat is named the
Flying Dutchman, and is six inches shorter
than the Nautilus, in which
Capt. An-,
drews made the voyage in 1878.

OUEeTITaB

HOW THE

ANDREWS

A

for

treatment

CAPTAIN

FEARLESS

iUA

^5

HELP.

American lady, a situaIn a small family.
wages. Address. B.
W., Press Office.__
27-1
an

WANTED.—By
tion as housekeeper
than
Home
more an

object

competent girl; good wages.
WANTED—A
Call at 75 EMERY stf., afternoon and

evening.___26-1
experienced
WA7^?;,f?r:An
TV
SIAIEST., none

cook

at

117

other need apply. 25-1

situation by
\\TANTED--A
VT as
ton).

a young woman
stenographer and typewriter (RemingAddress Saco, Me., 1‘. O. Box 300.
28-1

capable girl for general houseWANTED—A
work, Apply at 180 High street. 28-1

Itefined.2V«b2>% Pepper.18",21
Norway.8%@4
Cloves.loffifO
Cast steel....
8®10
German steel.@3%

Ginger.13felo
Starch,

Shoesteel.®2% Laundry.3%@o
Sheet Iron—
Gloss.6%@7%

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.
and Bonds—Money EaBy-Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Firm—Government

Stocks

Bonds Dull and Steady—Kailroads Fairly
Active

and1

and Firm to

H.

O.4V3®5

Russia....13 Myall
Tobacco.

Pest brands... .BO®60 Formoso.35®,o
Medium.30K40
Lead.
Common.25®30 Sheet.6y2ffi7!/2
Natural leaf.. ..60®;70 Pipe.6 ®6V*
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER St CO.

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Strong.

York, Saturday, money was easy
with all loans, closing offered at 1 % per cent..
Prime mercantile paper was quoted 3@5 per ct.
Sterling Exchange was quiet and firm with
business in bankers’ hills at 4 86% ior
60-day bills and 4 88 for demand; posted rates
at 4 87%@.4 89. Commercial bills were [i 86 Vs
Government bonds were dull and
@4 88.
steady. Kailroads were fairly active anil firm.
The dealings in the stock market after 11
o’clock developed some animation under the
covering of shorts, and while the Industrials
and specialties claimed the greater share of the
increase, the movement in values was well and
widely distributed. The new lead stocks made
substantial progress, the common rising about
The
1 and the preferred nearly 2 per cent.
leading shares, however, remained quiet and
even the very encouraging showing of the bank
statement was insufficient to cause much stimulation, the market closing fairly active and firm
to strong at about the best prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated shares. 8
—

Retail Grocers’ Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5%c;confectioners’

7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3% e; yellow, 3c.

Lowest.

Closing.

PORTLAND. May 28.1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
Grain.
Flour.
Superfine &
Corn, car lots. 61@62
low grades.$4V4@4% Corn, Dag lots..63@64
X Spring &
Meai, bag lots.. 69@60
I Oats, car lots.. .42443
XX Spring
Patent Sprng
Oats,
bag lots.. 45446
;
Wheat. .5 25@5 SOICotton SeedMich, str’ght
I ear lots. 25 60@26 00
roller-S4% @5 101 bag lots.. $26427 00
clear do... $4%@4%! Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
1 chr ots.
$19420 00
rooler.$5@5 12% I bag lots.. 3x1422 00
clear do... §4t>/s@4% I Middlings.. §20422 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots.. S22@24 00

....

...

25@5
76@4
60@4
0O@2

iPork, Bks.lo 50@16 7b
clear... 14 75815 00
50| short ctslb 00@15 26
26 Beef .extra
50
mess... 18 00@8 25
50
plate... 10 00@10 50

Hake.175@2 00 ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Lard. tubs. 6y8@ 7%
Herring,box
Scaled—
ll@15c tierces... 6 @ 7y»
Mackerel, bl
:
palls.... 6%@11
Shore ls..S
pure leaf.10 @10%
Shore 2s..8
Hams-10y2@ll
Med. 3s...l3 00@$14 docov’rd.ll @11%

Large

3s..
Produce.
CneCran’s. hush. .2 25
Pea Beans. .195®2 10
Ger. med... 1 75S12 lo
Yellow fiyes.l 76@2 001
Cal.Pea... .2 60@2 60i

on.

Kerosene. Portland ret. pet... 6%

Ligonia.6%
Centennial.6%
Pratt’s Astral.. 8%
Devoe’s brilliant 8%

Raisins.
35® 40c!
50@4 OOi Muscatel.... 1 60@2 00
lav’r2 00@3 50
001
London
bbl
Cabbage,
75@3
Onions—Ber
lOnpura lay'r.8 @9%
muda_1 65@1 75I.Yalencia— -6%@7
Sugar.
Egyptian do 3 00®3 251
Chickens...
16@17iblEx-aual’ty line
Fowls. 13@ I4c| granulated... 49-16
Turkevs.... 17® 19cl Staudara ao.
4%
l Extra C. 4%
Apples.
l
Seed.
No 1 Baldwins.2 60@3 001 Bed Top... 1 75®1 85
ating.2 75@3 261 Timothy.. 1 65@1 70
7
vap 39 lb..
@8ei Clover_12 @16

lrisn Potat’s
Sweets

....

3
2

Lemons.
Palermo
3 00@3 76
Messina... .3 60@4 00
...

Butter.

Creamery.20@21
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.l9@20

Choice... 18@20
Oranges.
Valencia—6 00@7 25 Good.17@19
Florida__
IStore.14@16
Cheese.
Sicily.3 7554 251
1N. Y. fet’ry.. 12@13
Fggs.
Eastern ext_16@17IVermont.. 13 @13V2
Held.
jSage.14 @14%
Limed.

Opening.

Highest.

Crackers

.5
Coal.
...

New York—
Light.19®20
Mid weight... .21® 2 2

@6

Heavy .22@23

Cumherland.4 25@5 00 S laughter.... .31® 22
Good d’mg.19A20
Acadia.
Chestnut... .5 75@6 00 Am. calf.60@70
Lumber.
7 5ft
Franklin....
6 00 S’th pine-®30@$40
Lehigh.
Clear pine—
Coffee.
Elo, roasted.... 18@21 Uppers.$65®70
Java do.29@30|Select.$45,362
! Fine common. .$38@45
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & hds— ! Spruce.$14@15
Mol. city.. 2 00@2 10[Hemlock.$11@12
I Clayboards—
Sug.count’y 90c@
Country Mol,
ISpruce, X.832;®34
hhdsnooks
IClear.$28:®32
2d clear.$22@24
hbd hdg ml
32 In._ 24®26 INol.*15@20
I
20@22
Pine.$25@60
Spruce35in
Softpine35 20@22 I Shingles—
Hardpne32 25@30 |X cedar... .3 E0g3 75
Hoops 14 ft.
[Clear cedar.3 00@3 26
XlUUpS

A 1W A.si si ij VL A 017

AO 111.

N

Hoops 8 ft.

o

1

cedar.. 1 2541 75

Spruce.1 25@1 50
Laths,spce. .2 20@2 25

Cordage.
4> tbloVa al 1
Manilla... 12 @14

Amer’n

Manilla bolt
414
rope.
Russia do.lfiV2@171A

Sisal.10V*@llVt

Lime—Cement.
Limo.lP' C3k. 1 0041 05
Cement.1 40@1 60
Matches.
50
Star ,1? gross

Drugs and Dyes.
IDirigo.
39@40
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic.... 12® 14 j
Acid tart.404421 CopperAmmonia.15420(14448 com... .00@19
20
Ashes, pot... .6»4@ 8 Polished copper.
35
Bals copabia.. .66470 14x48 planished.
20
Beeswax.354,40 Bolts.
6 Y M sheath....
Bleh powders...
14
Borax.12@14 Y M Bolts.
Brimstone... .2V2@ 5 Bottoms.24@26
Cochineal.404.43 Ingot.13@14
Copperas.ll/2 4 2i
Cream tartar.... 26@301 TinEx logwood.... 124161 Straits.224 24
Gumarabic.. .7041 22: English.23425
Aloes cape.15425 Char. I. Co..7 0047 60
Camphor.50:452 Char. I. X. .9 2649 65
Mytrh.52:455 Terne.6 00(48 50
16418
Opium.1 80@2 00 Antimony...
Shellac.35440 Coke.6 OOiaS 50
Indigo.8’ c AS 1 Zinc.7 50@8 00
Iodine..... .3 75484 SolderVsxVfe
15y2
Molasses.
Ipecac.2 0042 25
Porto
Rico.30438
rt...
.16420
Licorice,
Lae ex.34440 Barhadoes.26@28
Morphine... 1 8042 05 Cienfuegos
Oil bergamots 25 ai 00 Boiling.
Cod liver. .110(®1 35(Fancy Ponce.. .37(438
Nails.
Lemon..:. .3 2544 OOi
Olive.1 00@2 501 Cask,cut.... 1 90@2 00
2 16@22o
wire
Peppt.3 2543 50!
Naval Stores.
Wintergreen200&2 121
bol. ..3 00@3 25
Potass br’mde..28433iTar
....

Chlorate.17@18ICoal tar.... 5 25@5 60
Iodide.2 8543 OOlPitcli.3 00,43 25
.70@80 Wil. Pitch. .3 0043 k5
Quicksilver,
..

3 00@4 00
Quinine.29@34 Rosin
Rheubarb, rt.75c@l 50 Tupentine, gal. 36@46
Rt snake.35440 Oakum.8@ 9

Saltpetre.1 Ohio

Senna.25430
Canary seed.... 4@4Vfc
Cardamons .1 0041 75
Soda, by-carb33/, (46%

Oil.

Linseed.43448
Boiled.46,4/51
Sperm. 90@1 00

Whale.65@65
Sal.2Vs(43 Bank.40@45
Sulphur.3y @3-a Shore.354-10
Sugar lead.20422 Porgie.35440

White wax... .55(460 Lard.600,70
Vitrol, blue.... 6 48 Castor.1 26@1 35
Vanilla,bean ..$10413 Neatsfoot ..80c4l 00
Duck.

No 1.32
No 3.28
No 10.20
8 oz.12
10 oz.16

Elaine.25@50
Paints.
Lead-

Pure ground.7 C0@7 50
Red
7
@7V4
431/2
Eng Veil Red.3

...

65

Hay.

Pressed.S14@16
Loose.312416

Carolina_5Va@
Rangoon
-5%@

67

...

Saleratus.

Saleratus

...

.6®6y2

Spices.
pure_15417
Straw.S10@12[Cassia,
Iron.
(Mace.75480
,

Commons,...

62
63

52

WHEAT.

July.

May.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.

90 Vs
90 */s
90 'i

Closing.

90%

91 %

91%
91 Vs
91%

CORN

Mav.
63

Opening.
Highest.

July.
61%
51%

63
58
58

Lowest.
Closing.

^3J4lNutmegs.70@73

Pork—Long

Hamsatloysc;

lie.
Lard—Choice

51%

51%

wheat.

July.

May.

Opening. 83%
Closing. 83%

62%
62%

^
10-lb pails in os 7%c.
Hogs'— Choice city dressed 6%c ft lb; country
do n", c.

c;
extra creamery at 19@
fancy higher: firsts and extra l’.rsts at lfifttlSc;
extra imitation creamrv log —c; factory choice
at 15c; Northern creamery, choice 19>@20%c:
New York ami Vermont dairy, good to choice
ldqlKo; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
are receivers’
I8@l9e: 'The above
prices for strictlv wnolesale lotsChe.ese—Northern cnoice full creams, new. at
11311140; fair to good at 9@10%c; Western
choice, new, atl0@10%c; tau' to good fKglOc;
sage —c.
aggs—Eastern extras at 18c: Vt. and N H extras at 18c;Mieh. extra at 17S17V2C; Southern
choice at 17; Western firsts at 17@17%i).

Buffer—Western

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkevs.choice

;do chickens at 23325c; fowls 16@17c;Wes13V2@’14c; Western dry pack18320c; do fowls 14@15c.
Beans—N York hand-sicked pea. at —@1 90:
mar-row pea 1 76:31 80: choice screen pea.l 60
@1 70: hand-pieked med
70@1 76;choiee yellow eyes, 1 7531 80: California pea Deans'at
2 30a2 40; hand-picked, 2 50(32 61).
Seed—Timothy, 1 5o@l 70; Western red top
1 50382; clover, 12@ 13c; Hungarian, 80@90c.
Hay—Choice, at —@21 00: some fancy higher;
fair to to good 19 60@$20 60: Eastern fine, $17
@818: poor to ordinary 815 3817.
Potatoes—Choice [natives and Maine stock at
SI 25(31 27% U bbl: choice Vt and northern
N H Burbanks 50@53c bush;NY Burbanks and
white stars 48@50c ;Houlton Hebrons 50@53c;
Aroostook Hebrons 50@53c.
Apples—No 1 Kussets 3 00@3 25; No 2s at
2 00@2 50.
tern ieed fowls
ed chickens at

CHICAGO, May 28,1892.—Hogs opened firm
to-day; prices a little higher; light hogs at 4 60
@4 9o; mixed packers firmer at 4 50@4 95;
heavy shippers 4 30@5 05.
Cattle receipts 7000; market steady.
Sheep—receipts 3000; market steady.
Domestic Marktes.

Julv.
45Vs
453/s

May.

Opening. 65
Closing. 69
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

.Tulv.
83V*
63%

June.

Opening.84Vs
Closing. 84%
CORN.

June.

July.
46
46

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street,
STOCKS.
Pax Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.100
116
117
Casco National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
40Va 42
100
102
First National Bank.100
116
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
117
116
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
118
103
105
Portland National Bank... ,100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
85
120
poruana Kauroaa company too
no
110
Portland Water Co.100
115
Maine Central E E.100
115
120
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
103
K.
E.
aid.102
104
Bangor 6s, 1894,
110
Bangor 6s, 1899. E E. aid.108
121
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
107
Bath 6s, 1898, B, E. aid.105
104
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
102
100
Bath 4s, 1921, Befunding. 98
108
Belfast 6s, 1898,E. E. aid.106
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
100
101
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Befunding.. 100
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
102
Saco4s, 1901, Municipal.-.100
115
Maine CentralE. E. 7s.l898,lst. mtgll3
cons.
136
7s, 1912,
mtgl34
4 % s.103
105
112
extens’nllO
“g6s, 1900,
103
-‘6s, 1895—1905 D’bl03
106
Leeds & Farmington E. E. 63,1896.105
105
Portland & Ken. K. E. 6s, 1895-103
110
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, lstmtgl08
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
110
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1627..... 96
98

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, May 28, 1892,-Flour-receipts
—Upaekages: sales —pefcgs. Wheat closed rather firm to-"ay at 98c cash.
Corn closed steady
at 64c cash. Oats closed steady at 36% c for

May.
CHICAGO, May 28, 1892.-Wheat closed
firm to-dayat 84%e for May.
Corn closed firmer to-day at 46%c for July.
Oats closed steady at 31%c for May; 31c for
July.
Pork closed rather steady to-day at $10 55
for July.
Lard closed steady to-day at 6 47 % for July.
Short ribs firm at 6 37% for July.
ST LOUIS, May 28, 1892.—Wheat closed
86% c for cash.
Corn closed easy at 48c asked cash; 47%c
asked for May.
Oats closed steady at 33%c for cash: 32%c
asked May.
easy

at

Cotton Markets.

~

good ordinary stained at 4Vac; middling uplandsat7%c: ao Gulf at 7%c; do stainedat
6 16-16C.
NEW ORLEANS, May 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 7%e.
CHARLESTON. May 27. 1892.-The Cotton
market s steady; middling 7ysc.
SAVANNAH. Mav 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is

quiet; middling

Mexican Central..:.....

16%
Union Pacific
40%
Boston 6s Maine E.180
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.
208
New York and New England it. 38%
do pfd.
84
Wisconsin Central.
15%
Maine Central E.127
Portland. Saco 6t Portsmouth E.128%
Boston & Maine E. 7, 1893.101%
Mining Stocks.

Havana Market.

HAVANA, May 28, 1892.—Only a small business was transacted in the market aiming the
week; Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization, 1 93%@2 18%5gold
qtl; Muscovado,
fair to gnod| refining, 85 to 90 degs polarization, 1 87Va@2 12%; Centrifugal 92 to 96 degs
pol., in hhds, bags and bxs. 2 65%@2 90%.
stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 28 boxes, 1,272,000 bags,and 4500 hhds;
receipts of the week, 77,000 bags, and 607
nnds, exports for the week 25 boxes, 850,000
bags, and 312 hhds, of which 58,000 bags and
all the hlids were to the United States.
Freights dull.

Quicksilver.3 10
do pfd.17%
Mexican...

(By Telegraph).
NEW YOEK. May 28. 1892.
are
The following
to-day s ciosmg quotations
of Government securities:
May 27. May 28.
New4’s reg.116%
116%
New4’s coun.116%
116%

Kansas Pacific,lsts.108%
Closing quotations ol stocks:
Adams Express.146
American Express.119

Central Pacific. 30%
Clies. & Ohio..
22%
Chicago & Alton.149
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy.103%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.*142%
Delaware. Lackawana & West..l59%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17
Erie. 27%
Erie preferred. 66
Illinois Central.102
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 24%
Lake Shore.133%
Louis & Nash. 75
St. Louis & San Fran.
Manhattan Elevated.133%
Michigan Central.108%
Ivfinn. & St. Louis. 12%
Minn. & st. Louis pfd. 291/2
Missouri Pacific. 56%
New Jersey Central.140
Northern Pacific common. 19%
Northern Pacific pfd. 62%

Northwestern.119%

Northwestern pfd..147
New York Central.113%
New York. Chicago & St" Louis. 16%
do

pfd.

72

Ohio & Miss. 20
Ont. & Western. 18%
North American. 18%
Pacific Mail. 341/2
Pullman Palace.197
Reading. 6iy«
Rock Island... 78
St. Pam.. 77%
do Pfd.1241/8
-St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112%
St. Paul & Omaha. 50
uopfd.121
Texas Pacific, new.
9
Union Pacific. 39 %
U. S. Express. 50
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific .'11
do pfd.
Western Union.194%
Sugar Trust. 97%
do pfd...
Richmond & West Point.
9
do ofd. 471/2

10<»

108%
116

108%
109%
110%
108%

FOR

FROM

TIME

Aurania ■•••.. New York.. Liverpool.. May 28
Circassian.... Montreal
Liverpool.. May 28
City of Rome. .New York. -Glasgow.. .May 28
Ems.New York.. Bremen
May 28
lthaetea.New York. .Hamburg. .May 28
Spaarndam... .NewYork.. Rotterdam. May 28
New York.. Havre.May 28
La Touraiue
Fulda.NewYork.. Genoa.May 30
Havel.NewYork. .Bremen
.May31
City of Paris .NewYork. .Liverpool.. .Jne 1
Germanic_New York. .Liverpoo ..Jne 1
Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool ..jne 1
W’aesland_Now York. .Antwerp
.Jne 1
Didam.New York.. Amslerdam Jne 1
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool... Jne 4
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool .Jne 4
Saale.New York. .Bremen-Sne 4
Dania.New York.. Hamburg .Jne 4
Amsterdam
New York.. Rotterdam.. Jne 4
La ChampagneNew York.. Havre.Jne 4
Mongolian... -Quebec
.Liverpool .Jne 5
[.aim.New Y'ork. .Bramen ...Jne 7
...

..

..

...

...

Berlin .New York.
Arizona.New York.
Servia.New York.
Furnesia.New York.
Elbe.New York.
Werkendam .New York.
Noordland_.New York.
Sardinian
.Quebec...

City

of

■

...

119
30%

22%
149
160

103%
142%
169
17

3VlA.HI]SrE
PORT OF

24%

132%
12%
29%
66%
140%
19%
52%
119%
146

113%
16%
72
20
19
3 3Vs

34%
197

61%
78%
78

124%
50
121
9

40%
60
11

25
94%
97%
9%

(p

Cloth Market.

Pieces
000

Production...200

Deliveries.200,000

Stock. 6,000
Sales.130,000
Spots. 23,000
Futures.
107,000
Prices, 3%c for 64x64s;215-16C for 60x56s;
market firm.

Produce Market

BOSTON, May 28, 18S2.-Ihe following are

11
11
11
11

12

XEWS

PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, May 28.

134

108

■

8
11
11

1“sem.::::':water{;:: III
ftQjp
hfo’mTsets^??.' .'ll 46lHeigllttide

102

75%

-Liverpool.. .Jne
.Liverpool.. ..Jne
.Liverpool.. .Jne
.Jne
.Glasgow
.Bremen_Jne
.Rotterdam..Jne
.Antwerp. .Jne
Jne
Liva*rool

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 30.

27%
66%

STEAMERS.

Arrived.

Seh Bradford C French, Pierce, Norfolk—coal
G T R R.
Sch Emma F Angell. Tripp, Norfolk,—coal to
Me Cent RR.
Sell Luev H Russell, Wilson, Norfolk—coal to
Me Cent RR.
Sch Ripple, York, Harpswell—hay to H
Fierce.
Sch Marcia Bailey. Cole, Boston.
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Friendship.
to

Providence, May 27r-Sch Johna Pauli, at this
en®o“““»e<l severe easterport, from Norfolk,
ly gale when off Fire Isiai< splitting foresail,
mizzepsail, jib, flying i‘P- niaintopsail and stay^
NS. May 28—Barque Hrvat (Aus),
^Yarmouth,
from Bangor. Me., t°r. YJitta0®1'’ with spool
wood, stranded at Seal Island yesterday and
afterwards came off without assistance, mil of
water.
She was subsequently abandoned and
brought here. All hands saved.

bec and

BOSTON AND PHILADElPH

_

Boston,

_

15 days.
Passed Hell Gate 27th, schs Searbruck,
Clark, from Y'ork York for Machias; Maggie
Belle, Cushman, from do for Rockland; David
Torrey, Drinkwater, from do for Portland;
Grace Andrews, Andrews, from Amboy for

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Phitadeiphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ol
commission.
Bound Trip *18.00.,
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Agent, 70Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, SO State St., Fiske Building, Boston
oct22dtf
Mass.

THE

NEW

PALATIAL

AND

AND

PORTLAND

STEAMERS,

TREMONT

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains tor points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, die.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F. LISCOMB,
General Agent
Manager,
dtf

sepltl

For Portsmouth and way stations, S.lo.p.
tConnects with Rail Liues for New York,
South and West.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
tWestern Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
oct3
dtf
m.

SLEEPING

xo—ai

&

jlucu 1'i.di

tu,

T

xa. £>a,ugur

for New York; Manitou, Vinalhaven for do;
Mattie Homes, Bangor for New Haven.
SALEM—Ar 28th, tug B W Morse, with barge
Indenendent in tow, from Newport News.
Sid 28th, sch Grace Webster, Barter, Windsor,
NS for New Yors.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 26th, schs Kate
McClintoek, Bath for Shulee, NS; Jennie Greenbank Rockland for do; Franklin Nickerson,
Hericane Island for do; N F Sawyer, Water
Cove for do; Mattie Holmes, Bangor for New
Haven; C J Willard. Portland for Glen Cove,
LI.
Ar

27th, Capt John, Bangor for New York.
Sid 26th, A F Conlon, H G King, Maaggie
Mulvey; A L Wilder. Valdare, Energy.
BANGOR—Cld 28th, schs Eliza J Pendleton,
Fletcher, Baltimore; Mt Vernon, Free they,
Portland; Chas E Balch, Crocker, Washington.
MT DESERT FERRY-Ar 26th, schs Queen
of the West, Franklin for Portland; M C Stuart,
Sullivan for Baltimore.
B ATH—Ar 27th, sch City of Augusta, Adams,
Philadelphia; RuthSHodgdon,Gilbert, Bbstou.
Ar 28th, sch Nettie Cliambion, Kendall, Portland; W u. Oler, Crowell, Boston; Katie G
Robinson, Hobart, Perth Ambojd Lizzie H
Patrick, Ayers, Boston; Centennial, Sprague,
do; William Mason, Ellit, do: Albert T Stearns,
Ellis do; Geo M Adams, Standish, Portland.
Sid 28th, seh Alice Archer, Gibbs, Charleston;
Douglas Haynes, Greenleaf, Stamford. Ct;
Morris & Cliff, Torrey, coastwise. John D. Paige,
Haley, Philadelphia; Thom® W H’-'de, Sherman, do; ElizabethS Lee, Lee, dp.; Howard W
Middleton, Smith, do; War Steed, Dodge,
Boston; Marion Hill; Armstrong, coastwise; T
W Dunn, McFarland, Philadelphia or Baltimore;
James A Parsons, Howe, Philadelphia.
ROCKLAND—Ar 27th, sch A B Mitchell,
Philadelphia; .Etna, Bangor for Jacksonville;
Electa dp

foy^ijiladelpkia.

Fareisn Ports.
Ar at'Port Elizabeth Jt.twbarque Lillian, Sew
York.
i,
Cld at Windsor, NS, May 20th, sch Edward
Waite. York, New/York.
Sid fm Port. Lemon, 18th, sch Mattie B
Russell, Collins, Pensacola.
Ar at Hong Kong, April 28, ships Iceburg for
Manila; Josephus for New York.
Sid fm Hiogo April 8. ship Willie Reed, New
York via Signapore.
Sid fm St Jago 17th; barque RAC Smith,
■-

Cienfuegos.
Sid fm Yokohama, April 29, ships George
Skolfield, Yokosuka (to dock).
Spoken.
May 26, north of Hatteras, sch Henry Souther.
Philadelnhia for Matanzas.

It WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
in cases of
and exbaus
eficial.
A

debility

glassful

fore

meal

tion is bensmall wine-

be

each

creases the

m

appetite and improves digestion.
Sold by all Druggists.
DEPARTMENT,—Office, SuTREASURY
pervising Architect, Washington, D. 0.,
SEALED
will be
PROPOSALS

received at this office until 2 o’clock p. m. on the
9th day of June, 1892, and opened immediately
thereafter, for all the labor and materials required tor putting in place complete the New
Low-pressure; Return-circulation, Steam-heatingand ventilating Apparatus for the U. S.
Court House and Post Office building at PORTLAND, MAINE, in accordance with the drawings and specification, copies of which may he
had at this office or the office of the Custodian
at Portland, Maine. Each bid must be accompanied by a certified check for a sum not less
than 2 per cent of the amount of the proposal.
The right is reserved to reject any and all bids,
and to waive any defect or informality in any
hid, if it be deemed in the interest of the Government to do so. All bids received after the
time stated will be returned to the bidders.
Proposals must be enclosed in envelopes, sealed
and marked “PROPOSAL for the New Lowpressure, Return-circulation, Steam-heating and
Ventilating Apparatus for the U. S. Court
House and Post Office building at PORTLAND,
MAINE” and addressed to, W. J. EDBROOKE,
Supervising Architect._ may25eod4t

Book,

Card

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

97 1-3 Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at
tended to.__
novlleodtf

CAUCUSES.

Commencing Tuesday, May
1*x-i

The Republicans of Pownal are requested to
the Town House on Thurday the second
next at three o’clock in the afterday of June
choose delegates to the State Conven
to
noon
tion to ha bolden at Portland, june 2igt 1892.
m
i°aolr Town Committee.
Pownal, May 25th, 1892.
The policies of the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY contain unusually liberal conditions, including the automatic application of the best non-forfeiture
law in the world.

"W"eoltly Xiiue.

Steamers Manhattan or Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Mondays. Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid
day trip on Long Island Sound. Returning,
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Fare $5.00; Round trip, $8.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
my25dtf

leave Portland at 6.15 p. m.,
Union Station, running through to Montreal via the Maine Central and Canadian Pacific railroads.
This service offers splendid facilities for persons desiring to go West via the
Canadian
Pacific and ^‘Soo” lines, as this train makes
connection, in Montreal, with through oars for
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
myl3dtmy31
a

sleeping car will

from

CO.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
California, Japan, China, Central and South STEAMER
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Little-

America and Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North Biver, for San Francisco via The Isthmus of Panama.
For Japan and China,
COLON.sails Tuesday, May 31, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF BIO DE JANEIBO, sails Tuesday,
June 14. 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
to
or
address
the General Eastern Agents.
apply
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

Foreside, Cousens", Great Chebeagueand
john’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a.m.. touohing at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
marl5dtfH. B. SOULE. Manager.

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.
Summer

Arrangements. On and after Mon-

day, May 9, Strnr. Enterprise will leave East
Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a. m. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin wharf, Portland at 8
a. m. for Round Pond,
touching at ‘Squirrel
Island Boothbay Harbor and ‘Heron Island.
leave
Round Pond at 6.30 a.
Every Wednesday
Allan Line
m. for Portland, touching at ‘Heron Island,
Royal Mail Steamships.
and
Harbor
Boothbay
‘Squirre Island. Every
BETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL Thursday leave atPortland at 8 a. m. for Pemaquid, touching
‘Squirrel Island, Boothbay
From
I
| From I From
Harbor, ‘Heron Island, So. Bristol and East
Liverpool 1.Steamships | Montreal I Quebec.
Boothbay. Every Friday leave Pemaquid at 6
a. m. for Portland
I 15 May
28 April l *Numidian,
14 May
touching at So. Bristol, East
21
Island, Boothbay Harbor
5 May
I Parisian,
22
Boothbay, ‘Heron
and‘Squirrel Island.
28
12
Every Saturday leave
| 29
I Circassian
at
8
a
m.
Portland
for
East Boothbay, touching
4 June j
5 June
19
»Mongolian
at ‘Squirrel Island, Boothbay Harbor ‘Heron
*S. S. Mongolian and Numidian will only carry Island and So. Bristol, 'Steame itouches from
passengers on the voyage to Liverpool.
June 15 to Sept. 15. No freight received after
Cabin $45 to $80 according to steamer and 7.45 a, m. on day of sailing.
Second cabin $30.
location of stateroom.
mylOdtf_ALFRED RACE. Manager.
Steerage $20.

STATE LINE {Service A,j1an Lin®steam- Greenwood Garden and
o£

Glasgow, via Londonderry,
Cabin $40 and upwards. Ke-

New York and

every fortnight.
turn $75 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage S19: .intermediate
$30. Apply to T. P. McGOWAN Portland or
H. &. A. ALLAN, Boston.
mylOdtf

Steamship Co.

International
—

FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N, B.
and

Spring Arrangement.
On and after May 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Eaiiroad
Wharf. Portland, Monday and Friday at
6.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Eeturning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. {^“Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
j-

Ul

ifWIVWJ

UIUM

Office,

ion Ticket

w 'LUMJVJ

40

Exchange

Oiryiy dll WIO UU"
St., or for other

information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

Je20_dtf
Portland, Mt. Desert and MacUias
Steamboat

Company.

the wharf at South
West Harbor, rendering landings impossible, the steamer CITY OF RICHMOND
will not touch at that point until eastward trip
from Portland Friday evening, June 3rd, but
will make a landing at North East Harbor on
eastward trip from Portland, May 31st.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
G. P. & T. A.
PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.

OWING

to repairs

on

Saturdays only

a. m.

3.00 p.

m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS-Dally—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru, DiXfieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

je2Sdtf

Portland & Worcester Lino.
PORTUM) & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET,
On and after Monday, Oct. 8, 1891, Fasseutrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.80 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and point3 North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Waterhoro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
3.00. 6.30, 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. nu, 12.30, 3.00, 6.30 6.20 and

feror

11.16 p.

m.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. ni. train from Portland connects
“Hoosac
at Ayer Junction with
Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwioh ami
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 6.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8 36 and 11.80 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 6.50 and 7.3o
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland, Me.
3. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
oct5dtf.

On

and

of Canada.

Railway

After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

1801,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston. 7.10 and 7.20. a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.80 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a.m. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.

ISLAND STEAMERS.

—

—

May 28, 1892.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, daily 7.10 a.
m. 1.80 p. m.
Saturdays only 6.12 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton daily 4.30 0.30

17th. Grand Trunk

PACIFIC MIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY FREEPORT STEAMBOAT
LINE FOR

Cushing’s

Island Steamboat Line.
Portland Pier.

Week Day Time Table Commencing Monday,
May 23,1892.
For Peaks and Cushings Island: 6.00, 6.40,
8.30,10.30 a. m.: 2.15. 4.30, 6.15 p. m.
Return, leave Peaks, Jones Landing: 6.20,
7.15, 9.00, 10.50 a. m.; 2.35, 6.00,6.30 p. m.
Return, leave Cushings Island: 7.00, 8.50,
11.00, a. m.; 2.45,4.50, 6.40 p. m.
Sunday Time Table—For Peaks and Cushings Islands: 9.00,10.30 a. m.: 2.15. 4.30 p. m.
J. B. GRIFFIN, Agent.
mayl2dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
A m.. for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.

ON

ii

!■

raimuuui rurusiuu aiuamuuai uu.
Steamers Alice and Isis, on and after May 17,
will leave Portland Pier for Falmouth Town
Landing and intermediate landings ats.lO, 10.00
a. m. and 3.00,6.16 p. m.
For Diamond Island
at 7.30, 8.10, 10.00 a- m., and 2.00, 3.00, 5.00
and 6.15 p. m.
Returning leave Falmouth
Town Landing for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.00, 9.10 a. m., 1.00 and 4.00 p. m.
Leave Diamond Island at 6.30, 7.60, 9.40 a. m..
1.30, 2.30, 4.30, and 5.20 p. m.
B. M. SEABURY, Gen’l Manager,
tf
may 17

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a.. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 6.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Got
ham, N. II., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 6.60 p. m,
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec. 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of In

SO

dia Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, larmouth Juno,
tion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chi-

cago $20 and 815.75: Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and 824.00; St. Paul
$31.50 andi$26.50; St Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.75; San Franciseo, California, $90 and
$56.76. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
dec8_

BLUE

ROYAL

LINE.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—

Fork, Philadelphia,

New

Baltimore

and

Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R„
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE May 22,1892.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00, 6;00, 7.30 p, m.
12.16 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. 1.30, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p. m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 withdiningcar a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 6.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Additional train week days for Baltimore at
6.00 p. m._
__'
Parlor cars on" day trains-'Sleepers on nighi
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On

and

Li auie

after

icutu

May

x ui uauu

2,
a.i

1892, passenger

iL/uwna.

For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. in., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
p.

m.

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15
p. m.r
and for Rangeley at 1.10 p. m., and Monday
at
a.
m.
8.30
only
Monmouth, Winthrop Keadiield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p.

m.

1.10 p. m.r via Augus*1.15 and $11.30 p. m,s and on
m.
at
7.20
a.
Sundays only
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

Bangor via Lewiston,
ta, 7.15

my27d3t

a.

m.,

m.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

Ellsworth
p. in.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p.m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or 1)0yond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
I For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.45 and
6.15 p. m.; St. Johnsbury,
Newport
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.16 p. m.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.4o a. m.
and 1.45 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont,
Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
has through sleeper for Montreal where connections are made with trains via “Soo'
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

While driving, boating
and playing lawn tennis,
use

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever

or
or degree—External, Internal, Blind
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Heredihas
never
been
This
positively
remedy
tary
known to fail. *1.00 a box, 6 boxes for *5.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each
6
when
of
at
one
purchased
boxes,
purchaser

kind

time, to refund the *5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by W. w. WHIPPUE5 A
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
meat Sqaare, Portland, Me.

A. R. & E. A.

Real Estate
$50,000
In large

SOLD BY

RINES BROS.
my24eodtf

DOTEIM,

to

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; AuBath and from Rockland Mondays only,
.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20 a.
m.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington. Skownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.; St. John. Bangor, Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Rockland, 5.35 p. ra.j Rangeley, J?armington, Skowhegan. Waterville and Lewiston,
5.45 p. m.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans,
Bridgton, 8.00 p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a,

fusta,

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

PAPER.

4, Jose Building,
NO. 98 EXCHANGE STREET,
Rooms 3 and

jul

FRYE’S AMANDINE

with QUINCE to retain
the healthful tone and
beauty of the face and
hands, that the skin may
not become coarse and
dark.

and Loans.

COMMERCIAL

Pownal.
meet at

SERVICE

MONTREAL

A

MARKS,

CAR
FOR-

PERTH AMBOY-Ar 26th, sch H G Milliken,

Marcus Edwards, Dover for Kennebec.
SATILLA RIVER—Sld May 24th Wm
Donnell, Davis, Portland.

In Effect

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Augusta.

NEW BEDFORD-Ar May 28th, Ebenezer
Haggett, Poole. Brunswick.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 27th, schs L M Deering,
New York; SE Nash, New York for Kenuebunkport.
Sld 27th, schs N P Walker and Commerce,
Rockland; J £ Kelsey, Bath for Wilmington;

4, 1801.

DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Soarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 6.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 46, 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Keanebunk, 7-00, 8.4a
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 6.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m..
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. m.. §12.40,3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.65, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) t9.00 a.
m„ (§1.00 p. m. daily) te.OOn. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (t9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.80 p. m., )*7.00 p. m. daily.)
WESTERN

Rockport.

Brig Resultado, (Br) Smith, Liverpool, NS—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Calvin F Baker, Darling, Clark’s Cove and
Norfolk—Peter S Nickerson.

more—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Morning Light, Nickerson, Cape Sable,
NS-Wm C Rich.
Sch Lochiel, tBr) Pertus, New Richmond, PI
—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Emery Swift, Staples, Penobscot—J H
Blake.
Sch Chaparal, Pearson, Port Clyde—J H Blake.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison—J H Blake.
SAILED—Ship Addie M Small; schs Laura C
Anderson, Henry Lipped, Addie Jordan, Matilda
D Borda, Geo M Adams.
SUNDAY, May 29.
Arrived.
Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Sch John S Ames, Olsen, Savannah—hard pine
to Deering, Winslow & Co.
Sch O D Witherell, Bearce, Georgetown
—coal to Randall* McAllister.
Sch Geo W Jewett, McKown, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Grace Rice, Marshall, Barbados—molasses
to order.
Sch Cora C Header. Header, Boothbay.
Sch Fillmore, Lindsay, Boston.
Sch Ada J Cambell. Rockland for New York.
Sch Louisa Francis, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
SAILED—Sbhs.Calvin F Baker, and Grace
Davis,

In Effect October

DIBECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Bath.
Also passed the 28th, sch Appliia & Amelia,.
Willard, Roundout for New Haven.
WASHINGTON-Cld 28th, William H Allison, Portland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 27th, sch A L Wilder,

J B Coyle.

Sch Cassie Jameson, Collins, Kennebec and

T

Also sld, brig Mary C Mariner Willmington, NC.
Ar 28th, barques James A Wright, Freeman.
Caleta, Buena, 98 days; Julia, Reed, Navassa,
7 days; sch Harry W Haynes, Bousey, iiacoris

WI. M.

Richmond, Va—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Laura M Lunt, Peck, Kennebec and Balti-

Boston & Maine R. R. Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.

Philadelphia.

Sld, barque L S Andrews, and sch Alice Belle.
Ar 28th, sells S G Haskell. Richardson from
Barbadoes; G II Holden, Pinkham, Bermuda;
G W Raitt, Davis, Eliot.
Sld, sch John K Souther. Agnes x Grace, H T
Wood, Caroline C, Harrv Messer, Radient, J P
JEawley.
Wyman, Charlie & Willie, M
NEW YORK—Ar 27th. sch Maggie Dalling,
Dalling, Cardenas, 8 days; Maud Malloch,
Deakin, Calais.
Sld 27th, barque Justine H Ingersoil, Santos;
sehs Collin W Walton, Brunswick;
Henry
Crosby, Fernandina; Charles L Davenport,

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

Domestic Ports.
BOSTON—Ar May 27th, sells Matilda, Cooper,
Freeman, EUot;
Rockport; 0 B Keunard,
Isaiah Hart, Williams, Philadelphia
Cld, sch Henry Withington, Studley, Kenne-

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—

Cleared.

i01’n®08™?

scantpn,

May 19,1892.
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FALL RIVER.Mass.. May 28,1892.—The following is the print cloth statement for the sveek:

Boston

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

..

Money Market.

Oregon Nav. lsts.110%

(By Telegraph,)
LONDON, May 28, 1892-Consols 97 ll-16d
for money and 97% d fort he account.
LIVERPOOL. May 28, 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm muddling at 41-64d: sales 7,000
bales; speculation and export 600 b„,es.
LIVERPOOL, May 28, 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat 6s9%d@6sl0d; Spring wheat
Mixed American corn at
at 6s 9d@6s oy2d.
4s 9%d. Cheese 63s for white.

..

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOEK. May 28, 1892.-The following
are to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Coal...,.34%
Hocking Coal....14
Homestalte.14 00
38 00
Ontario.

United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacino lsts.107%
Denver & Ti. G. 1st.116%
Erie 2ds.108%,
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%

7c.

MOBILE. Mav 27.1892.—The Cotton market
is steady; middling 7 1-16C.
MEMPHIS. May 27, 1892.—The Cotton market is quiet; middlings 7 3-16C.

Foreign Markets.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka 6s Stanta Fe E. 3414
C. B. & Q..10.3%

correspondents.

Coi'jsy-Oitom

n x aax a>

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 28. 1802.—The Cotton
market is quiet and unchanged; sales 85 bales;
_1
.1
,4..
Ea.
A
o+- R2/.n.

Boston Stock Market.

New York Stock and

—

quotations

CORN.

i-ROM OCR

SACO—Ar 25th. SeUClara Rogers, New York;
S H MfUs, Norfolk. 5 days, YYestly Abbott,
^
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, May 28—Sailed, schs
Naiitless. and Janies Meloy. Rockland (or New
tor Boston;
York Smith Tuttle. Pamanscotta
Beer Isle- Lunet,
Hattie S Collins, BostonMot
New York
•;'“
P'ocker,
New York tor Bangoi,
for Peer Isle; St Elmo, Kennedy, Rockland for
°
Providence; Sada
T
EllsLone Star, Machias
worth for Rondout; Albeit Coihss for Boston;
Boston,
EllsJ Kennedy. Calais
&t j ohu, N B for N ew
worth for Boston; Deltnc,
York,
■

Heroes and tubs;

lb In

at 7c

Chicago Hog Market.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Friday’s quotations.

New York

small do 11c; pressed hams

—c

Friday’s quotations.

Print

Gunpowder—Shot.
3 60@4 00 Am Zinc_5 00@7 00
Blasting
Sporting.... 4 60@6 50 Rochelle...
2y2
Drop shot.25 its. 1 40
Bice

Buck, B, BB,
T. TT, F.1

91%
July.
51 Vs
52Vs
51 Vs

63

Lowest.
Closing.

Leather

Bread.

PiotSup.7%@8
do sq.6%@6

90%
Mav.
62

CORN.

Opening. 473,i
48
Closing..

Portland Wholesale Market.

Cod—L a r ge
b
Shore
Small do.. 3
.3
Pollock
Haddock... 2

19'%

91 Vs
91 Vs

91
90 V2

Highest.

Railroad

Receipts.
PORTLAND, May. 28.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portana. 110 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 175 ears.

July.

May.
00y»

Opening.

actual

Fish.

Tea.

Souchong.18^50
! no choice... .SsxfeoO

Japan.25®35
Ooolong.2&@S5

Galy.5%@7

Firm—Stocks Closed Fairly

New

At

Common.3 % S3SA

to-dav’s quotations oi Provisions. Produce, etc.
cuts 00 O0@14 60; short cuts at
00 00314
75; Dacks at 14 75*00001; lean lends
at oo 00314 75; pork tongues 17 25; butt pork
10 25.

eodly

TURK’S ISLAND SALT.
Just arrived, “per Schooner R. G. Dunn,”
30,000 bushels coarse Salt. On hand,
full stock of Hay and Cattle Salt,

cargo

LORD BROS, tfc CO.,
4*5 Central Wharf, Portland, Me.
Alw
may28

NOTICE.

m.

Lumber, Door, Sasli and Blind
Dealers will close their places of
business Saturdays at 12 o’clock
during June, July and August.
mayl8

d2w

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate atChandler’s Music Store 413
feb5eodt£
Congress Street*

♦Sundays Included.

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

OF RICHMOND, (weather
leaves Portland—State
Street
p. m.,
or on
leaving
p. m.
for Rockland. Bar Harbor and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
FAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Pas3, and Ticket Agent,
Portland, May 2,1892,
utf.
Steamer

CITY

permitting),

and Fridays at 11.15
wharf—Tuesdays
arrival of train
Boston at 7

THE

PROHIBITION IN PORTLAND.

PRESS.

Eev. D. SI. Pratt Talks
ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

TODAY

AUCTION.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
The Atkinson Co.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Owen. Moore & Co.
&
Bickford.
Farrington
Wanted; two young men.
Republican convention.
Wanted ;assistant bookkeeper.
•J. M. Dyer & Co.
Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
Members of Cumberland bar.
New Wants, To Let, For
end similar advertisements,

iheir appropriate headings

Sale. Lost, Found
will be found under

on

page 6.

Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has bee*
■sed over Fifty Years by millions of mother*
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cure? Wind Colic, regulate*
the bowels, and is thd'best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.
For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow**
Soothing Syrup. 2bo a bottle.
Mrs.

iebSUWAF&wly
When Baby was sick, wo gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.

on

tills

Subject

evergreen cemetery.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The late fair at Oakdale netted

at

Williston Church.

over

1500

Saturday and Sunday were very bright,
were
loadThe
electric cars
pleasant days.
with
ed
all
yesterday
&
Harmon
will close on
day
Loring, Short
Memorial Hay.
went into Dee ring,
hundreds who
Mr. A. B. Butler’s creditors petitioned most of them to visit Evergreen cemehim into insolvency Saturday.
tery. As early as Saturday visitors beThe Portland Savings Bank is putting gan to move towards the cemetery, many
a large vault into the building.
of them bearing flowers or potted plants.
Munjoy Lodge, K. of P., will hold a Yesterday there was a stream of people.
fair next November at City Hall.
Visitors found the cemetery looking
Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of I’., will confer exceedingly well, in spite of the inclemthe rank of Esquire to-morrow evening
Superintendent
ency of the season.
The Veteran Blues Association will Floyd and his assistant, Mr.
Arthur
meet at Columbia hall to-morrow even- Floyd, have lawned either side of the
America as an illustration of the possicentral avenue, planted
maples and
ing.
bly competition with the liquor power.
E. L. Stanwood & Co. presented some birches, and spread out broad flower
The liquor men are massing their forces
fine cigars to the Eye and Ear fair Satur- beds, one in the shape of a large Maltese
to overthrow this stronghold of tempercross and
day.
bearing a red passion cross and
ance.
Millions of money would be
The Standard Clothing Company will crown. The trees are in tender green
poured in hero in six hours if it was
keep open their store during the forenoon leaf and the lawns are like velvet.
thought our voters would sell principles
to-day.
for dollars and cents.
The coming elecMAINE BIBLE SOCIETY.
The Alert, Capt. George W. Lane, will
tion
in the fall, said the speaker,
start at once on a missionary trip along Annual
is to be a crisis, inasmuch as a
Meeting of this Ancient Institurepeal of the coast.
tion

laws and an intentional relaxation of
them is contemplated. There are many,
our

Miss

Evangeline

Pearson has been en-

Page.

MEMORIAL DAY.
How

It

Will

Be

Observed In Portland.

cities the saloon sits on the throne and
holds the sceptre of authority.
The
license system is begetting a generation
of

is Memorial

Today
Day and the public
buildings and banks will he closed,
business will he generally suspended,
and the post office opens only at the
usual holiday hours.
The morning will be devoted as usual
by the Grand Army posts and Sons of
Veterans to the decoration of graves in
the various cemeteries as per programme
published on Saturday last.
In the afternoon the procession will he
made up in the following order, and will
move promptly from Monument Square

Much

Eev. D. M. Pratt, pastor of Willliston
church, took for his topic yesterday,
Isaiah SI-9 “Thou shalt not hurt nor destroy in all God’s holy mountains; for
the earth shall be full of the knowledge
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.”
After the preliminary the preacher said
that here in Portland we are called to
face one of the weightiest problems a
Christian people were ever called to consider. This city bears the reputation of
being in the forefront of the temperance
movement and is quoted in England and

gaged to read with Shaw’s Quartette, out
who, if they don’t express themselves of
town, June 1st.
or
a
would
confess
politically,
morally,
Walter Oliver lost his little finger at
desire
to
see this result accomplished.
decll
eod&wly
the first joint while trimming books at
If your complaint is want of appetite, try half The preacher
laid down these stateHall Davis’s Saturday.
wine glass of Angostura Bitters before meals, ments as facts.
a
1st, Prohibition as
The crew of the cutter Woodbury have
Dr. J. G. B. Siegert & Sons, sole manufacturers.
principle is right morally; 2nd, Prohibi- been
At:all druggists.
may27FMW&wlw
enjoying rifle and revolver practice
tion is right as a civil
The
state
principle.
at Fort George, Castine.
has the right of
self-preservation. We
The Maine Steamship Company begins
For additional Local News see are fast approaching
the time when our
the three trips a week between Portland
national government will be captive to
Fifth
and New York to-night.
the liquor traffic.
In many states and
The
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

Hundreds Visited It Yesterday;
of Graves.
Preliminary Decoration
and

people, ignorant of self-government,
more and more
lawless, discontented,
illiterate, debased, lustful and criminal.
The saloon is the principal agent in the
moral degradation.
Enforced prohibition throughout the country for one
generation would make this the most virtuous and prosperous nation the sun
ever

shone upon.

3d, Prohibition
ble.

is

financially profita-

This has been demonstrated by the

^■lu.uiucxuou.u

ui

luo

law

m

our

city
The extra cost

decision has been reserved in the
case of
Cushing & McKenney vs. the
Laura Belle for supplies furnished.
Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P., will hold a
special meeting this evening, to take action upon the death of rM. E. K. Wagg.
The quartermaster of the Grand Army
sold over 1900 flags to posts to decorate
graves

to-day,

up to

midnight

of Satur-

day.
The Grand Lodge of Elks is to be held
Buffalo, and Portland Lodge will be
represented by Past Exalted Euler W. O.
Alden.
George Ham, of Pleasantdale was acciat

dentally struck m the forehead by a bat
the past twelve months.
a wound that required two
inflicting
has been more than balanced
by the stitches.
at 9. Rfl a'dIadIt n m
lines received. $3000 has been added to
R. S. Robinson has been awarded the
Platoon of Police.
the court treasury the past twelve
Chief Marshal and Aida
contract to build the car house for the
Chandler’s Band.
months by the enforcement of the laws.
Horse Railroad Co. in the western part
Military Escort.
It was Blaine who said, “I think that beAmerican Cadet Band.
of the city.
Bosworth Post, No. 2, Department of Maine,
fore the Maine laws went into effect
G. A. B., Commander Charles E. Jordan.
The new chemical engine will probably
Thatcher Post. No. Ill, Department of Maine,
Maine was the poorest state in the Union
G. A. R., Commander Josiali Simpson.
go in the Casco 5 house which will have
and
now
it
is
one
of the most prosperShepley Camp, Sons of Veterans, No. 4, Capt.
to be enlarged.
Ko definite action has
Frank B. W. Welch.
ous.”
Carriages with Disabled Comrades.
yet been taken.
have
Many people
supposed the enThe column will move over the followThere was 21 arrests last week of
forcement of the law profitable to the
which 10 were for drunkenness.
ing route:
Officer
Middle street to Exchange street, to sheriff, but the enforcement of the Usher sent in a man Saturday
for
night
law
diminishes his revenue proportionFederal street, to Franklin street, to
his wife.
abusing
Cumberland street, to High street, to ately. The arrest of the rumsellers preAnn Dickinson was the only person beCongress street, down Congress street to vents the arrest of a dozen or
twenty fore the Municipal Court
Monument Square, where the column
Saturday, and
will be massed about the monument and drunkards and this means one fee in- was let off on condition that she would
the monument decorated with appro- stead of a dozen or twenty.
Then again
leave the town within 24 hours.
priate exercises, thence to City Hall, the police are made rich in many cities
J. N. Jones made complaint Saturday,
where the escort will be dismissed and
the money paid them for non-enforcethe veteran organizations will proceed by
that he was robbed on the Boston boat
into City Hall for the afternoon exercises. ment of the law. Thousands of dollars the
night previous of a silver watch, $15
After the veterans and audience are have probably been offered our sheriff in
money, and a spring overcoat.
Such a man
seated in the hall the following order of not to enfore the law.
The water was drawn out of the Clarkshould be well supported, and probably
exercises will be given:
Cliaplin
ponds at the Cape last week,
Music.Chandler’s Band will be.
the flats exposed for the first
leaving
Prayor.Rev. A. H. Wright
\ ocal Music..Shaw’s Quartette
time since the dam was built in 1879.
A WOMAN ORATOR.
Introductory Remarks.Col. C. D. Clark
The Casco Bay Steamboat Company
Address.MaJ. S. W. Thaxter Mrs.
Vocal Music.Shaw’s Quartette
J. T. Mason "Will Address Hannibal
have bought a water frontage of 590 feet
Keller’s American Hymn.
Hamlin Post of Bangor.
at Harpswell,
from the Merryconeag
Address.Hon. W. L. Putnam
Vocal Music.,.Shaw’s Quartette
to the other shore of the neck.
wharf
Our Flag Is There.
One
of
the
Memorial day orators in
Address.Rev. Matt S. Hughes
James Sear has been bound over by
Hymn—America.Audience and Band Maine today is a woman—a native of
Commissioner Rand for selling liquor
Benediction.
Cumberland county. Her name is Mrs.
without a government license in the sum
General Order to the Militia Escort.
J. T. Mason and she will deliver the adof $300, to the June term of court at
T.
E.
Major
Hartnett, commander of the dress before Hannibal Hamlin Post of
Bangor.
militia escort, has issued, through ActBangor. Ella Hamlin Jordan Mason was
A special meeting of the Central Labor
ing Adjutant W. F. Sederquest, the fol- born at Fort Hill, Gorham, in June, 1852.
Union
is called for this evening. All dellowing order for today’s parade:
She removed to Biddeford when 8 years
egates are requested to be present, as
The several companies comprising the escort
old
and has been a resident of that city
to the G. A. R. will form at 2.15 p. m. on Plum
business of importance is to come before
street, right resting on Middle, in the following ever since. She graduated from Biddethem to-day.
order: Montgomery Guards, Portland Cadets,
Portland Light Infantry (color company) Sheri- ford high school in June, 1869, and the
The owners and renters of cottages on
man Rifles, Co. A, High School Cadets, Co.
B, following year married her husband, Jothe islands are fast moving into their
High School Cadets.
Color Sergt. Webster of the High School seph T. Mason. Two years later Mrs.
summer houses.
The Casco Bay SteamCadets will report to Capt. Geo. A. Dow, PortMason began studying elocution in Bosland Light Infantry.
boat Company puts on extra trips beginton, and continued under various teach- ning t-day.
Send in Flowers.
ers for a period of a little more than two
The yacht club arrived at Boothbay
It is urgently requested that flowers be
She was elected grand vice tem- Harbor
sent to Bosworth Post hall, at No. 44 years.
Saturday noon, and Christmas
of the state of Maine, the highest Cove in
the afternoon.
Free street, this morning before 8 o’clock plar
They spent Sunoffice in the organization, seven years ago,
for the decoration of graves as the
day at Cundy’s Harbor and will be home
sup- and was a
delegate to the national con- to-night. They had fine weather.
ply has not been equal to the demand.
vention of Good Templars, held at WashThe schooner Mattie J. Allen made 300
The Day’s Sports.
ington in that year.
m?lnc! fl’Am Pav+1 nrwl 4-*-v
XT
There will be games of base ball beSllA is r»r»W nrnmmflnflvr nnnennr]
sJ-0—0””
in two and one-half days, and from
B.,
tween the Lewistons and Portlands, and
prosecuting the national work of the Woto New York, 600 miles, in
Presumpscots and Twitchell-Champlins, man’s Relief Corps, being a member of Hillsborough
4 days. Quick time.
and foot ball between the Biddeford the U. S. Grant
of
corps
Biddeford, and
Arc lights will he placed on Tukey’s
Ramblers and Portland foot ball club.
a national aid on the staff of the national
foot of St. Lawrence street, corbridge,
At the Post Office.
president.
ner of Spring and May streets,
Congress
The usual holiday office hours will be
below Ellsworth and an incandescent on
The Police Force.
observed at the post office as follows:
Marshal Swett made these changes in Morning and Merrill streets.
Cashier’s and general delivery windows
The Ottawa will he opened for a Quethe heats of the police force last night:
open between the hours of 8 and 9 in the
bec party, Juno 22, for two days. The
DAY FORCE.
morning and 1 and 2 in the afternoon. Beats.Names. Beats.
Names. regular season will open July 2, for the
|
Delivery by carriers at 7 a. m. Collec1 .F'iekett 8.Thrasher
vestibule train party from Chicago. Mr.
2 .Hanson
tions at 7 and 11 a. m. and 6 p. m.
9.Massure
John Coleman will be head waiter and
3 .Morse 10.Skillings
4 .W. R. Frank 11.Miles
The Infirmary Fair.
Mr. W.A. Campbell steward. The Maine
5 .McGrath 12.Brackett
3.Norton 13.. Harmon signal of- hotel proprietors will have a shore dinThe infirmary fair closed
Saturday
7.Sylvesterfleer.
ner at Cushing’s Island July 3d.
night with an excellent exhibition by
NIGHT FORCE.
Lots of fishing parties have gone to
Prof. Lee, an auction sale managed by
Beats.1st Class.2d Class. Moosehead
and Sebago.
Mr. Walter S. Bailey and the distribuAmong the
1 .'Williams.Riley
“Greeley Expedition” to Moosehead are
tion of prizes as follows: Opera glasses
2 .Frith.Quinn
3 .Greeley.F’oss
Dr. O’Neil, Sylvanus Bourne, Charles
to J. H. Hall; silk tea cloth to Col. H. S.
4 .Heath.Phillips
McCarthy, James Miller, and S. D. Rob5 .Smith.Usher
who
returned
it
to be sold;
Osgood,
inson of this city.
Saturday, Alderman
3.McDonough.Chase
guess cake to Miss Ellen A. Barton;
7 .Flynn.McCormick
Stevens, Postmaster Small, W. S. Eaton,
8 .Frank, G.Webster
Charles
on
satin
to
Dr.
G.
W. Morse and Heretching
Cushing
Marshall; whip
9 .Merrill.White
bert Clay left for Kennebago.
to Geo. F. French; bed from Atkinson
10 .Sparrow.Warren
.’.Moore.Jones
exhibit to Col. J. J. Lynch. The statu- 11
12 .Rowe.Newcomb
High School Cadets.
to
be
is
two
disposed of,
signal officer
yet
persons
ary
The High School Cadets propose campguessing alike; and the painting and
The Grand Trunk Bridge.
ing out for military instruction at High
case of games were withdrawn.
Those
About 300 feet of the new
Grand Head, Harpswell, July 5-9 inclusive.
who guessed on these may get their
Trunk bridge are about ready for the They will have regular tents and equipmoney from Mrs. Geo. F. French. Late
Nat Gordon," the diver, has ments and meals will be furnished from
planking.
donations were $50 from Mrs. Carolina
One of the male
been superintending the placing the piles a house near by.
B. Wescott of Mew York and a bill of
for the caisson of the draw.
There are teachers of the school will probably en$34.50 from the Electric Light Company.
with the Cadets.
The net receipts will reach about $4,000. piles needed and they are 25 feet below camp
high water mark. These piles are sawed
Greenwood Garden Cine.
Wheelmen Go to Bangor^
off under water and Gordon
goes under
The Greenwood Garden and Cushing’s
and sets the steam saw for each pile.
About thirty Portland wheelmen left
The work is watched by crowds of spec- Island Steamboat
Company still run regthe city yesterday for the Bangor meet tators.
ular trips to Peaks and Cushing’s Islands.
to-day. Most of them went on the noon
Pennysylvania has expended nearly $6— Leave Portland Pier at 6, 6.40, 8.30, 10.30
train and the remainder on the midnight
000,01X1 on the roads of that state in one a-m.:
2.15, 4.30, 6.15 p. m. See time
Pullman.
year.
tab'®.
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Held Past Evening—How the Work

Supplying

Bibles to Maine People is

Going On.
The annual meeting of the venerable
Maine Bible Society was observed at
Chestnut street M. E. church last evening. This society has been doing its
work in Maine for 83 years, and the report of the trustees made last evening
was the
eighty-second. This report, and
the address delivered by Bev. Matt. S.
Hughes, constituted the principal portions of the exercises. Besides the usual
reading of Scriptures, there was also an
opening address by Deacon S. L. Larrabee.
The report of the trustees was made by
Bev. J. Gc. Merrill. The report dealt in
the general facts pertaining to the society’s work:
(1) The long outstanding obligation to
the National Society has been cancelled
during the past year; (2) For the first
time this year the cooperation of the
»»cioiiiiigMju

county suuiety

cuauies

Alderman Josselyn has

gone to White

Miss Stevens of Spring street will spend
part of a year in Fleury, France.
Robert N. Adams has been appointed
substitute clerk at the post office.
Lieut. John G. Berry has been ordered
to duty
temporarily on the revenue cutter

Woodbury.
Ex-Alderman Robert McClutchy is confined to his house with a severe attack of
rheumatism.
Rev. F. T. Bayley is on his way from
Denver and will be in the city to spend a
part of his vacation.
It is
thought that Mrs. Robertson, who
took her infant’s life, and is at
Greeley
Hospital, has quick consumption.
B. C. Peabody, formerly operator and
station agent at Readfield, has been appointed to the same position at Westbrook
J unction.
Manager Wilson of Portland theatre
left Friday night for his usual summer
work as ticket
agent for the Nantasket
Beach steamboat line.
Miss Katherine M. Ricker has been
very sick with tonsilitis at her home in
Falmouth. Miss Long is taking her place
in the Haydn Quartette
during her illGeneral Secretary McDonald of the Y.
M. C. A. has gone to Providence to attend the 22d annual conference of the Y.
M. C. A. of the United States and Dominion of Canada.
The Massachusetts wheelmen’s meet is
to be held at Worcester
today. Two of
Portland’s men are entered in the open
race, W. E. Tobie and E. G. Scully, both
Pine Tree Wheelmen. F. M. Brown,
Frank Bolles and Harry Pierce will go up
but do not race.

influence, only

family

the difficulty of distance.
More, we have here in this State of
Maine, seventy-two towns without a
church building, and a large number
where there are no stated religious services. If such destitution exists in our
towns, what must be the condition of
those who live in the inland country districts. But thanks to the information
overcomes

laboriously gathered by the agents of the
Bible Society during the past year, we
can judge approximately concerning the
spiritual condition of our people. The
nineteen agents employed by the society
visited over 31,000 houses last year.
r'AnnlinO'
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report accurately

One-half of
these homes sheltered non-church goers.
Speaking in round numbers, 75,000 out
of the 150,000 visited are persons who
hold themselves outside of church influences.
“But do they not at least possess
Bibles?” you may ask.
Yes, many of
them do.
But out of the 31,000 families
visited more than 1,100 families were
found without the word of God in their
houses, and those 1,100 families were
Protestant families. I make these astounding statements on the authority of
Supt. Stilson of the Bible Society.”

concerning 150,000 persons.

DEERING-I
There is

movement to have a special
policeman stationed at the foot of Spring
street at
Woodfords, to keep the corner
clear of loafers.
a

Maine Building at the World's Fair.
Good progress is being made in
raising
supscriptions for the State of Maine
The amount rebuilding at Chicago.
quired is $7,000, $2,000 of which was
allotted to Portland as her share.
This
amount has
already been raised in this
city, the canvassing having been done by
Joseph E. Blabon, George S. Hunt and
Fred E.
a
who were
The

the

it any of our citizens have

they

can

send

building. So
been neglected

their subscriptions to
either of the above named committee.
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The Weather Today
is likely to be

L

showery.

i

Portland, May 30, 1892.

MEMORIAL DAY.
the store

living

and the

patriotism

made

this

peaceful,

dead,

and

the

loy-

country

prosperous

Union that it is, we

give

day.

The memory of their
gallant deeds and the con-

scious

pride in

the noble

■M

To-DAY, the living pay loving
homage to the dead; to-day are
honored the memories of those
who sleep in soldiers’ graves.
All the animosities of the con- J.
flict have passed away, and by
the side of the hero who wore
the blue, stands the warrior who
wore the gray, uniting in a common tribute to the valor of the
slain.
Our store will be open till noon to
day to accommodate customers who
were unable to come
Saturday.
FARRINGTON

results

gled

Patrolman Julius Zeidler
Of the Brooklyn, N. Y., Police Force, gladly
testifies to the_ merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
His wife takes it for dizziness and indigestion
and it works charmingly.
The children also
take it with great benefit It is without doubt
a most excellent thing for Thai Tired Feeling. I cheerfully recommend

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

and Hood’s Pills to every one who wishes to
have health and comfort” Get HOOD’S.

HOOD’8 PlLLS
biliousness, jaundice,

liver Ills, constipation,
and sick headache.

cure

achieved, are minin cheers and tears

rious;— as

WEEK DAY TIME

TABLE.

m.; 2.15, 3.15, 5.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, Peaks
Island. 5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30, a. m.; 2.00,
4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,

10.30 a.m.; 2.00 p.m.
RETURN.
Leave

Forest City
a. m.;

8.30, 9.30,10.50
m.

Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
2.35 3.45, 5.30, 6.30 p.

Leave Ponce’s Landing,
m.; 2.50, 6.10, 6.50 p. m.

6.05, 8.60,11.20 a.

Leave Cushing’s, 7.05, 8.15, 11.05 a. m.;
2.45, 3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9,20 a.
m.; 12.00, 3.30, 5.35, 7.15 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15, 9.15,
11.55 a.m.; 3.25, 5.30, 6.45 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10, 11.50
a. m.; 3.20, 6.25, 7.05 p. m.
Leave Evergreen,
m.; 3.15, 5.20,7.00 p.
Leave Marriner’s

11.30

a.

m.; 3.00 p.

tribute

a

Today with
flags we mark
of those who

6.15, 7.06, 9.05,11.45

flowers and
the

names

came

never

rejoicings

marching

Once

a

year

to us, these

all their

blest,”

they

come

veterans

“by
country’s wishes

year their
presence helps to remind
us of what we owe them;
once

are

we

part

a

proud

to make

to do

the

day

our

me-

morial.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

a.

m.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
8.00, 9.00,10.30, a. m.; 12.15, 2.16, 3.15, 6.00

p. m.

a.

maySOdtf

m.;

To

Minneapolis and Reurn

$20.00
Canadian

Pacific

Ry.

Through
Sleeping Car Service Daily.
Tickets

good going May 31 to June 5; Re-

both as regards water and public interest, these sponges we
have been showing the past week.

The quantity, quality, variety
and price make them attractive

turning until June

30.

For reservations in Sleeping Cars or further
information apply to Ticket Agents, Boston and
Maine, Concord and Montreal and Canadian
Pacific Rys:
Boston Ticket Office,
197 Washington St, (Sears Building).
my30d2t

to any one who has sponge in
WAITED.
view for any purpose whatsoever.
An assistant Bookkeeper.
One who
If yon allow them to absorb has had experience; is a good penman,
your attention for even a few and quick m figures. None other need
minutes we will assure you that apply. Address,
BOX No. 821,
we will not absorb too much of
Portland, Me.
in
return.
maySO
dlw
finances
your
WANTED

H. H. HAY &
my 28

SON,

Middle Street.
dtflstor8thp

between eighteen and twenyoung
TWO
ty years of age, to learn pattern making.
Must have sound
man

body, good eye, equivalent of
high school education, with some knowledge of
drawing. Must hire lor five years. This is a
good opportunity for a first-class young man to
get a valuable position. Applicants will be required to pass phystcalandmentalexamination.
Address, before June (i, 1892, Chas. L. Cushman, care Ara Cushman Company, Auburn,
Maine.
myaod 1 w

The financial strength of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is
beyond all
question; it has already returned
to its policyholders than probably apy other Company of its size.

more

b
•y
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WE, THE UNDERSIGNED,

Members of Cumberland

Bar,

AGREE TO CLOSE OUR OFFICES AT

4 o’clock, from JUNE 1st to SEPT. 1st.
Strout, Gage & Strout, Leroy L. Right,
Symonds, Snow&Cook, William M. Bradley,
Henry B. Thomas L. Talbot
Cleaves, and Stephen V. C. Wilson,
C. Perry.
Charles Dunn, Jr„
Drummond & Drum- Edwin L. Dyer,
Fred Y. Matthews,
_mo“d, T
Frank & Larrabee,
F. H. Harford,
A. A. Strout.
Lewis Pierce,
Dennis A. Meaher.
George Walker,
John A. Waterman,
George W. Verrill.
B. D. & H. M, Verrill, F. S. Waterhouse.
Locke & Loclte,
Thomas F. Keating,
Coombs & Neal,
George C. Hopkins.
Woodman & Thompson, Henry Deering,
William Henry Clifford, Lindley M. Webb,
C. P. Mattocks,
A. W. Bradbury.
Clarence Hale,
C. E. Clifford,
Payson & Davis,
Carroll W. MorrllL
J. H. Fogg,
George Libby,
A. F. Moulton,
John J. Perry,
F. M. Bay,
W. Edwin Ulmer,
Edward M. Band,
Melville A. Floyd.
H. & W. J. Knowlton,
C. Thornton Libbv,
Wilford G. Chapman.
George E. Bird,
Seth L. Larrabee,
Edward F. Tompson.
William H. Looney,
Richard Webb,
John C. &F. H. Cobb, Irving W. Parker,
Johns. White,
George M. Seiders,
F. V. Chase,
George D. Band,
L. B. Dennett,
George H. Allen,
George F. Gould,
Joseph B. Reed,
Albro E. Chase,
John J. Lynch.
Isaac W. Dyer,
Elgin C. Verrill,
George F. McQuillan, John H. Card,
James L. Backlf ff,
L. H. Dyer,
E. Dudley Freeman,
J. H. Hill,
William B. Antholne,
Albert E. Neal.
Frank W. Robinson,
Benjamin G. Ward,
H. E. Virgin,
Albert S. Woodman,
Charles A. True,
John T. Fagan,
Eben Winthrop Free- John F. A. Merrill,
man,
C. A. Hight.
may30
dlw
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Nathan &

BASE BAXjXj.
vs. LEWISTONS,
Monday,
May 30th.

PORTLANDS
■

VIA THE

j|N

1-

AMUSEMENTS.

C. W. T. GODING.
General Manager.

mwm suBJtCT

:&
\

under tat-

tered banners to the solemn chant of long ago.

m.

For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00,
9.00,10.30 a. m.; 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p. m.

STREET.

we

Landing, Long Island,

For Cushings Island, 9.00, 10.30
12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.

CONGRESS

to

keep step with those who
are

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

BICKFORI>

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

543

their heroism we give the
anniversary honors.

heartfelt

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,

&

for those who made the
Stars and Stripes victo-

back, and with praise and

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

appointed
committee for this purpose by the Port-

grounds surrounding

J.

the

Richards,

land Board of Trade. This committee
has been informed
by the committee of
the World’s Fair
commission that a much
larger sum can well be used, more
especially for the laying out of the

cts., worth $1.00.

10-4
16 cts.
Misses’ 50c. Fancy Cotton Hose, Sets.
“
“
“
“
62c.
12 1-3 cts.
“
“
“
“
75c.
15 cts.
If you are looking for
Bargains call on us.
Ours is the Bargain Store of the City.
“

alty

Monday, May 30, 1892.
with Gospel privileges as is generally
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
Commencing
supposed. It is an astonishing fact that 6.45,6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a.m.; 2.15, 3.16,
6.10 p. m.
fully one-half the people in the state like 6.00,
For Cushings Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a.

a

One case lOc Printed Cambric for 8 cts.
One lot Cocheco Prints, 5 cts.
A few more pieces of Plaid Repellents 69
Good 9-4 Unbleached Cotton, 15 cts.

the

end, changes
population
making new canvasses necessary; (5)
Larger contributions are needed if the
society is to keep its present force of
laborers in the field; (6) The directors
believe that the coming year will mark
an advance
along the whole line of its

here and there

Plain, Printed, Hemstitched, Embroidered and Eacc Handkerchiefs, marked down.
Black, White and Colored Ribbons marked down to close.
One case 27 in. Printed Challies, 6 1-4 cts. worth 10.
200 Antique Lace Tidies 13cts. worth 25.
One lot Portemonnaies at about half price.
One lot Steel Scissors, 25 cts., all sizes.
One lot of Jewelry at one fourth of the cost.

whose

in

the one-half of our population thus widely
removed from the centers of Christian

\

°* seasonable and desirable goods marked way
jK
down, and they must be closed out. The people
"
«D4aUvU
appreciate the great bargains we offer, and keep
all
the time.
us busy
4

is closed.
To the old soldiers,

lias had the cordial endorsement of all
the denomination in the state, with consequent good results in contributions;
(4) The work must be continued as it

two miles and further from any church
building, and more, it is also true that of

FOR THIS WEEK..

TODAY

tne

work.
The fourth Sunday of September will
be Bible Society Day, from which excellent results are hoped.
The annual address was delivered by
Rev. Matt. S. Hughes, and was a forcible
and thoughtful disoourse, pertinent to
the subject. Some of the stastics set
forth by him are a little startling. “Does
it not seem passing strange,” said Mr.
Hughes, “in old New England to speak
of houses without a Bible? We call our
land the land of ‘the open Bible.’ Now
comes the Bible Society and gives us a
shock, by declaring that it proposes to
place a Bible in every home in Maine. At
first thought we might imagine the society had better take the Bible to Africa
or the islands of the sea, and not waste
its time in the Christian state of Maine.
Any such idea is born of the lack of
knowledge. We are not so well supplied

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ness.

publication of full statistics of work done;
(3) During the past year also the society

will never

NEW

EXTRAORDINARY^

BARGAINS

Sulphur Springs.

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

PERSONAL.

PORTLANDS vs. MANCHESTERS, Wednesday and Thursday, June 1st and 2d.
PORTLANDS vs. SALEMS, Friday and Saturday, June 3d and 4th.
Admission 25 cents; Ladies free to grounds
and grand stand, except Monday, when charge
will be made to grand stand.
Game called at
3.30 o’clock.
my28td
SALES.

AUCTION

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Millinery,

Ladies’ Wardrobe, Etc., Etc.

.TUNE 1st, at 10 a.m., at
WEDNESDAY,
salesroom, Exchange Street,
small
stock
a

of Millinery. Ladies’ Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats, Ribbons, Braids, Feathers,
Flowers; also Ladies’ Wadrobe, Silk Dresses,
Wool and Flannel Dresses, Shawls, Wraps, etc.,
etc., etc.
maySOdtd
BY F, O. BAILEY &

CO., AUCTIONEERS

stock ofgrocerTesTfancy GOODS, &c
TUESDAY, MAY 31st, AT 2 O’CLOCK, P. M„
shall sell the stock of the late Daniel
street, consistGroceries,
Tea,
ing
Molasses, Soap,
Spices, Extracts. Canned Goods, Cream Tartar
Vinegar, Beans, Wooden Ware, Fancy Goods,
Notions. Hardware, Nails, Crockery and Glass
Ware. Store Fixtures, Show Cases, Platform
and Counter Scales, &c &c., &c.

WE
Coffin, No. 117 Congress
of
Coffee,

my25-dtd

F. O.

To those dependent on you your life
is of inestimable value, llo your duty

SigTOS'marwjs:
day
particulars and details
for

plans, features, cost, etc.

as

to

BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
marl 4

C. W.ALLEN.
dtf
*
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